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This Book 

Τ HIS ΒΟΟΚ IS ΝΕΙΊΉΕR FACΓ NOR FICΓION. IT'S 

about something stranger than both; and 

compared ω that, what we call facts are just a fiction. 

It's not what it seems, just as the things around us 

aren't what they seem. If you read οη you'll see it's all 

about deception-about the total deception of the world 

we live in and about what lies behind. 

It might seem to be a story about things that 

happened a long time ago. But really it's aboιιt ourselves. 

The details will probably be unfamiliar, very unfamiliaι-. 

And yet theiι- significance ι-eaches to the roots of our own 

being. 

This unfamiliarity is important. Usually something 

ίs unfamiliar because it has ηο relation to us and we have 

ηο relation το ίt. But what's most unfamiliar of all ίs 

what's closest to us, and which we've forgotten. It's like a 

limb that's been anaesthetized or that's been unused for 

a long, long time. When we start feeling it again it's so 

strangely unfamiliar just because it's such an essential 

part of us. 



And that's the purpose of this book: to awaken 
something we've forgotten, something we've been made 
to forget by the passing of time and by those who've 
misunderstood or-for reasons of their own-have 
wanted us to forget. 

It could be said that this process of awakening is 
profoundly healing. It is. The only trouble with say
ing this is that we've come to haνe such a superficial 
idea of healing. For most of us, healing is what makes 
us comfortable and eases the pain. It's what softens, 
protects us. And yet what we want to be healed of is 
often what will heal us if we can stand the discomfort 
and the pain. 

We want healing from illness, but it's through ill
ness that we grow and are healed of our complacency. 
We're afraid of loss, and yet it's through what we lose 
that we're able to find what nothing can take away from 
us. We run from sadness and depression. But if we really 
face our sadness we find it speaks with the voice of our 
deepest longing; and if we face it a little longer we find 
that it teaches us the way to attain what we long for. 

And what is it that we long for? That's what this 
story is about. 
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Our Ancestors 

F YOU'RE LUCΚY, ΑΤ SOME ΡΟΙΝΤ ΙΝ YOUR LIFE 

Ι you'll come to a complete dead end.
Or to put it another way: if you're lucky you'll come 

to a crossroads and see that the path to the left leads to 
hell, that tl1e path to the right leads to hell, that the road 
straight ahead leads to hell and that if you try to turn 
around you'll end up in complete and utteι- hell. 

Every way leads to hell and there's ηο way out, 
nothing left for you to do. Nothing can possibly satisfy 
you any more. Then, if you're ready, you'll start to 
discoνer inside yourself what yοιι always longed for but 
were never able to find. 

And if yοιι'ι-e not lucky? 
If yoιι're not lucky yoιι'll only come to this point 

when you die. And that won't be a pretty sight becaιιse 
you'll still be wanting what you're ηο longer able to have. 
We are human beings, endowed with an incredible 
dignity; but there's nothing moι-e undignified than foι-
getting our greatness and clutching at straws. 



This life of the senses can never fulfil us, even though 

the whole world will tel1 us the oρρosite. It never was 

meant to fulfil us. The truth is so simρle, so lovingly 

simple: if we want to grow up, become true men and 

women, we have to face death before we die. We have to 

discover what it is to be able to slide behind the scenes 

and disappear. 

Our western culture carefully keeps us from such 

things. It keeps going, and thriving, by ρersuading us 

to value everything that's unimportant. And that's why 

over the past hundred years so many people have turned 

away, turned to the East, anywhere-for some form of 

spiritual nourishment, for a taste of something else. At 

first it was the great religions of the East; now it's small 

tribes and hidden cultures. 

But we belong to the West. The more we find in the 

East οι- anywhere else the more it makes us inwardly 

divided, homeless in our own land. We become cultural 

tramps and vagabonds. The solutions we find are never 

fundamental answers. They only aeate more ρroblems. 

AND ΥΕΤ THERE'S SOMETHING we were never told. 

Even in these modeι-n times, what half-heartedly is 

described as mystical perception is always pushed to the 

periphery. When it's not denied it's held at arm's length-
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out theι-e at the margins of society. But what we haven't 

been told is that a spiritual tradition lies at the very roots 

of western civilization. 

You could say the ρeople concerned were mystics. 

But they weι-en't mystics as we might understand mystics: 

that idea of mysticism only came into being much later. 

They were intensely ρι-actical-so practical that, 

thousands of years ago, they sowed the seeds of western 

culture and shaped the structure of the world we live in. 

Το the extent that we take part in the culture of this 

western world, they're our ancestors. Now we struggle 

around in what they created, oblivious of our past. 

Almost singlehandedly they laid the foundation for 

disciρlines that were to malce the West what it now is: 

chemistry, physics, astronomy, biology, rhetoric, logic. 

But they did all this with an understanding we ηο longer 

have, because their knowledge came from a wisdom that 

to us is ηο more than a myth. 

And it's not just that they've been misunderstood. 

That's only a small part of it. They also knew they would 

be misunderstood. They realized they were dealing with 

children who would walk away with the pieces that took 

their fancy and fail to see the whole. 

And so it came about. Nothing about who those 

people were, οι- what they taught, is apprecίated any 

more. Even the traces of their existence have almost been 

wiped out. Their names are hardly known to anyone. 
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Fragments of what they said are kept in the hands of a 

few scholars, who do just what Jesus described. They hold 

the keys of knowledge but hide them; and rhey don't 

go in themselves or open the doors for anyone else. 

But behind those doors is something we can ηο 

longer do without. The gifts we were given don't work 

any more, and we threw away the instructions for how 

to use them a long time ago. 

Now it's important to make contact with that tradi

tion again-not just for our sakes but for rhe sake of 

something larger. Ir's important because rhere's ηο other 

way forward. And we don't have to look outside our

selves. We don't have to turn to a culrure any different 

from the world we live in. Everything we need is inside 

us, deep in our own roots, just waiting to be rouched. 

And yet for contact with that tradition a price has ω 

be paid. Α price always has to be paid, and it's because 

people weren't willing to pay the price that rhings have 

ended up the way tl1ey have. 

The price is wl1at it always has been: ourselves, ouι

willingness to be rι-ansformed. Norhing less will do. 

We can't just stand back and watch. We can't stand 

back because we ourselves are the missing ingredient. 

Without our involvement words are only words. And 

that tradition didn't exist to edify, οι- entertain, or even 

to inspire. It exίsted ω draw people home. 
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So ir's good to know whar's involved. This isn't a 

111 ιοl< to satisfyyour curiosity or create moι-e curiosity. lt's 

.ιl10ut men who ωοk everything away from the people 

1 Ι ιι:y taught and gave them nothing that can be imagίned 

111 .-erurn. 

Το most of us this will sound like craziness, sheer 

oonsense. And rhat's exactly what it ίs, because ίt comes 

ΓJ"Om beyond the senses. lt just so happens to be the same 

nonsense that gave rise to the western woι-ld-a nonsense 

so powerful but so elusive that people have tried for 

thousands of years ω make sense of it, and always failed. 

So ΜΑΝΥ OF us ωday are concerned about the extinction 

of all the species that the western woι-ld is wiping out. But 

rheι-e's hardly anyone who notices rhe most extraordinaι-y 

thι-eat of all: the extinction of our knowledge of what 

we aι-e. 
For we're not just twenty or forty or seventy years 

old. That's only an appearance. We're ancient, incredibly 

ancient. We hold the history of the staι-s in our pockets. 

That knowledge that's gone missing has to do with 

the past. And yet it has nothing ω do with the past as we 

understand the past. We are the past. Even our tomoI

rows aie the past acting itself out. We like to think we can 
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step into the future by leaving the past behind, but that 

can't be done. We only move into the future when we turn 

to face our past and become what we are. 

So let's start at the beginning-with the people who 

were ancesrors of our ancestors. 
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Phocaea 

Τ ΗΕΥ WERE TRADERS, EXPLORERS, PIRATES. 

Those who have studied them call them 

tlιe Vikings of antiquity. They wel'e the most dal'ing 

adventul'el's among the ancient Greeks, pushing at the 

fωntiel's of the unknown. What others dreamed of they 

converted into Γeality. 

Tlιey were called Phocaeans, and the name of theil' 

town was Phocaea. It was a small place perched οη the 

west coast of what's now known as Tιιrl(ey, just a little to 

the north of what's now the city ofizmil'. 
Fωm this home of theirs they became famous fol' 

pushing out to the west beyond the point whel'e most 

Greeks chouglιt it was possible for humans to go. Old 

traditions say they wel'e the first to travel out οη a regular 

basis beyond Gibraltar into the Atlantic; that was ίη the 
seventh and sixth centuries BC. It was colonists frorn 

Phocaea who sailed down the west coast of Africa, and 

then up to France and England, to Scotland and beyond. 

And there was the east. Phocaea's position was a privi

leged one. It stood close to the western end of the great 



caravan route that stretched for thousands of miles, from 

the Mediterranean through Anatolia and Syria down 

towards the Persian Gulf. This was the famous Royal 

Road: the route that was used for centuries by the kings 

of western Asia and of Persia, then by Alexander the 

Great-and, much later, by the Christians to spread their 

message to the West. It brought oriental influences in art 

and religion through to the western world even before 

Phocaea became famou�, and it carried Greek influence 

back the other way. It made Phocaea a key point ίη the 

contact between ancient East and West. 

PHOCAEA means 'city of seals'. The Phocaeans themselves 

were amphibians, always focused οη the ocean. They 

wrote most of their history in water-and the sea doesn't 

leave many traces. 

So it's good to look around. That can help to give 

a better feel for the type of world they used to live in: a 

world still forgotten and almost unknown. Don't worry 

about any of the detail. lt's not important in itself. Just 

let it spread out in front of you like a peacock's tail and 

watch the eyes looking back at you. For this isn't some

one else's history; it's your own. 

There's Samos-an island a little to the south of 

Phocaea, just off the mainland of Asia. Samos and 

Phocaea had a lot in common. The Phocaeans were the 
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,11ι• ialists of specialists in long-distance trade, but the 

ι ιι•cφle of Samos were also famous for exactly the same 

ι Ι ι ί η g. Phocaeans and Samians both had a reputation that 

,ν,ιs almost mythical in its dimensions for trading with 

Λιιdalusia and the distant west. Remarkable discoveΓies 

11 ιade in Spain, and οη Samos, bear theiΓ reputations out. 

Then there was Egypt. It wouldn't be faiΓ to say that 

ι)eople from Samos or Phocaea simply did business with 

17.gypt. They did much more: they built their own depots

and places of worship along the Nile, together with other

Greeks. For Samians, or Phocaeans, Egypt wasn't just

some foreign land. lt was part of the world they knew and

lived and worked in.

Samos was the home of Pythagoras. At any rate it 

was his home until he sailed west and settled in Italy, 

around 530 BC. The stories passed down from century to 

century in the ancient world were that Pythagoras learned 

his wisdom by travelling to Egypt and Andalusia; to 

Phoenicia, a region roughly similar to the coastal areas of 

Lebanon and Syria; to Persia, Babylonia, lndia. 

Nowadays scholars like to laugh at such stories. They 

dismiss them as romantic fantasies, projected back onto 

a famous Greek islander by later Greeks who wanted to 

invent early connections between western culture and 

the East. But it's better to be a little more careful. 

According to an old tradition Pythagoras' father was 

a gem engraver. If you look closely at the tradition you'll 

see there are excellent reasons to accept it as true. And 
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what Pythagoras' father did, Pythagoras himself will 

have learned: as a matter of course in those days he will 

have been brought up to follow his father's trade. But 

for a Greek gem engraver of rhe time, in the middle of 

the sixth century BC, life will have meant certain things. 

lt will have meant learning skills introduced from Phoen

icia, and buying in materials from the East. lt's ηο sur

prise thac later Greek wricers say Pychagoras' own father 

was a trader between Samos and Phoenicia. 

There used to be another cradition about Pythagoras: 

a tradition based οη the besc of sources. lt says he used to 

wear crousers. That's very strange. Greeks didn't wear 

trousers; only Persians and lranian people did. But to 

start making sense of the tradition we just have to look 

ac another man from Samos-a man called Theodorus. 

Theodorus lived at the cime of Pythagoras and 

Pythagoras' facher. He was a gem engraver, and a fine 

sculptor and architect as well. Ancient writers say he 

worked and learned ίη Egypt; recenc findings from Egypt 

have helped dramatically to confirm what chey say. 

We also know other things abouc Theodorus. We 

know how he worked personally for kings of western 

Anatolia-what now is the western part of Turkey-and 

for the king of Persia. There are good reasons to link him 

with some of the finesc architecture produced right in 

che heart of ancient Persia itself. 
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'fhat could seem extraordinary. Ιη a sense ίt is. But 

1 Ί 1codorus, like Pythagoras, came from Samos: an island 

ι l 1.ιt from century to century had the closest of links with 

1 'rι·sia ίη trade, diplomacy, art. 

And Theodorus wasn't alone. By chance we happen 

to l<:now of another Greek sculptor who worked for two 

ι,cnerations of Persian kings, a long way away from his 

h.ome. His name was Telephanes . He wasn't from Samos

but from Phocaea.

DIFFERENT PEOPLE make journeys for differenc reasons. 

Sometimes they're forced; sometimes they think they 

choose. 

But what's importanc is that long-discance travel 

happened, and happened οη a large scale. lt was far more 

common in the ancient world than we've been led to 

believe, just as it was ίη the MiddleAges. And what's most 

strilcing of all is that even when Greece was at the height 

of war with Persia and you'd least expect it, intelligent 

Greeks streamed out to Persia to learn, make money, find 

wiser people. 

Arcists and craftsmen settled there cogether with 

rheir families; by pooling their resources they helped 

to build up the Persian empire. Long before, the Greek 
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arts of stone carving had been shaped and influenced 

by the East. Now i t was Greeks who shaped the greatest 

achievements of Persian architecture. 

And yet that's still just a small part of the story. The 

best scholars have come to realize something rather hard 

to admit. Pythagoras' most famous discoveries really 

weren't his discoveries at all. They were alι-eady known for 

centuries in Babylonia, and the most that Pythagoras can 

be credited for is bringing the knowledge of them to 

Greece and adapting them to the world of the Greeks. 

But even the scholaι-s who've ι-ealized this haven't seen 

how effortlessly Pythagoras' home island explains the 

link with Babylonia. 

The greatest temple οη Samos was dedicated to 

Hera, mother of the gods. It was famous throughout the 

Greek world. During the sixth century BC it was vastly 

enlaι-ged and rebuilt; the new design was based οη 

Egyptian models. 

And inside the sacred precincts of tl1e temple strange 

bronze objects have been found. The objects had already 

been left there even eaι-lier, in the seventh cenrury, as 

dedications. They're strange from the point of view of 

the Greeks-but they're well known from the East. 

They're images that belonged to the cult of Gula, the 

Babylonian goddess of healing. And they didn't arrive in 

Samos simply because of trade. They arrived there be

cause religion and worship crossed the boundaries of 

countries, ignored the limits of language. It was just the 
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· .. ιιηc with art. Artists οη Samos copied Babylonian cult 

1111:1ges, imitated rhe features of Babylonian demons. 

Oriental imports poured into Samos our of Syria 

.111d Babylonia, from the seventh through to rhe fifth 

1 l'nturies BC. Foreign traders arrived from the East. But 

ι l1e opposite also happened: Samians travelled out east 

1 l1emselves, and the trade routes stayed busy down to the 

ι ime of Pythagoras. 

Where rhere's movement of goods and objects the 

way is open for travel. Where the paths of culrural con

tact exist there's a standing invitation for the seeker. That 

should be obvious; at any rate it used to be. 'Trade' and 

'inquiry'-these were two terms the Greeks loved to 

group together because they knew they went hand in 

hand. 

And as for Hera's temple, it didn't only become the 

home for imports from Babylonia or Egypt οι- Persia. It 

was also a storehouse fοι-objects brought in from Andalusia 

and Phoenicia, from the Caucasus, from Cennal Asia. 

And one of the imports srayed beautifully alive. Peacocks 

were introduced into all of the western world from the 

remple ofHera οη Samos. They were bred in the temple 

grounds and treated as sacred to the goddess. 

They were carried to Samos, rhrough Persia, from 

India. 
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ΤΗΕ SΙΧΊΉ CENΓURY WENT ΒΥ and Babylon became part of 

the Persian empire. But not much really changed at all: 

Babylonia, Persίa and India had had the closest of ties for 

ages. Now there were just more reasons to travel. Ιη 

Babylonia you would meet natives from Mesopotamia, 

you would meet Persians, and you would find whole 

communities of Indians. 

Settlements of Greeks lived rhere too, Greeks who 

had been woι-king and trading in Babylon since rhe start 

of the century. They were dίrect forerunners of the Greek 

communities that would go οη living there for another 

seven hundred years. And among those earlier settlers 

were people from one partίcular area ίη Anatolίa-an 

area called Carίa. When the Persian kίng wanted Indίa 

explored by experienced people he could trust, he chose 

a man from Caria. There'll be more things to say about 

Carians later, and theίr links with Phocaea. 

For a long tίme we've been told to belίeve that the 

ancient Greeks were a self-enclosed people, unwίllίng to 

learn foreign languages, creating western civίlization all 

οη their own. We haven't quite been told the truth. The 

links with the East were there to begin with, behind 

everything that was to occur and has occurred since then. 

It's good to bear this in mind. 
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Journey to the West 

Τ ΗΕ ΤΙΜΕ: AROUND 540 BC. 

Something happened in Phocaea. 

You could hardly say it was unexpected. The Phocaeans 

had guessed for a long while that some day it would 

happen. They had even been given a small fortune by 

their πading partners in the Atlantic so they could build 

a protective wall. But there are some things you can do 

nothing ro change, even when you see them coming in 

advance. 

The people of Phocaea had done trade with Persia 

for years. They would also go οη doing so for years ro 

come. At any rate those of them would who eventually 

found their way back to the town and kept it going as a 

kind of shadow of what it once had been. 

Right now, though, the situation had changed. For 

relίgious and political and economic reasons-but ulti

mately everythίng came down to religion-Persia wanted 

to extend its empire to the ends of the earth. The Persians 

were thirsty. They ηο longer wanted to do business with 

Phocaea. They wanted Phocaea. 



The army had arrived. The commander delivered his 

ultimatum: accept my terms or die. And ηο amount of 

protective walls was going to be of any use. The Persians 

had learned a trick and knew how to climb over them by 

building up mounds of earth outside. 

Pinned between the wall and the sea, the people of 

Phocaea came up with a trick of their own. They asked to 

have the night to think things over. The Persian com

mander said he knew what they were up to but wouldn't 

interfere. Sometimes the wisest course of all is to allow 

others to trick you. 

They gathered whatever they could. They took 

everything down to their ships: their families, all their 

movable possessions. They took the images and sacred 

objects from the temples, everything they were able to 

carry; the heavy bronzework, stone carvings and paint

ings were all they left behind. And they set sail. 

They had escaped death, and surrender, at least for 

the moment. And the Persians took possession of an 

empty town. 

The next step was to find a new home. They asked 

their neighbours οη the island of Chios if they could 

buy a few small islands from them-islands scattered 

between Chios and the Asiatic mainland. The Chians 

refused. They knew how good the Phocaeans were at 

business and had ηο intention of encouraging competi

tion οη their doorstep. 
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Once again it was time to go. But now it was time to 

lcave the part of the world they'd grown up and lived in. 

First they swore an oath-all of them. They threw 

some iron in the sea and promised none of them would 

cver return to Phocaea until the iron floated οη the 

surface. lt's an old oath, shared by East and West. You still 

find Chinese love poets swearing the same way centuries 

later: 'We promised to love until iron floats οη the river.' 

ΤΗΕΥ AGREED to sail west, to Corsica. 

Corsica was an obvious choice.Afewof the Phocaeans 

had already left home and founded a colony there some 

twenty years earlier. Founding a colony was a serious 

business in those days, and it was normal to ask the oracle 

of the god Apollo at Delphi about where to go. Apollo 

might answer with a riddle: he usually did. But the 

answeI was what mattered. 

So people had gone from Phocaea to Delphi to ask 

for advice, and Apollo had suggested they build a town 

οη Cyι-nus. At least that's what they thought he'd sug

gested. Cyrnus was a Greek name for Coι-sica and that's 

where they'd decided to go. 

Now, twenty years later, the Phocaeans were agree

ing for a second time to sail to Corsica. But this time the 

agreement wasn't strong enough. Ιη spite of the Persians, 
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in spite of the oath about the iron and the sea, around half 

the people just couldn't go. It was simply too painful to 

leave everything behind: the longing for their home was 

too great. They made their way back and bowed to the 

Persians, weighed down by the curse of their broken oath. 

The rest of them did set sail. And when at last they 

arrived in Corsica they were welcomed by the original 

settlers from Phocaea. They all lived together for several 

years; built new temples to house the sacred objects 

they'd brought with them. 

And the good times didn't last. There were too many 

of them now, with much too little to live off. So they did 

what they knew best-turned to piracy. It wasn't long 

before their victims had had enough and joined forces to 

destroy them in a battle at sea. 

The Phocaeans didn't stand a chance. They were 

massively outnumbered. But they won. The only prob

lem was that, as so often happens, in winning they almost 

destroyed themselves. They lost so many ships and 

ruined so many others, lost so many men for one reason 

or another, that there was ηο way they could stay οη and 

risk another attack. 

Again they were homeless; but this time things were 

different. The oracle at Delphi had advised the Phocaeans 

to build a home οη Cyrnus. They had done exactly what 

Apollo said and been almost totally destroyed. Nothing 
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111.1,Ιι: sense any more. There was ηο one to guide them, 

ι ι 11 t l1em where to go. They started drifting back south 

ι lιϊ way they'd come, and eastwards until they arrived at 

., ιοwη right οη the tip of the bottom ofltaly. And they 

·,toρped.

lt was then they met the man who changed every-

111 ί ng. He was just a stranger. He came from a place called 

l 1osidonia, back some way up the western coast of ltaly. 

Βιιt he put all their doubts to rest. 

Ύοu got everything wrong', the stranger said. Ύοu 

ιl1oughtApollo told you to build a place οη Cyrnus; but 

1 l1at's only what you thought. What he was really telling 

you all those years ago was to build a place for Cyrnus.' 

What the stranger meant was q uite simple, once you 

understood ίt. Cyrnus may have been a name for Corsica 

but it was also the name of a mythical hero, a hero who 

had been the son of the greatest hero of all time

Heracles. The Όη' and the 'for': they're differentwords ίη 

English, but ancient Greek was much more compact. 

One word in Greek often meant the same as two or three 

words in another language. lt easily allowed for double 

meanings, even in everyday talk. 

And yet there was one form of the language that was 

most famous of all, even to the Greeks, for its ambiguities 

and double meanings. That was the language of oracles. 

When gods spoke through oracles they spoke in a way 
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that's hard for humans to understand. The hardness is 

what makes the difference between the human and the 

divine. 

The Phocaeans took the stranger's hint. He had set 

them free from their confusion-free from the limita

tions of place, of 'here' and 'there'. Life was still waiting 

for them, waiting to be lived. Everything had seemed so 

hopeless. But all they had done was interpret the oracle 

too narrowly, understand it οη the physical level instead 

of at the level of myth. 

They did build a place. They built it close to the 

stranger's hometown of Posidonia. They settled, and 

lived there for centuries. And they changed what the 

world was to become. The name of their town was spelt 

and spoken in different ways by different people: Hyele-, 

Elea, Velia. 

We'll call it Velia. 
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Fairy Story 

Τ HAT'S ΤΗΕ STORY OF ΤΗΕ FOUNDING OF VELIA, 

more or less as it was told by the man often 

called the father of western history: Herodotus. 

He's also known as the farher of lies. He was already 

being called that by Greeks two rhousand years ago. So is 

this story of the founding of Velia true, or a ficrion? It 

sounds like a novel, almost a fairy story. 

Nowadays histoι-ians aΓgue with alarming passion 

about how much or how little we can trust the stoΓies he 

wrote. But if it's the wanderings of Phocaeans-or 

Samians-that we're concerned with then we're Γather 

lucky. Modeω aΓchaeologists who have dug rhe earth 

and searched in places mentioned by Herodotus have 

been struck by how precisely the things they find confirm 

what Herodotus said. 

So what about the lies? 

Well, first we have to understand some basic things. 

Writers in ancient Greece weren't concerned with truth 

and lies in quίte the same way we are. The approval for 

truth, the dίsapproval for lίes: they're somethίng that 

only evolved very gradually to become what they are. Lies 



weren't just the opposite of honesty or the denial of truth. 

They had their own reality, their own function. 

At the time when Herodotus was writing, in the fifth 

century BC, it was still assumed that the best writers 

wrote through inspiration-divine inspiration. Those 

who were inspired were inspired by the Muses and the 

Muses were like other gods. They weren't limited by 

truth, or honesty; it was their divine right to lie most of 

the time and be truthful if they wanted. That's because 

for the ancient Greeks truth and lies existed side by side, 

wen t hand in hand. One was connected to the other deep 

inside their being. And the more someone tried to insist 

he was just telling the truth, the more his listeners or 

readers would laugh inwardly and assume he was trying 

to trick them. Things were a little different in those days. 

And then there's another question: the question of 

who we are to decide what are the truths and what are the 

lies. lt's so easy to think we have superior knowledge, that 

our understanding is better. We love to correct the errors 

of the past ίη terms of what we now think is true. But 

who's going to correct our errors? Everyone used to know 

that the sun goes round the earth; now everyone believes 

they know that the earth goes round the sun. The trouble 

is that every great step in understanding always demol

ishes and overturns the knowledge that went before. 

People will only look back οη us ίη the way we look back 

at the past. 
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There's ηο real wisdom in any of this. The one thing 

,vorth doing is to get behind it all, to the essential that 

ιιcver changes. 

· ι ΉΑΤ STRANGER from Posidonia, was he real? The theme

of the helpful stranger, who suddenly appears and rescues

you from your troubles, is something we're all familiar

with from stories and tales. So is it just a fiction, a lie?

Or did the theme come into being because these helpful

strangers-whose helpfulness has a quality that verges

οη the divine-used to exist?

We could break our heads open trying to find 

answers to questions like these. But sometimes the facts 

are simple. The fact is that there used to be men just like 

him in southern ltaly: men who really existed. They were 

called 'the wise' because their wisdom verged οη the 

divine; because they were able to see beyond the surface 

and behind appearances; because they were able to 

interpret oracles and dreams and the riddles of existence. 

Some of them came to be known as Pythagoreans

people who lived in the spirit of Pythagoras. 

And the oracles from Delphi: they too were real, and 

really were given to people who wanted to create colo

nies. Men used to live by them. Sometimes they died by 

them when they got them wrong. Just because oracles 
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were ambiguous you always took a risk. You could never 

be qui te sure exactly how things would turn out. lt would 

be much the same as if we were to live our lives now 

guided by the dreams we have in the night. There's ηο

security in that, none at all. lt's not for those of us who 

want to live a safe life-or at least what we imagine is a 

safe life, cushioned by our modern myths. 

Oracles are never what they seem. For oracles to be 

oracles they have to contain something hidden. The 

more you think you understand them the less you prob

ably do. That's where the danger lies. fu ancient Greeks 

said, the words spoken by oracles are like seeds. They 

contain a fullness, a pregnancy of meaning, dimensions 

of relevance that only become apparent with time. 

Human language is like a splinter: fragmented, isolated, 

sticking out ίη one direction. But rhe language of the 

gods is full of surprises that surround you from all 

directions and jump out οη you from behind. 

That's what happened with the Delphic oracle as 

interpreted by the stl"anger from Posidonia. By directing 

rhe Phocaeans away from Cyrnus the island to Cyrnus 

the hero he did something very specific-something very 

important to understand. 

Το the Greeks, founding a colony was closely bound 

up with oracles; but it was also bound up with heroes. 

The first people who ever founded colonies were the 

heroes from the mythical past. And if you wanted to 
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1 οιι nd a colony then heroes were your prototype: the hero 

l1cld ίη his hand the mythical map for you to use and 

l'ollow. So by pointing the Phocaeans away from the 

island to the hero, the man from Posidonia was pointing 

ιl1em straight to the roots of their own endeavour. He was 

directing them back into the heroic dimension, recon

necting them in their role as colonizers with their mythical 

source. 

lτ's ΝΟ COINCIDENCE that the man from Posidonia inter

preted the oracle as referring to a son of Heracles. 

Posidonia and the region around it, along with the 

rest of southern ltaly, were the land of Heι-acles. This was 

the land he had once travelled, where he had experienced 

his mythical adventures and ordeals. Now Posidonia and 

the neighbouring areas were steeped in heroic tradition. 

The cults of Heracles and other heroes were more alive 

heι·e than anywhere else. Stoiies of heroic experiences

like Heracles' descent to the underworld-were central 

themes of the local religion, unforgettable parts of people's 

daily lives. lt's ηο accident that Herodotus talks about a 

son of Heracles while mentioning a town immersed in 

the knowledge of everything to do with Heracles. 

And there's more. When you look at those 'wise 

men' of southern ltaly who were famous in their time for 
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understanding oracles and looking behind the scenes of 

existence, you find something very particular. 

You find that to them heroes weren't just figures ίη 

some mythical past. For them the heroic ideal was 

something that had to be lived ίη the present. The aim of 

one's life, the life of a wise man, was to follow the way 

of the hero-to live his ordeals, his sufferings, his trans

formation. That's what provided the spiritual purpose 

and the map of their existence. You can still see how 

this imitation of the hero was adapted by Christianity 

to become the imitation of Christ. 

Just how it was that the ideal of the hero also came 

to be lived at Velia, and just how ίt happened that 

traditions of heroes and oracles went οη living there 

hand ίη hand: we'll come to that later. 

But here, in this spiral of meanings and implications, 

there's one basic point to bear ίη mind. The founding of 

Velia wasn't what historians now like to make it-simply 

a matter of ships sailing into a harbour and houses and 

walls being built. When the Phocaeans settled ίη their 

new home it was because of oracles and heroes that they 

settled there. Apollo and a son of Heracles, heroes and 

oracles: those were the crucial factors behind the found

ing of the town of Velia. 
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VtωA became an important city. lts foundation was a 

111;tjor event ίη the history of the ancient Greeks and 

ι l ιι; 11istory of the West . But ίt wasn't the only new town 

�ι·cded by the Phocaeans in the sixth century BC. 

They also created a town called Massalia, a little 

11 ιnher οη to the west. You'll have heard of it by its later 

11;-ιme: Marseilles. 

Marseilles still exists. Velia disappeared a long time 

.ιgο; until recently hardly anyone even knew where the 

ι own once used to be. And yet Velia still lives οη in a way 

ι hat's now almost impossible to understand, because its 

influence οη the West has been so profound. The real 

oι-igins of western philosophy, of so many ideas that 

shaped the world we live ίη, lie ίη Velia. 

You may think you know what I mean by philosophy. 

lt's very unlikely that you do. Centuries have been spent 

destroying che truth about what ίt once was. We only 

have eyes now for what philosophy has become-no idea 

of what it ηο longer is. 

The basic meaning of philosophy is love of wisdom. 

That means very little any more. We have plenty of room 

ί η our lives for knowledge and data, for learning and 

information, amusement and entertainment; but not 

for wisdom. 

This is how things are now. And yet chey weren't 

always like that. We can still trace out how, well over cwo 

thousand years ago, the schools of Plato and Aristotle 
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put rhe seal οη what was ro become rhe most enduring 

Athenian contribution to intellectual history in the Wesr: 

instead of the love of wisdom, philosophy turned inro 

rhe love of calking and arguing about the love of wis

dom. Since then rhe ralking and arguing have pushed 

everything else out of the picture-until now we ηο

longer know of anything else or can even imagine rhar 

there could be. 

But we're concerned with the period before then, 

wirh what happened before the people who achieved 

this. For their lives were rhe dearhs of rhe people we're 

concerned with. 
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What's Missing 

W
ΗΑΤ ISN'T THERE, ΙΝ FRONT OF OUR EYES, IS 

usually more real rhan what is. 

We can see that at every level of existence. 

Even when we're finally where we want ro be-with 

the person we love, wirh rhe things we srruggled for-our 

eyes are still οη rl1e horizon. They're srill οη where ro go 

next, what to do next, what we want rhe person we love 

to do and be. If we just stay where we are ίη the present 

moment, seeing what we're seeing and hearing whar we're 

hearing and forgetting everything else, we feel we're 

about ro die; and our mind tortures us unril we think of 

somerhing else ro live for. We have to keep finding a way 

away from where we aι-e, inro what we imagine is the 

future. 

What's missing is more powerful than whar's rheι-e 

ίη front of our eyes. We all know rhat. The only trouble 

is rhat rhe missingness is roo hard to bear, so we invent 

things ro miss in our desperarion. They are all only tem

porary subsritutes. The world fills us wirh substitute 

after subsriωre and tries ro convince us char nothing is 



missing. But nothing has the power to fill the hollowness 

we feel inside, so we have to keep replacing and modify

ing the things we invent as our emptiness throws its 

shadow over our life. 

You can see the same thing quite often with people 

who never knew their father. The unknown father casts 

an enchanted spell across the whole of their existence, 

touching every corner. They're always just about to find 

him ίη the form of something or someone. They never 

do. 

And you can see it with people who love the divine, 

or God-who miss what doesn't even exist for anyone 

else. With people who want this or that, there's always 

the risk that their wanting will be fulfilled. But when you 

want what's so much greater than yourself theΓe's never 

a chance of being finally fulfilled. And yet something 

very strange happens. When you want that and refuse to 

settle for anything else, it comes to you. People who love 

the divine go around with holes ίη their hearts, and in

side the hole is the universe. It's people like them that 

this book is about. 

And there's a great secret: we all have that vast 

missingness deep inside us. The only difference between 

us and the mystics is that they learn to face what we find 

ways of running away from. That's the reason why 

mysticism has been pushed to the periphery of our 

culture: because the more we feel that nothingness inside 
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ι1s, the more we feel the need to fill the void. So we try to

8Lιbstitute this and that, but nothing lasts. We keep 

wanting something else, needing some other need to 

l<eep us going-until we come to the point of our death 

:111d find ourselves still wanting the thousand substίtutes 

we're ηο longer able to have. 

Western culture ίs a past master at the art of substi

ιution. It offers and never delivers because it can't. It has 

lost the power even to know what needs to be delivered, 

so ίt offers substitutes instead. What's most important is 

missing, and dazzling ίη its absence. And what we're 

offered is often just a substitute for something far finer 

rhat once used to exist, or still does exist, but has nothing 

ίη common with it except the name. 

Even religion and spirituality and humanity's higher 

aspirations become wonderful substitutes. And that's 

what happened to philosophy. What used to be ways to 

freedom for our ancestors become prisons and cages for 

us. We create schemes and structures, and climb up and 

down inside them. But these are just monkey tricks and 

parlour games to console us and distract us from the 

longing in our hearts. 

When you turn away from all the substitutes theΓe's 

suddenly ηο future any more, just the present. There's 

nowhere to go, and that's the ultimate terror for the 

mind. But if you can stay in rhis hell, with ηο way to the 

.left or to the righr or in front or behind, then you discover 
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the peace of utter stillness-the stillness at the heart of 

this story. 

THERE'S ΟΝΕ ΜΑΝ who influenced the western world in a 

way ηο one else did. He lies buried under our thoughts, 

under all our ideas and theories. And the world he 

belonged to is buried there too: a feminine world of 

incredible beauty and depth and power and wisdom, a 

world so close to us that we've forgotten where to find it. 

Το a few specialists he's known as 'the central prob

lem' in making sense of what happened to philosophy 

before Plato. And there's ηο coming to grips with the 

history of philosophy or wisdom in the West without 

understanding him. He lies οη the central nerve of our 

culture. Touch him, and indirectly you're in touch with 

everything else. 

He's said to have created the idea of metaphysics. 

It's said that he invented logic: the basis of our reasoning, 

the foundation of every single discipline that has come 

into existence in the West. 

His influence οη Plato was immense. There's a well

known saying that the whole history of western philo

sophy ίs just a series of footnotes to Plato. Wίth the same 

justification Plato's philosophy in its developed form 

could be called a series of footnotes to that man. 
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And yet it's claimed that we know next to nothing 

.ιl,out him. This is hardly surprising. Plato and his 

ιlisciple Arίstotle have become the great names, the 

111tellecωal heroes of our culωre. But one of the draw-

11:ιcl<:s of creating heroes is that the taller we make them 

Mand the longer the shadows they cast-and the more 

ι l1ey're allowed to conceal and push into the dark. 

Ιη fact we know a great deal about him, but without 

lcnowing it yet. Life is kind. It gives us what we need just 

when we most need it. Extraordinary things were dis

covered about him a little while ago: discoveries more 

amazing than most pieces of fiction. But scholars still 

refuse to understand the evidence or its significance

even though the discoveries only confirm what should 

ali-eady have been clear for thousands of years from the 

evidence that's been available fοι- so long. 

The problem is that all this evidence foi-ces us to start 

ιιnderstanding ourselves, and our past, in a vei-y different 

way. The easiest solution has been to silence it and cover 

it up. But there are things that can only be silenced fοι- so 

long. 

We could talk about many other things. We could 

talk about other people in the history of early Greek 

philosophy, and how a picture of them has been created 

that beaι-s ηο similaι-ity to the realities: about how they've 

been ι-eshaped and ratίonalίzed to bring them into line 

with the inteι-ests of our times. We could talk about how 
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profoundly those people have been misunderstood 

through the failure to take into account the closeness of 

their links with traditions of the East-traditions that 

have hardly begun to be taken seriously. And we could 

talk about how the western scourge of believing our

selves superior to other civilizations grew out of the need 

to compensate for our immense indebtedness to the East. 

We could also talk about how some of those so-called 

philosophers were magicians. And we will. 

But these are all just secondary issues. There's so 

much of our own history that needs to be rewritten; and 

yet what's most important of all is to know where to start. 

Almost everything that's thought certain and sure about 

early western philosophy is unsure, and will become even 

more insecure as the years go by. But ίη the middle of all 

these uncertainties there's one firm piece of ground-the 

existence of that man whose fundamental importance ίη 

shaping the history of western ideas is beyond denyίng. 

With him we have a solid grip οη what really hap

pened deep ίη our past. Understand him, and we're in a 

position to start understanding many other things. 

His name was Parmenίdes. He was from Velia. 
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Killing the Father 

ΗΕ OLDEST DESCRIP110NS OF PARMENIDES ARE 

Τ strange ones. They're like markers οη hίs 

ι;ι·aνe. It's good to look at them first because they say so 

ιnuch about what happened to him. 

Plato wrote a dialogue about him. It's called 

f)armenides. It presents him at Athens as a very old man,

white-haired, arguing about philosophical issues ίη the

pi-esence of a very young man-Plato's teacher Socrates.

Plato manages to be carefully vague about just how 

old Parmenides was at the tίme of the debate: 'around 

sixty-five or something like that'. But that was old 

enough to present him as a man whose time ίs past. For 

ancient Greeks the age of sixty was a reasonable time to 

die. 

If you wanted to take serίously the hints ίη Plato's 

dialogue about age and date and time, you could work 

out that Parmenides would have been born around 520 

or 515 BC. And yet there's a problem. The whole of the 

Parmenides is a deliberate fiction. It has Parmenides 

debate abstract Platonic theories ίη a way he never could 

have or would have: what Plato describes never happened. 



lt brings Parmenides' successor, Zeno, into the de

bate only to undermine him and belittle him. lt has him 

discredit his own writings in front of everyone; makes 

Parmenides coolly distance himself from him. And after 

emphasizing what a νeιΎ handsome and well-propor

tioned man Zeno was, Plato keeps bringing up a rumour 

that he was Parmenides' young lover as a way of compro

mising his position even more: one of the best-loved 

topics for gossip and innuendo ίη Plato's own Athenian 

circle was that if a pupil seems close to his teacher then 

sex is bound to be at the bottom of it all. 

From beginning to end the setting of the Parmenides

is skilfully designed with one purpose in mind. That's to 

pι-esent Soaates and Plato-not Zeno or anyone else

as the legitimate heirs to Paι-menides' teaching. 

This is nothing to be surpι-ised at. lt was a well

recognized principle ίη the circle of people close to Plato: 

reaIIange the past to suit your purposes, put ideas of 

youι- own into the mouths of famous figures from the 

past, have ηο concern for historical details. And Plato 

himself l1ad ηο sauples about inventing the most elab

oι-ate fictions, about ι-eaeating history, alteι-ing people's 

ages, moving dates around. 

All that's surprising is how normal it's become to take 

him seι-iously when we shouldn't-and not take him 

seriously when we should. 
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Βυτ IT'S ΝΟΤ JUST that his dialogues aι-en't histoι-ical 

documents, or that he would have laughed at us foι

wanting to think they aι-e. There's moι-e to the matteI 

than that. 

Plato was writing early in the fourth century BC. 

Then time had just staned to solidify around the Gι-eeks 

and around what was to become of the West. Before, 

history had been what lived in your blood-what related 

to your ancestors. Individual towns or cities could keep 

their own careful records of the passing of the years; but 

that was strictly a matter of local concern. Now some

thing else was happening. History was being structured 

into universal facts and figures. Mythology was changing 

into chronology. 

When the Greeks of his time looked behind them 

into the fifth century and beyond they were looking into 

a realm of myth, of local traditions that reached back to 

a world of gods and heroes. Plato was living in a period 

when writing about the past was still a matter of free 

enterprise. History as we know it was only just being 

made. 

We have so little sense for the past, or for the history 

of time. When we manage to keep an appointment and 

get there οη time we imagine we're up with the moment. 
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But what we don't see is that the time οη the clock is1/ancient. Our divisions of the day into hours or minutes
or seconds are Babylonian and Egyptian inventions. Our
time is steeped in the past; we live and die in the past.
Now even scientists understand that time isn't a fixed
reality outside us.

Greek historians in the centuries after Plato started
making it their business to sound as accurate as possible
about what happened in the past-just as we do. But
with them things weren't what they appeared to be, just
as they aren't now; and the greater their apparent pre
cision the greater their guesses. Some of them made
Parmenides' birth date coincide exactly with the year of
the founding of Velia. It was only a guess.

There's ηο precise or reliable dating for Parmenides
that survives. We just have rough indications; but they're
good enough. The indications are that he was born not
that long after the Phocaeans arrived in southern Italy on
their journey from the east-that he was among the first
generation of children brought up by Phocaean parents
in Velia, with the memories of Phocaea and of the jour
ney from Phocaea still running fresh in their blood.

ΙΝ ANOTHER of his fictional dialogues Plato has Socrates
describe the figure of Parmenides.
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1 Je seemed to me-to quote from Homer-someone 'wor-

1 hy of my reverence and awe'. Ι spent some time in the 

ιηaη's company when Ι was very young and he was very 

old, and he gave me the impression of possessing a certain 

depth that was noble through and through. This makes me 

all the more afraid not just that we won't understand what 

he said but that we'll fail to a far greater extent to under

stand what it is he meant. 

The picture is impressive; and yet there's nothing straight
Forward here at all. The words are full of praise. But as
so often in Plato, they're double-edged. The quotation
from Homer raises Parmenides to the rank of an ancient
hero, straight out of mythology. The trouble is that these
were the words spoken by Helen to the great lord Priam
-the ruler of Troy who was soon to be destroyed along
with his kingdom.

When Socrates mentions the time he spent in Par
menides' company he sounds convincing enough. But
he's just referring back to the imaginary meeting in the
Parmenides: one fiction referring to another. And as
for his fear of not understanding Parmenides' words or
meaning, rhe statement seems sincere. Ιη fact it's a skilful
technique-Plato's way of giving himself the freedom
he needs to start interpreting Parmenides as he wants.

But the impression of Parmenides' inner depth:
that's something to remember.
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THERE'S ΑΝΟΊΉΕR PLACE where Plato talks about Par

menides. You'd hardly think it was significant. Νο one 

really does. 

Ιη a third dialogue Plato chooses his speakers with 

care. His concern is still very clear. It's to present his 

teaching, once again, as the legitimate successor to the 

tradition of philosophy that began in Velia. And there's 

one point where he makes his characters see just what has 

to be done to establish the line of succession. The main 

speaker says: we're going to have to resort to violence 

against our 'father' Parmenides. We're going to have to 

kill the father. 

Plato deliberately steps around the issue, states it 

without really stating it; makes it sound casual, almost a 

joke. But we have to understand one thing. For Plato 

jokes are hardly ever just jokes. What for him is most 

serious appears as a game, and when he treats something 

with humour is often when there's most at stake. That's 

a part of what makes him engaging: it was appreciated 

very well in the ancient world, and it was appreciated in 

the Renaissance. He loved trying to catch his readers out 

by stating the most serious things ίη the most light

hearted ways. 

And there's something else as well. Ιη the ancient 

world you never joked about patricide. The whole of 
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( ;,·cek society revolved around the relationship between 

f .ιιl1e1' and son. Any act of violence at all against your 

f:ιtl1el' was the gl'eatest crime there was-not to mention 

1< ί lling him. Patricide was about the most appalling crime 

ι lιat could be imagined. Even the word 'patricide' was a 

word best never pronounced at all. Gods could kill their 

fathers; but when humans were involved it became a 

cι·ime of mythological dimensions. 

What is it that Plato killed? That's what we'll begin 

ιο discover in this book. And to see what Parmenides was 

ίs to see why Plato had to kill him. For if he hadn't done 

what he did, the West as we know it would never have 

cxisted. 

Plato l1ad to commit patι-icide, get Parmenides out 

of the way. And the murderwas so complete that nowwe 

don't even know it evel' happened, Ol' what was killed. 

The onlywaywe can suspectwhat happened is when 

we feel something missing inside. For what Parmenides 

l'epresented: ηο one can ever get that out of the way. It 

will always find its way back. We can do without it for a 

while, but only for a while. 
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Getting Started 

Ρ
ARMENIDES WROTE Α ΡΟΕΜ. 

It would be easy to imagine the father 

of' philosophy producing very different chings. But he 

ι ιιsr wrote a poem. 

He wrote it in rhe metre of rhe great epic poems of 

1 \1e past-poetry created under divine inspiration, re

νealingwhat l1umans οη their own can never see or know, 

ιlescribing the world of gods and the woι-ld of humans 

,111d the meetings between humans and gods. 

And he wrore it in three parts. The first part describes 

Ι,ίs jouι-ney to the goddess who has ηο name. The second 

ιiescribes what she raughr him about ι-eality. Then the last 

part stans with the goddess saying, Now I'm going to 

deceive you; and she goes οη to describe, in detail, rhe 

world we believe we live in. 

Every single figure Parmenides encounters ίη his 

poem is a woman or a girl. Even rhe animals are female, 

and he's taught by a goddess. The universe he describes 

is a feminine one; and if this man's poem represenrs the 

starting point for western logic, then something very 

strange has happened for logic to end up the way it has. 



The journey he describes is mythical, a journey to 

the divine with the help of the divine. It's not a journey 

like any other journey. But because it's mythical doesn't 

mean it isn't real. Οη the contrary, anyone who makes 

that journey discovers the journeys we're used to making 

are the ones that are unreal. Perhaps you've noticed it 

-that our awareness is completely motionless, never

changes. When we walk down the road we're really not

going anywhere. We can travel around the world and

we're not going anywhere at all. We never go anywhere;

if we think we do we're just caught in the web of

appearances, caught in the web of our senses.

For centuι-ies people have struggled to make sense of 

the journey Parmenides describes. Most often they ex

plain it as a literary device, a poetic strategy that he used 

to give aurhority to his ideas. They say the divine figures 

are nothing but symbols for his reasoning powers-he 

was, after all, a philosopher-and rhe journey itself is an 

allegory for his battle out of darkness into clarity, from 

ignorance to inrellectual enlightenment. 

But there's ηο need to struggle like this. It's such a 

strain to have to explain one thing as meaning something 

else, and we've tired our minds out for so long avoiding 

what's in front of us. Plato had good reasons fοι- killing 

him over two thousand years ago; to go οη killing .him 

now is pointless. 

And the fact is that Parmenides never describes 

himself as travelling out of darkness into the light. When 
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) 1111 Γollow what he says you see he was going in exactly 

ι lΗ oρposite direction. 

Ι 11 the old days the best interpreters -of oracles, of 

ι lιι· ι·iddles of existence, of how birds sang and how they 

flϊw-knew that the greatest part of interpretation was 

ιωι to interfere but simply to watch, and listen, andallow 

ι lιι: things observed to reveal their meaning. 

l'MWENIDES doesn't say straightaway who the young 

women are who guide him οη his journey. He was too 

fine a poet fοι- that. Like the best of the Greek poets before 

Ιιί.m he knew how to use the technique of suspense and 

gι-adual explanation. Eventually he says who they are, 

but not to begin with. 

They had come ίηtο the light to meet him. Now 

tl1ey're taking him somewhere else. They had come out 

of the Mansions of Night, and we know from the great 

Greek poets where those mansions are. They're in the 

depths of the depths, at the edges of existence, where 

earth and heaven have their roots: they're in Tartarus, 

where even the gods are afraid to go. 

And they take him to the gates that Day and Night 

come out of whenever they emerge-now one, now 

the other-to move through the world. We know from 

the same Greek poets where those gates are. They're in 

the depths of the depths, right at the entrance to the 
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Mansions of Night. The girls are taking Parmenides back 

where they've come from. 

And as the doorkeeper opens up to let them through, 

the gates move apart to create a huge chasm. The same 

Greek poets talk about the great chasm that lies just 

behind those gates. It's the chasm of Tartarus, by the 

Mansions of Night. 

Parmenides writes ίη a way that's very simple, and 

very subtle. He deliberately uses images and expressions 

that were familiar to his listeners so he can evoke a whole 

setting or a scene. This is how poets wrote in his day. They 

wouldn't say outright what they were talking about: 

they wouldn't have to. They would talk ίη hints instead. 

There was ηο need to say 'This ίs Tartaωs'; they would 

use words and expressions that the great poets had used 

before them and the listener would understand. 

That's not to say they copied exactly what the poets 

before them had said. They didn't: each new generation 

had to discover and describe reality for itself. But the 

basic reference points were always stable. Make every

thing explicit and you tire your listeners. Speak indirectly, 

through hints and pointers, and you give them credit for 

their intelligence; this is what they wanted, what they 

asked for. That's how people used to speak and write ίη 

the old days. It was very subtle and very simple. 

So Parmenides' journey is down to the underworld, 

into the regions of Hades and Tartarus from where ηο 
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ι111ι· ιιsually returns. And once you start to understand 

ι l ι ι:,, ιl1en all the other details fall into their place. He was 

ι ι .,velling in the direction of his own death, consciously 

, ι 1ιl willingly; and the only way to describe that is in the 

l.111guage of myth, because myth is just the world of

ιιιι;aηiηg we've left behind.

The mares that carry me as fa.r as longing can reach 

rode on, once they had come and Jetched me onto the legenda,y 

road of the divinity that cames the man who knows 

through the vast and dark unknown. And on Ι was carried 

as the ,nares, aware just wlιere to go, kept ca,rying π1e 

straining at the chariot; and young w01nen led t!ze way. 

And th.e axle in the hubs let out the sound of α pipe 

blazing Jrom t!ze pressure o
J 

the two well-rounded wheels 

at either s1de, as they rap1dly led on:young women, girls, 

daughters of the Sun who had left the π1ansions of Night 

for the light and pushed back the veils fi·om their Ja.ces 

with their hands. 

There a,·e the gates of the pathways of Night and Day, 

held Ja.st in place between the lintel above and α threslιold of stone; 

and they reach up ιΊιtο t!ιe heavens, filled with gigantic doors. 

And the keys-that now open, now lock-are held fa.st by 

Justice: she who always demands exact retums. And with 

soft seductive words the girls cunningly persuaded her to 
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push back immediately, just for them, the bar that bolts 

the gatι:s. And as the doors flew open, making the bronze 
axles with their pegs and narls spin-now one, now the other

in their pίpes, they created α gaping chasm. Straight through and 
on the girls held jάst their course for the chanot and horses, 

straight down the road 
And the goddess welcomed me kindly, and took 

my right hand in hers and spoke these words as she addressed me: 
'Welcome young man, partnered by immortal charιotι:ers, 

reaching our home with the mares that cany you. For it was 

no hard fiιte that sent you travelling this road-so fiιr away 

from the beaten track ο/ huιnans-but Rightness, and ]ustice. 
And what's needed is for you to leam all things: both the unshaken 

heart ο/ persuasive Τ ruth and the opinιons ο/ mo11als, 

in which there 's nothing that can truthfully be trusted at all 
But even so, this too you will leam-how beliefs based on 

appearance ought to be believable as t!zey travel all through 
all there is. 
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The Man in α Toga 

Τ ΗΕ YEAR: 1958. VELIA. 

There are some things nobody and 

ιιothing can take away from you. For Pellegrino Claudio 

Scstieri the fact that his discoveries were rushed into print 

Ιψ others before he was able to get a word in edgeways 

could never change the reality of what he had found. 

And his discoveries weren't just normal ones. Black 

l1oles out there in the universe are nothing compared to 

ιl1e black holes in oul' own past. Those holes a!'e much 

mol'e than ol'dinary gaps. They have the powe!' to desnoy 

our ideas about ourselves and bring us face to face with 

ηο thingness. 

You could say it all started with the man in a toga. 

Sestieri's team found him in a large old buildίng with a 

hidden gallery down by the hal'bour. He was around two 

thousand yeaι-s old-from what we'd now call the tίme of 

Christ. Only about a century later the stι-ucture of the 

building was alte!'ed and that's where he was discovered: 

buried in the new foundatίons. He was ηο longer needed 

for anything else. 



But the sculpture itself wasn't what mattered. What 

was important was the inscription that can still bereadon 

its base. And it wasn't the only inscription. Two others 

were found in the same place, οη bases that had hardly 

managed to survive intact; the statues they'd once sup

ported were gone. 

The three inscriptions were the first pieces in a 

puzzle, a puzzle that it would take the greater part of ten 

years to put together. But when Sestieri's successor, Mario 

Napoli, finally held the last of the pieces in his hands he 

still didn't see the message the puzzle had been spelling 

out. And ηο one else did. 

All the facts and figures and dates and details seemed 

soιnehow so significant: so important to try to explain, 

and above all so important to ignore. And yet they were 

just a trick, a faς:ade. For behind them is a reality that 

has ηο place, ηο past, ηο time. 

And once you let yourself be touched by that noth

ing is ever the same. 

ΤΗΕ INSCRIPTION carved in Greek at the feet of the man 

in a toga seemed simple enough. 

Oulis son of Euxinus citίzen of Velia healer 

Pholarchos in the 379th year. 
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1 Ί1ι: other two inscriptions kept to the same pattern: 

Oulis son of Arist6n healer Ph61archos in the 280th year 

.ιιιιl 

Oulis son of Hίeronymus healer Pholarchos in the 446th year. 

U nderstanding the first word is easy. We know what 

11 ιneans, we know its history, we know where it comes 

1 ι·οm. Oulis was the name of someone dedicated to the 

ι.;οd Apollo-to Apollo Oulios as he was sometimes 

ι-alled. 

Apollo Oulios had his own special areas of worship, 

ιnainly in the western coastal regions of Anatolia. And as 

Γοr the title Oulios, it contains a delightful ambiguity. 

Originally it meant 'deadly ', 'destructive', 'cruel': every 

god has his destructive side. But Greeks also explained it 

another way, as meaning 'he who makes whole'. That, in 

a word, is Apollo-the destroyer who heals, the healer 

who destroys. 

If it was j ust a matter of a single person called Oulis 

you couldn't draw too many conclusions. But a string of 

three inscriptions all starting with the same name, this 

name, isn't a coincidence; and the way each of the men is 

ι-eferred to as Oulis makes one thing veι-y plain. As the 

first people who published the texts already saw, these 

were men connected withApollo not on acasual basis but 

systematically-from generation to generation. 
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We don't have to look far to see what's involved. 

Every person mentioned οη the inscriptions is called 

'healer' as well. The Greek word is Iatros. But Apollo was 

known as Iatros himself: it was one of his favourite titles. 

At Rome too, to the north, he was known as Άpollo the 

healer'. And this was true above all of Apollo Oulios. If 

you were to look up the ancien t Greek dictionaries under 

the entry for Oulios you'd find the explanation Άpollo. 

For he was a healer.' 

So as healers these men were doing what Apollo did. 

Apollo was their god; and they weι-e his representatives 

οη earth. 

Jυsr AS ALL THREE ΜΕΝ being given the same name ίs ηο 

coincidence, it's ηο accident either that Apollo Oulios 

had his centres of worship around the coastal regions of 

Anatolia. This ίs where the Velians came from when they 

left Phocaea for the west. 

The worship of Apollo happens to have been famous 

back at Phocaea. But that's only a part of the point. There 

are so many signs-the coins they made, rhe design of 

their buildings, the details of their religion-that show 

how faithfully the Velians followed the ways of rheir 

ancestors. Ιη his story about the Phocaeans Herodorus 

takes special care to describe how they made a priority of 
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ι ι·,cuing the sacred objects from their temples before they 

Ιlι·ιl the Persians: to emphasize that they took their 

ιι·ligious traditions with them when they left the coast of 

Λ�ίa for Italy. The case of Apollo proves how right he was. 

And then there's the men's name ίtself, Oulis. Words 

ι .ιrry a stamp, the mark of their own past. And they carry 

ιι wherever they go. Outside of Velia or Velia's sphere of 

ι 11fl.uence the name is never heard of in the western 

Mediterranean-except ίη just one place. That place was 

ί11 the region of what's now Marseilles: the other great 

colony founded by the Phocaeans. The pattern of the 

ι:vidence tells its own story, leaves ηο room for doubt. 

The name Oulis was carried to southern France, as it was 

carried to southern Italy, from the mother cityof Phocaea. 

Those three inscriptions for the men called Oulis 

were carved ίη stone at around the time of Christ. But the 

details οη them are much more than a fan tasy ίη the mind 

of whoever carved them. The traditions they refer to 

ι-each back far ίηtο the past. 

The ti1ne periods οη the inscriprions-280 years, 

379 years, 446 years-sound immense, and yet they 

correspond to reality. The three healers belonged to a 

tradition stretching back well over five hundred years, 

back to before Velia had even been founded by rhe 

Phocaeans. 

As for the starting point used to calculate all the 

datings, ίt would only be a matter of time before the 
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pieces of the puzzle made that clear. But first there were 

other details to make sense of, details that it's so easy to

pass over. For they were the key to things we ηο longer 

know or can even imagine. 
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Dying Before You Die 

Τ ΗΕ FIRST THING ΤΗΕ GODDESS DOES AFTER 

Parmenides arrives is reassure him: reassure 

11 im that what brought him to her 'was ηο hard fate'. 

Those words 'hard fate' have a νeιΎ specific meaning in 

�ιncient Greek. They'ι·e a standaΓd expression foI death. 

HeI reassurance would be pointless unless theie was 

good reason to suppose death is what had brought him 

to her. She's saying, without having to say it any more 

clearly, that you'd only expect to arrive where he has 

aιτived if you weie dead. 

So that's what he has done-traveHed the road of 

death while still alive, gone where the dead go without 

dying. FοΓ anyone else tl1e place he's come to would be 

deadly. 

There's just one passage in Gieek liteiature that 

comes close to Parmenides' desaiption of his welcome. 

It's a passage desaibing the welcome waiting fοι· the great 

hero HeΓacles when he went down to the underwoild 

alive: the queen of the dead greets him as waimly as she 

would greet her own brother. By Parmenides' time it was 



well understood that brute force and bravery weren't 

enough to take a hero down to the world of the dead. He 

had to kηο\Ύ· what he's doing, where he's going; know 

how he stands in relation to the gods. He had to have 

been initiated into the mysteries of the underworld. 

It's the same with Parmenides. Right at the begin

ning of his poem he says he's a 'man who knows'. People 

have realized for a long time that in ancient Greek this 

was a standard way of referring to the initiate-to those 

who know what others don't and because of what they 

know are able to go where others won't. 

And for them the welcome, there in the world of the 

dead, has such kindness and such wannth. 

THERE ARE so ΜΑΝΥ OTHER HINTS in Paι-menides' poem 

about where it is he's going. Those huge gates he comes 

to-rhey're guarded by Justice. Justice for the Greeks 

was a goddess, a goddess who had to be able to keep 

a watch οη everything that's happening in the world. 

But when it was a question of stating where she lives, 

the clearest answer from the Gι-eek poets was that 'she 

shares the same house as the gods of the underworld' . 

This is j ust a part of the story. Ifwe forget Parmenides 

came from southern Italy then everything goes wωng. 
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Wlι.:ιt he writes about is beyond time and place; but to 

ιtιιderstand it you have to start from time and place. 

ι •ι-ορle have been so baffied by his poem, made it out to 

Ικ· such a lifeless thing, baffled everyone else. That's only 

IH�cause they ι-efuse to see it against its background-in 

ι ιηηs of the tradi tio ns he inheri ted and the place he came 

1 ι·οm. Cut something off from its roots and of course it's 

,�ot ηο life. 

Vase after vase has been found in southern Italy 

ρainted with pictures of the underworld. Justice is there, 

together with the queen of the dead and the hero who's 

:1ble to reach her. 

Sometimes the hero is Orpheus-Orpheus the magi

cian who managed to make the journey through the 

power of his songs. Ιη Italy Orpheus wasn't just some 

sentimental figure from myrh: He was much more. He 

was the focus for mystical and poetic traditions about the 

underworld, and Velia itself was a centre for those trad

itions. One of the oldest Orphic poems described how 

J ustice lives together with the other powers of cosmic law 

at the entrance to a vast cave: the cave that's the home 

ofNight. 

Then there's the way the goddess greets Parmenides. 

She welcomes him 'kindly'-thewordmeans 'favourably', 

'kindly', 'warmly'-and gives him her right hand. Noth

ing was more important than findingakind and favourable 

welcome when you went down to the world of the dead. 
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The alternative was annihilation. And there ίη the under

world the right hand signals acceptance, favour. The left 

hand means destruction. That's why Orphic texts were 

wrίtten οη gold and buried with initiates in southern 

Italy, to remind them how to keep to the right and how 

to make sure the queen of the dead receives them 'lcindly'. 

The word on the texts and the word Parmenides uses

they're one and the same. 

And for these people, just as in the case ofHeracles, 

it was all a matter of finding their own link with the 

divine. That's what initiation was: to find out how you're 

related to the world of the divine, know how you belong, 

how you'ι·e at home there just as much as here. Ir was to 

become adopted, a child of the gods. For rhose people it 

was all a matter of being prepared before you die, malcing 

rhe connection between rhis world and that. Otherwise 

it's too late. 

Ιτ's SUCH Α PERFECT ARRANGEMENT for wisdom to hide 

away in death. Everyone runs from death so everyone 

runs away from wisdom, except for those who aι-e willing 

to pay the price and go against rhe stι-eam. 

Parmenides' journey takes him in exactly the oppo

site direction from everything we value, out of life as we 

know it and straight towards what we fear most of all. It 
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ι .ιl<es him far from ordinary experience, from 'the beaten 

11·:ιck of humans'. 

There are ηο people here, nothing familiar at all, ηο 

ιowns, ηο cities-however hard that is to accept, how

ι·ver easy it is to want to slip what we already know into 

ι Ιιe rhings he says. For what he's describing are regions 

ι Ιιat to us are completely unknown. 

Later οη in his poem he explains rhat night and 

ιlarkness are the equivalent of ignorance. This can seem 

:1mazing: that he should go to the depths of ignorance in 

search of wisdom instead of scraight to the light. But, in 

Greek, words chat mean 'unknowing' also mean 'un

lmown'; it's che same witl1 'ignoranr' and 'ignored' . 

Ignorance for Parmenides is only whar's ignorance in 

rerms of ordinary human experience, with all its narrow

ness and limitations. Ic's ignorance simply because it's 

ignored, ignored by people who run from death. And 

what everyone ignores-that's where wisdom lies. 

Το die before you die, no longer to live on the surface 

of yourself: rhis is what Parmenides is pointing to. Ir 

demands tremendous courage. The journey he describes 

changes your body; it alters every cell. Mythologically 

it's rhe journey of rhe hero, the great heroes like Heracles 

or Orpheus. And yet to understand what's involved we 

have to forger all our concepts of what it means to be a 

hero. Ιη the Icaly of Parmenides' time the idea of what 

a hero is was far more profound. 
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Already at the start of his poem Parmenides men

tions the essential thing for making the journey-the 

longing, the passion or desire. He's taken to where he 

goes, but he's only taken 'as far as longing can reach'. 

We usually rhink of a hero as a warrior, a fighter. And yet 

what gets Parmenides where he goes isn't willpower; it 

isn't struggle or effort. He doesn't have to do anything. 

He's just taken, taken straight where he needs to go. 

And the longing isn't what gets him there, either: the 

strength of his longing simply determines how far he can 

go. It seems such a straightforward statement, but it's 

one of the hardest things to understand. 

Our own longing hardly adds up to anything. It's 

enough to take us lunging fωm one desire to another; 

that's all. We scatter it everywheι-e ίη wanting this or that: 

satisfy our desires and never satisfy ourselves. And we 

never can be satisfied. Our longing is so deep, so immense 

that nothing in this world of appearances can ever hold 

ίt or contain it. So we break it up instead, keep throwing 

it away-want this, then that, until we're old and ex

hausted. 

It seems easy; everyone does ίt. But it's so hard to

have to keep running from the hollowness we all feel 

inside, such a heroic task to have το keep finding substi

tutes to fill the void. 

The other way's so easy, but it seems so hard. It's 

just a matter of knowing how to turn and face our own 

longing without interfering with it or doing anything 
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ι ι .ι 11. And that goes against the grain of everything we' ι-e 

11,ι·d to, because we've been taught in so many ways to 

ι ,ι·:φe from ourselves-find a thousand good reasons for 

,1νoiding our longing. 

Sometimes it appears as depression, calling us away 

1 ι om everything we think we want, pulling us into the 

1 l.1 ι·l(ness of ourselves. The voice is so familiar that we run

1 ιυm it in every way we can; the more powerful the call

ι l1c further we run. It has the power to make us mad, and

yct it's so innocent: the voice of ourselves calling to

oιιι-selves. The strange thing is that the negatiνity isn't in

ι l1e depression-it's in running from the depression. And

what we'ι-e afraid of really isn't what we're afraid of at all.

Always we want to learn from outside, from absorb

ing other people's knowledge. It's safeι- that way. Tl1e 

lΓOuble is that it's always other people's knowledge. We 

:1lready have everything we need to know, ίη the darkness 

inside ourselves. The longing is what turns us inside out 

until we find the sun and the moon and stars inside. 

THOSE GIRLS who guide Parmenides οη his journey to the 

underworld, they're daughters of the Sun. 

That sounds strange, quite a paradox. For us the sun 

is up above in the light, doesn't have anything to do with 

darkness or death. But this isn't because we're any wiser 

or because we've managed to leave the world of myth 
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behind: that would be about as easy as leaving our own 

death behind. The reason why to us it sounds strange is 

because we've lost any contact with the underworld. 

The underworld isn't just a place of darkness and 

death. It only seems like that from a distance. Ιη reality 

it's the supreme place of paradox where all the opposites 

meet. Right at the roots of western as well as eastern 

mythology there's the idea that rhe sun comes out of 

the underworld and goes back ro the underworld every 

night. It belongs in rhe underworld. That's where it has 

irs home; where its children come from. The source of 

light is at home in the darkness. 

This was well understood in southern Italy. Α whole 

Iralian mythology grew up around the .figure of the sun 

god as he's driven in his charior by the horses that carry 

him out of the underworld before they rake him down 

again. Thar was rrue ar Velia too.Andfor certainmen and 

women known as Pythagoreans-people who had garh

ered around Pythagoras when l1e came out to southern 

Italy from the east-the same ideas were a basic tradirion. 

Those people were familiaι- witl1 Orphic tradirions; used 

them. Heracles was rheir hero. 

Pythagoreans tended to live close to volcanic reg

ions. For them rhat was something very meaningful. 

They saw volcanic fire as the light in rhe depths of dark

ness: ir was the fire of hell, but also rhe fire rhat all the 

lighr we know and see derives from. Fοι- them the light of 
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ι l 1t' sιιη and moon and staι-s were just reflectίons, offshoots 

, ,1 ι l1e invisible fire inside the underworld. And they 

ι ι ι ιιlcι-stood that there's ηο going up without going down, 

1111 l1eaven without going through hell. Το them the fire 

111 ιl1e underworld was purifying, nansforming, immor-

1.ιlizing. Everything was part of a process and there were

ιω short cuts. Everything had to be experienced, iη

ι lιιded; and to find clarity meant facing utter daι-kness.

This is much more than just a matter of mythology. 

111 theory we think we know that each dawn brings a new 

ιl:ιy, but in practice we never see what thar means. Deep 

ιlown we've all agreed ro look for light in the light and 

.ιvoid everything else: reject the darkness, the depths. 

'f 'hose people realized there's something veι-y important 

lιidden in the depths. For them ίt wasn't only a quesrion 

of confronting a lirtle bit of darkness inside themselves

of dipping their feet in their feelings, paddling in the 

pond of rheir emotions and trying to bring them into 

rl1e light of day. It was a question of going right through 

the darkness to what lies at rhe other end. 

That's not a pleasant challenge ro live with. Our 

ιninds are defeared even by the prospect. So when Plato 

and his followeι-s took over these ideas from the 

Pythagoreans they cleverly amputated the ambiguities: 

focused only οη the true and the good and the beautiful, 

and cur οuτ the need for the descenτ. We ηο longer even 

notice what happened. 
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Then there were early Christians who talked about 

the 'depths' of the divine. Most of them were soon 

silenced. And there were Jewish mystics who spoke of 

'descending' to the divine; they were silenced too. It's far 

simpler to keep the divine somewhere up above, at a safe 

distance. The trouble is that when the divine is removed 

from the depths we lose our depth, start viewing the 

depths with fear and end up struggling, running from 

ourselves, trying to lift ourselves up by our bootstraps 

into the beyond. 

It's impossible to reach the light at the cost of 

rejecting darkness. The darkness haunts us; we're chased 

by our own depths. But the knowledge of the other way 

was left only for a few hel"etics, and writers of oracles, 

and for the alchemists. 

Ιη that knowledge there's ηο dogma. It's too subtle 

for that. It's not even a matter of attitude but simply a 

question of perception-the perception rhat light be

longs in darkness, clarity in obscurity, that darkness can't 

be rejected for the sake of light because everything 

contains its opposite. 

That's why Parmenides' journey takes him precisely 

to the point where all the opposites meet: the point where 

Day and Night both come out from, the mythical place 

where earth and heaven have their source. And that's why 

he describes the gates he comes to as having their 

threshold in Tartarus but 'reaching up into the heavens'. 

They're where the upper and the lower meet, at exactly 
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ι l1e same point where earlier poets had described Atlas 

,ιanding with his feet in the lower world but holding up 

ι l1e heavens with his head and hands. 

This is the place that gives access to the depths and 

.ιlso to the world above. You can go uρ and you can go 

ιlown. It's a point οη the axis of the universe: the axis 

ι hat joins what's above and what's below. But fil"st you 

l1ave to descend to this point before you're able to ascend, 

die before you can be reborn. Το reach there, where every 

direction is available and everything merges with its 

opposite, you have to go down into the darkness-into 

the world of death where Night and Day both come 

from. 

As SOON AS she's welcomed him, the first thing the 

goddess does is call Parmenides 'young man'. That's just 

one word in Greek: kouros. Α kouros is a young man, a 

boy; a son or child. 

There are experts who say this ίs Parmenides' way of 

pΓesenting himself as someone under thirty years old. 

Others say it's the goddess' way of confronting him with 

his lack of wisdom and experience. The truth is far more 

subtle. 

Kouros is an ancient wol"d, older even than the Greek 

language. Often it's a title of honour, never an expression 

of contempt. When the great poets before Parmenides 
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used the term it was always to communicate a sense of 

nobility. It was the kouros, more than anyone else, who 

was a hero. 

Ιη terms of physical age it could mean someone 

under thirty. But in practice the word had a far wider 

meaning. Α kouros was the man of any age who still saw 

life as a challenge, who faced it with the whole of his 

vigour and passion, who hadn't yet stood back to make 

way for his sons. The word indicated the quality of a 

man, not how old he was. 

It was also closely connected with initiation. The 

kouros stands at the borderline between the world of 

the human and the world of the divine; has access to 

them both, is loved and recognized in both. It's only as a 

kouros that the initiate can possibly succeed at the great 

ordeal of making a journey into the beyond-just as 

Parmenides does. 

The kouros has a great deal in common with the 

world of the divine. Ιη their own way they're both time

less, untouched by age. When Heracles dies and is made 

immonal, it's as a kouros that he's pictured rising uρ 

from the funeral pyre. And the situation of the nameless 

kouros face to face with the nameless goddess, just lil<e 

Parmenides-this was a well-known scenario in the 

mysteries of initiation. 

Α kouros was often essential for gaining access to the 

world of the gods. He was needed for prophecy, for 

receiving oracles, for the magical process of lying down 
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111 :1 special place at night to obtain messages from the 

�·,11Js through dreams. He was needed because of his 

-.1·11sitivity, his ability to distance himself from the usual 

lιιιιη.aη thoughts; because he wouldn't try to interfere 

ιιιιconsciously or consciously with what he heard and 

ι ι·ceived. It was possible for an older person to perform 

ι l1e role of the kouros, but then he had to have the 

ιnnocence and purity of a child. 

Contact with what's timeless doesn't leave you as 

you are, even though outwardly it can seem to. It takes 

.tway your past. That's why the initiate has his old life 

ιal<en away, is given a 'second destiny' instead-is born 

�ιgain, adopted by the gods. And the tough hero becomes 

a little child. 

Italian sculptures and paintings tel1 it all: the great 

l1ero Heracles as a bearded man reduced to the role of an 

infant, initiates with the bodies of new-born babies but 

the faces of old men and women. 

The hero doesn't just hold in his hand the mythical 

ωap for the colonizer to follow. He also holds the map 

for the initiate, and it's the map of immortality. This 

going back to the state of a child doesn't have anything 

to do with physical age. And it has nothing to do with 

immaturity, either. It isn't some state of naivety to grow 

out of or go beyond. 

Οη the contrary, this is the only real maturity there 

is: the maturity of struggling beyond the physical world 

and discovering that you're also at home somewhere else. 
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As for immaturity, that's when we grow old and empty 
because we've missed the opportunities life always brings 
for making conscious contact with the timeless. 

ΤΗΕ WORLD OFTHE DMNE for Greeks was the world of the 
kourotrophos, 'nurturer of the kouros '. This was a common 
title for their goddesses and gods. 

The kourotrophos cares for young men and young 
women, sustains and guides them in a way no human 
parent possibly can. But the relationship is completely 
different from ordinary human relationships of depen
dence: it's something far more paradoxical. For the world 
of the gods doesn't only contain the nourishment that 
young men or women need. It also contains the most 
essential aspect of themselves. 

The kouros isn't just a human figure. That's only one 
side of him. He's a god as well, the exact image of the 
human kouros in the world of the divine; and the most 
important god of all for a human kouros was Apollo. 
Apollo was the divine kouros and the god of the kouros.

He was his model, his immortal image and embodiment. 
And there, in the world of the gods, the human 

kouros also has his female counterparts: divine kourai,

immortal young women or girls. They're young like him, 
except that as goddesses they play the role of kourotrophos

too-the role of protector and guide for the hero. 
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The first thing Parmenides is told when he arrives in 
1\1ι· underworld is 'Welcome young man, partnered by 
ιιιωιοrtal charioteers.' But people don't care too much 
\-vl1at he's told, so they translate it as 'Welcome young 
ιιι�ιη, accompanied by immortal charioteers.' 

That sounds a much simpler statement for the 
l\oddess to make. And yet it's also to misunderstand the 
ιneaning of a word that in Greek always has the sense of 
jHtΓtnership-of inseparability, intimacy, of an enduring 
\)ond that sustains and never ends. Ιη human terms it 
ι:an be the bond between brothers and sisters, but above 
:111 the intimacy of the partnership between a husband 
and wife. 

So Parmenides ίs saying how he's bound to rhe 
charioteers who brought him to the underworld, the 
charioteers that right from the beginning he refers to as 
kourai-young women, girls, daughters of the Sun. 

He arrives as a kouros together with kourai, and it 
couldn't be otherwise. The place he's reached is a place 
where everyrhing comes together with its opposite: earth 
and heaven, night and day, lighr and darkness but also 
male and female, mortality and immortality, death and 
youthfulness. And even the fact that his partners are 
daughters of the Sun, beings of light who are at home 
in the darkness, couldn't be more appropriate. Later 
Parmenides explains how-in terms of the grand illusion 
we live in-humans themselves are originally solar be
ings, children of the sun. 
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Death for us seems just nothingness, where we have 
to leave everything behind. But it's also a fullness rhat can 
hardly be conceived of, where everything is in contact 
with everything and nothing is ever lost. And yet to know 
that, you have to be able to become conscious in rhe 
world of the dead. 
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Masters of Dreams 

ο FΙΈΝ WORDS ARE ONLY WORDS. SOMETIMES 

they're not: sometimes they have the power 
ιο open up a whole world-to give reality to things that 
l1ave always been hovering οη the hoiizon of our con
sciousness, just out of reach. 

All thι-ee of che Gι-eek insaiptions discoveι-ed at Velia 
\)y Sestieri 1nention a word that hasn't been found 
::ιnywhere else in the world. It had only eveι- been encoun
teι-ed once before. Α cuι-ious Icalian advocate had come 
across it one day inscribed, in its Latin form, οη a piece 
of stone at Velia; he published it as a little amusement in 
1832. And it wasn't long after Sestieri's thι-ee discoveι-ies 
theι-e that the faded remains of another Latin inscription, 
also containing the same word, were found carved οη a 
large fragment of marble. The text was so fragmentary, 
and so faded, that it was about the only word you could 
ι-ead any more. 

Otherwise it's unheard of in the whole of Greek and 
Latin litei-atui-e. It's Pholaι-chos. 



The word may well be unique, unknown outside of 

Velia. And yet that's not to say ίt can't be understood. But 

scholars are strange creatures. W'hen they're faced with 

some new evidence they like to add one and one together 

and arrive at one and a half; then they spend years arguing 

about what happened to the other half. The half that's 

missing is the ability to watch and listen-to follow the 

evidence where it leads, however unfamiliar. 

Phόlarchos is a combination of two words: phόleos 

and archos. Archos means a Iord, a chief, the person in 

charge. But it's the first half that's unusual. 

Α phόleos is a lair wheι-e animals hide, a den. Often 

it's a cave. Any other senses of the word derived from this. 

Ancient Greek dictionaries say it could sometimes be 

used, just as you'd expect, to describe 'dens' of human 

activity. But that's little more than street slang: nothing 

of any relevance to the titles οη the cai-ved inscriptions. 

They also say it could be used as a name for special 

places in a house ΟΓ temple, places where religious groups 

came togethei-. That sounds much more to the point; but 

it's not enough. The trouble is that rhose dictionaries 

were put togethei- at a time when the language was almost 

dying out. Often rhe people who wrore them were jusr 

guessing, groping ίη the dai-k. There are ηο real answers 

here-only pointers οη the way. 
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IN ΊΉΕ WHOLE HISTORY of the Greek language, through 

Γrom the earliest times to how it's spoken nowadays, 

μhόleos always has the same basic meaning. It's a place 

where animals go into retreat: where they lie motionless, 

.ιbsolutely still, hardly breathing. They sleep there, or 

ι hey stay in a state similar to sleep, or they hibernate. 

That's why expressions like 'being in a lair' or 'lying 

ί 11 a lair'-phόleia and phόleuein were the words in 

,ωcient Greek-came to mean being ίη a state of sus

pended animation. They could be used to describe a 

woman from southern Anatolia who would go into a 

state of hibernati9n for months at a time. The only 

way you could tel1 she was alive was from her breathing. 

And early doctors would use the words to describe rhe 

state of apparent death, of suspended animation when 

the pulse is so quiet you can hardly feel it. 

So the men called Phόlarchos οη those inscriptions 

from Velia-they were in charge of a lair, a place of 

suspended animation. That doesn't make much sense. lt 

doesn't even sound worth making sense of; but it is. 

And we don't have to Iook far to see what it means. The 

answer is ίη the inscriptions themselves. 

Those people called Phόlarchos were healers, and 

healing ίη the ancient world had a great deal to do with 

states of suspended animation. lt was all tied up in a 

clumsy-sounding word: incubation. 
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Το incubate is just ω lie down in a place. But the 

word had a very particular meaning. Before the begin

nings of what's known as 'rational' medicine in the West, 

healing always had to do with the divine. If people were 

sick it was normal to go to the shrines of gods, or else to 

the shrines of great beings who once had been humans 

but now were more than humans: the heroes. And they'd 

lie down. 

They would lie down in an enclosed space. Often it 

was a cave. And either they'd fall asleep and have a dream 

or they'd enter a state described as neither sleep nor 

waking-and eventually they'd have a vision. Sometimes

the vision or the dream would bring them face to face 

with the god or the goddess or hero, and that was how che 

healing came about. People were healed like this all the 

time. 

What's important is that you would do absolutely 

nothing. The point came when you wouldn't struggle or 

make an effort. You'd just have to surrender to your 

condition. You would lie down as if you were dead; wait 

without eating or moving, sometimes for days at a time. 

And you'd wait for the healing to come from somewhere 

else, from another level of awareness and another level 

of being. 

But that's not to say you were left alone. There would 

. be people in charge of the place-priests who understood 

how the process worked and how to supeΓVise it, who 
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lωcw how to help you understand what you needed to 

l,11ow without interfering with the process itself. 

We still have priests, except that now they belong to 

.ι ιιifferent religion. UndeΓneath the surface of the rheto

ι ic and persuasion there's not much to choose between 

rnodern science and ancient magic. But because there's 

110 knowledge left any more of how to find access to 

what's beyond our waking consciousness we have to take 

.ιnaesthetίcs and drugs. And because there's ηο longer 

any understanding of powers greater than ourselves we're 

denied any meaning to our suffering. So we suffer as 

liabilities, die as statistics. 

ΤΗΕ SIMIIAlUTIES between lying down like an animal in a 

lair and lying down for incubation in a shrine are obvious 

enough. But there's ηο need to guess that the Greeks were 

aware of the similarities. We know they were. 

Two thousand years ago a man called Strabo wrote 

a passage describing the countryside of western Anatolia. 

He was talking about an area to the south of Phocaea, in 

a region called Caria. It was an area he knew well. This is 

where he once lived and studied. 

And in the passage he describes a famous cave there, 

known as a Charonium or entrance to the underworld . 

Next to it was a temple dedicated to the gods of the un-
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derworld: to Pluto-one of the titles given to Hades

and his wife Persephone, who was often referred to as 'the 

Maiden'. It was usual Greek practice not to mention the 

divinities of the underworld by name. 

Οη the road leading from Tralles to Nysa there's a village 

that belongs to the people ofNysa. And there, not far from 

the city of Acharaca, that's where the Plutonium is-the 

entrance to the underworld. There' s a sacred precinct there, 

very well-endowed, and a temple to Pluto and the Maiden. 

And the Charoniιιm is a cave just above the precinct. The 

place is quite amazing. For what they say is that people who 

fall ill and are willing to submit to the methods of healing 

offeι-ed by these two divinities come heι-e and live for a while 

ίη the village together with the most experienced among the 

priests. And these pι-iests lie down and sleep in the cave οη 

behalf of the sick, then they prescribe tι-eatments οη the 

basis of the dreams they receive. lt's these same men who 

also invoke the healing power of the gods. 

Βιιt ofren rhey lead the sick into the cave instead and 

settle them down, then leave them there ίη utter stillness 

(hesychia) without any food for several days-just like 

animals in a lair (pho!eos). And sometimes those who are 

afflicted by illness have dreams of their own, dreams that 

they take very serioιιsly. And yet even rhen they still rely οη 

the others, as pΓiests, to peΓform the role of guides and 

advisors by introducing them to the mysteries. For anyone 

else the place is forbidden territory, and deadly. 
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Every detail in the account has its significance. But 

i, ·� enough just to notice the incubation in a cave, the 

, \ ι·cams, the state of utter stillness-and the fact that at 

ι !)is cave in Caria the sick are described as lying for days 

οη end 'like animals in a lair'. 

And there are the priests to guide them through the 

ι>ωcess, often keeping to the background but always 

firmly in charge: the masters of dreams, lords of the lair. 

Ατ VELIA those men called Ph6larchos were related to 

Apollo. Here, at the cave alongside the road in Caria, 

ιhere's no mention of Apollo. But he's not far away. 

If thousands of years ago you followed the road 

further inland you came to a town called Hierapolis

and to another Plutonium, another entrance to the 

underworld. There the religious practices were almost 

identical to the ones at the Plutonium described by 

Strabo. And there at Hierapolis, right above the cave, was 

a temple to Apollo: an Anatolian Apollo, god of the sun. 

This is perfectly understandable. For Apollo wasn't 

just a god of healing. He was also a god of incubation. At 

Hierapolis itself, people slept in the sanctuary during the 

night for the sake of having dreams. And at the greatest 

incubation centres in Italy or Greece or Anatolia, Apollo 

was always there. If he wasn't the chief god, he was 

somewhere in the background. 
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Often those centres were shrines of Asclepius, or 

they were shrines of heroes. The heroes were usually 

considered children of Apollo-and so was Asclepius. 

He owed his knowledge of healing to his father, and most 

of his incubation centres had once been centres for the 

worship of Apollo. Even after Asclepius became the most 

famous Greek god of incubation he still shared his own 

shrines, as well as the honours people gave him, with 

Apollo. 

And that's more or less how things remained right 

through to the end of the ancient world. When magicians 

in the centuries after Christ wanted to experience revela

tions or receive knowledge through dreams, Apollo was 

the god they invoked through incubation in the darkness 

of the night. 

Lairs and incubation, Apollo and incubation-nearly 

all the links are there to explain why those healers in Velia, 

priests of Apollo, were called lords of a lair. Nearly all, but 

not quite. 

lsTRIA: an ancient Greek colony οη the shores of the Black 

Sea, at the mouth of the Danube. Now it would be near 

the Romanian-Ukrainian frontier. That sounds a long 

way from Velia; but history has its own patterns of flow 

and interaction. 
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The Black Sea was well known to the Phocaeans. 

ΙΊ1ey created colonies there themselves hand in hand 

wίth the leading colonizers of the region-the people of 

Miletus. Miletus was the most famous Greek city in 

.ωcient Caria, and Istria was founded from there. 

One of the greatest centres for the worship of Apollo 

Oulios was at Miletus. The Phocaeans knew a great deal 

about how people from Miletus worshippedApollo: one 

of the colonies οη the Black Sea that the two cities both 

helped to found came to be called Apollonia ίη his 

honour. And it was because of his importance at Miletus 

that Apollo the healer was worshipped ίη Istria too. 

There at Istria a family of priests was dedicated to 

servingApollo the healer, from generation to generation. 

And theι-e, in the sacred temple area, two words were 

found inscribed οη a slab of maι-ble. The words wei-e 

Apollo Phδleutei-ios. 

Archaeologists have woπied about what the title 

Phδleuterios could mean. The man who discoveι-ed the 

inscription simply said Ί confess Ι don't begin to under

stand.' Others have been more persevering: have tried to 

give it the meaning Άpollo who hides away' in the sense 

of Άpollo who protects from evil'. But that's impossible; 

Greeks wouldn't express the idea this way. There's only 

one thing it can mean. It means Άpollo who hides away 

in a lair'-his title as the incubator god, the god of 

suspended animation. 
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Apollo the healer as Pholeuterios in Istria, priests of 

Apollo the healer as Pholarchos at Velia: the two titles 

are obviously related, offshoots of the same tradition. 

Apollo was the god of whoever lies down like an animal 

in a lair. And as his human representatives, the healers 

from Velia were Lords of the Lair. 

These were old ideas, ancient practices-practices 

that had their home in western Asia and especially in 

Caria. For the Anatolian origin of the name Pholarchos 

is proved by lstria just as theAnatolian origin of the name 

Oulis is proved by Marseilles. Both words belonged to 

the traditions that the Phocaeans took out with them to 

ltaly when rhey left the coast of Asia for the West. 

The pieces were starting to fall into place. 
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Apollo 

HESE TRADITIONS LINKING APOLLO WITH 

Τ incubation and caves and dark places: they 

l1ave nothing at all to do with the Apollo we've become 

used to. 

Nowadays he's considered the divine embodiment 

of reason and rationality-as if a god could ever be 

,·easonable in the sense that we attribure to the word. 

The history of how this notion came to be subsrituted 

for an awareness of the rhings he used to be is an absurd 

one, rhe way such stories usually are. lt reaches back a 

long rime, and the story hasn't yet finished. Attempts 

have been made at rationalizingAsclepius but they never 

lasted long. The rationalizing of Apollo still goes οη. 

Normally he's described as rhe most Greek of all the 

gods: a perfect image of the ancient Greek spirit, all 

clarity and brightness. 

But he wasn't clear at all. Above anything else he was 

a god of oracles and prophecy-and the oracles he gave 

out were riddles, full of ambiguities and traps. lt was 

the people who believed everything was bright and clear 

who ended up in trouble. 



Often he's associated with bright music and song. 

And yet, especially in Anatolia, he had a very different 

side. There songs were sung in his honour that were full 

of strange words, sung in an incantatory language no one 

could understand. And his Oiacles were spoken by his 

prophet in a voice heavy with trance: oracles full of 

repetitions and riddles, expressed in a poetry that at times 

hardly seemed poetiy at all. For Apollo was a god who 

opeiated on another level of consciousness with rules 

and a Iogic of its own. 

Sometimes it's said that when magicians during the 

centuries after Christ invoked Apollo through incuba

tion in the middle of the night, this was a proof of how 

his brightness had already faded away-along with the 

famous brightness of the classical world. 

But the fact is that he was always associated with 

darkness and night. At Rome, where Gieek colonists 

introduced the woiship of Apollo the healer, the best 

time for incubation at his temple was in the middle of 

the night. And back in Anatolia there were ancient tem

ple traditions that involved locking Apollo's priestess 

up with heI god in the evening. When she came out the 

next morning she was able to prophesy because of her 

mystical union with him during the night. 

And right from the beginning he was connected not 

only with night but with caves and daik places, with the 

underworld and death. This is why, at the Anatolian 
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1ι1wη of Hierapolis, Apollo's temple was right above the 

, .ινι: leading down to the underwoild. And it's why at 

,,ι 1,cr famous oracle centres inAnatolia his temples were 

\ 11 ι ί lt just the same way-above a cave giving access to the 

1111d eIWoild that was en tered by his priest and by ini tiates 

., ι che dead of night. 

When people started trying to make Apollo reason

.ιωe, philosophically acceptable, they were simply looking 

.ιι the surface and avoiding what's underneath. 

IT WAS ALSO in Anatolia that Apollo came to be associated 

closely with the sun. 

Really his links with the sun go back far into the past. 

But foωιal statements from Greeks identifying the sun 

with Apollo only start appearing at a certain time, which 

was also the time when Parmenides was alive. And what's 

important about these statements is the way they indicate 

that the identification was esoteric-a matter foI initiates 

only, for people familiar with 'the silent names of the 

gods'. 

Now it's so easy to assume thatApollo and the sun are 

all a matter of brightness and light. But that's to forget 

where the sun is most at home: in the darkness of the 

undeIWorld. And it's also to miss what those statements 

about the sun and Apollo actually say. 
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One of them happens to be the oldest mention in 

ancient literature of Orpheus' descent to the under

world. It explains how Orpheus came to be so devoted 

to Apollo. Tradition made him a priest and prophet of 

Apollo, sometimes even made him his son. But this 

account says it was only after he went down to the world 

of the dead and 'because he saw rhe things to be seen there 

just as they are' that he understood why the sun is the 

greatest of the gods-and is identical to Apollo. The 

account goes οη to say how he used to wake up at night 

and climb a mountain so he could catch a glimpse of his 

god at dawn. 

There was also a famous Orphic poem. It had been 

written by a Pythagorean in southern Italy, but hardly 

any traces of it have been allowed to survive. It presented 

Orpheus making his journey to the underworld at the 

site of a dream oracle, next to a volcanic crater. Ιη other 

words he made his descent ίη another state of conscious

ness, in a kind of dream, using the technique of incubation. 

The poem described him as making one major 

discovery that he brought back to the world of the living. 

This was the fact that Apollo shares his oracular powers 

with Night. 

We know less about the poem than about the 

response it evoked from religious authorities centuries 

later. Orpheus was mocked for his imaginary wisdom, 

attacked for spreading his 'false notions' through the 

world. And there was a famous writer called Plutarch-
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Ιι� was a good man, a good Platonist, with good sources 

οΓ information about the ideas generally accepted at 

Oelphi in his time-who put the official position clearly 

οη record. Άpollo and Night have nothing in common.' 

And for most people they didn't any more. Experi

cnce of another world through incubation holds little 

value once you start to place all your trust in the apparent 

powers of reason. 

ΤΗΕ MOST ΜΥΊΉΙCΑL STATEMENT OF ALL about Apollo's 

connections with the underworld is also the simplest 

one. And it's ηο coincidence that this, too, belongs to the 

traditions surrounding the figure of Orpheus-the same 

Orpheus who used Apollo's magic incantations to make 

his way down to the queen of the dead. 

According to an Orphic poem Apollo and Persephone 

went to bed cogether, made love. The tradition makes 

perfect sense in every possible way. For something that's 

hardly ever noticed is how the healing powers of Apollo 

and his son Asclepius brought them into an intimate 

relationship with death. Το heal is to know the limits of 

healing and also what lies beyond. Ultimately there's ηο

real healing without the ability to face death itself. 

Apollo is a god of healing but he's also deadly. The 

queen of the dead is the embodiment of death; and yet it 

was said that the touch of her hand is healing. As their 
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own opposites they exchanged roles with each other

and with themselves. 

This explains why, in Caria, either of them could 

equally well be the gods at incubation centres where 

people came to lie down in utter stillness like animals in 

a lair. The stillness is the stillness of death, but that's how 

the healing comes. 

And it explains as well why a strange pattern keeps 

repeating itself in the descriptions of hero-figures who 

were associated with Apollo. Priests and servants of 

Apollo themselves, they also had the closest links with the 

cult and worship of Persephone. 
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Goddess 

Η Ε DOESN'T SAY WHO SHE IS. 

Right at the beginning of his poem he 

describes how he's taken οη the 'road of the divinity', and 

when you read the original G_reek there's just a hint that 

rhe divinity is feininine-just the slightest suggestion, 

that's all. lt would be hard even to start to explain how 

l1e used the ambiguity of language to say and not say at 

the saine time. But that's the way Parmenides woι-l<ed. 

And when at last he meets her he simply calls heι

'goddess' . People have offeι-ed the strangest of reasons 

why, given all sons of explanations for who she is. There 

are some who claim he didn't give her a name because 

really she's not a goddess at all, just a philosophical ab

straction. Others say she inust be Justice; that she's Day 

or Night. 

But she's none of those. Justice is her dooΓkeeper, 

and when later in the poem she comes to talk about Night 

and Day she says they're two illusory opposites in a world 

of deception. That's ηο way to talk about yourself. 

lt's such an old situation: one that's repeated time 

and time again in approaching the history of ourselves. 



The answers to the questions we ask stare us ίη the face 

but we prefer to look somewhere else-anywhere else. 

Parmenides has come down to the underworld, to 

the goddess who lives in the realms of the dead. The 

Greeks called her Persephone. 

He arrives at her home just beyond the gates of 

Night and Day, by the chasm of Tartarus and the Man

sions of Night. The great Greek poets knew very well the 

name of the goddess who has her home in the under

world. Just past the gates used by Night and Day, next 

to the chasm of Tartarus and the Mansions of Night, 

is the home of Hades and his wife: Persephone. 

The goddess who welcomes Heracles so warmly 

when he goes down as an initiate to the underworld is 

Persephone. And in paintings of her, made during 

Parmenides' own lifetime, you can still see exactly how 

she greets him. She welcomes Heracles into her home by 

reaching out and giving him her right hand. 

"When Orpheus uses Apollo's incantations to charm 

his way down to the world of the dead, it's her he meets. 

Οη those vases from southern ltaly that show the queen 

of the dead greeting him while the figuι-e of Justice stands 

in the background, it's Persephone who greets him. And 

in the Orphic texts that were written οη gold for initiates, 

the goddess who's expected to receive them 'kindly'

just as Parmenides' goddess receives him 'kindly'-is 

Persephone. 
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ι·, ΙΕ WAY ΤΗΑΤ PARMENIDES doesn't name his goddess 

ι ould seem like an obstacle to understanding who she is. 

Ληd yet it's not. 

There were good reasons for not men tioning gods or 

��oddesses by name. At Athens 'the goddess' was Athena. 

Everybody knew who she was. lt was perfectly clear from 

tl1e context: ηο ambiguity, ηο risk of confusion. 

But that's just a small aspect of the matter. For the 

Greeks, and not only for the Greeks, a name was power. 

The name of a god is the power of the god. You don't 

invoke a divinity in vain. And there's also the sense of 

divine power as a vastness-or a closeness-that's be

yond the limitation of any conceivable name. 

This was true above all of the gods of the under

world. People didn't talk about them a great deal. Their 

nature 1s a mystery. 

lt's a strange thing. Because they're there the more 

you speak about them here the less you say. They belong 

to another dimension, not this, and what's silence here 

is language there. Here their speech is just an oracle or 

riddle, and here their smile can seem like sadness. 

lt's possible to enter that dimension, go through 

death while still alive. But afterwards you don't talk very 

much. "What you've seen is shrouded in silence. There are 

things that just can't be said. And when you do talk there's 
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something different to your words because death is thc 

place where all words come from-like sparks that have 

their origin in fire. Then what's said has a certain power, 

but not because the words mean something outside thern 

or point somewhere else. They have power because they 

contain their significance and rneaning inside thern. 

More than in the case of any other divinities it was 

normal not to give a name to the gods or goddesses of the 

underworld. Then the silence was deliberate. Any risk of 

confusion was accepted as a part of the mystery; arnbigu

ity was inevitable. Things were left unclear in the same 

way that Parmenides doesn't leave anything too clear 

about the identity of his goddess. 

And all across the Greek world there was one par

ticular divinity who was constantly left unnamed-but 

especially through southern ltaly and the regions sur

rounding Velia. Ιη ordinary language, in poetry, in the 

statements given by oι-acles, it was normal simply to refer 

to the queen of the dead as 'goddess'. 

Even when there were other important goddesses 

worshipped in the same city and there wei-e plenty of 

opportunities for confusion, Pei-sephone would still just 

be called 'the goddess'. That was enough. 

So it's not only clear from the details of Parmenides' 

journey who hίs goddess is: it's even clear frorn his 

unclarity. 
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,ι 11\ WAS an important divinity at Velia. 

Centres for the worship of Persephone weren't nec

r,.��ιι-ily obvious. They wei-en't always the type of thing 

γι)ιι shouted about from the rooftops; there were other 

ιlivinities to look after the daily activities of towns and 

ι icies, their political and outer existence. 

Mainly the worship of Pei-sephone was in the hands 

of women, and women hardly wrote at all. Sometimes 

ιemples built for her and her mother Demeter aren't 

mentioned in one single document or report from the 

ancient world. Nobody knows about their existence until 

rheir remains happen to be found somewhere, inside oi

on the edge of famous towns. 

Well over two hundred years ago, back in the eigh

teenth century, a local baron from southern ltaly came 

across an old inscription οη a patch of land that turned 

out to be the area of ancient Velia. He took it back 

home: 'che tengo in mia casa ', 1 have it in my house. The 

inscription was written in Latin, with Greek words 

scattered through it. lt described a formal dedication 

from the people of the city to Persephone. 

Ιη the nineteenth century the gι-eat scholars of 

western Europe couldn't find the inscription any more. 

Το them, the Greek words mixed up with the Latin were 
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proof that it was a forgery so they dismissed the baron as 

a fool or a liar. He wasn't either. 

Over time the language the Velians used to speak had 

changed from Greek to Latin; but even so they still kept 

using Greek words in their Latin inscriptions. By modern 

standards they were extremely conservative people, like 

so many Italian settlements of Greeks. They held fast to 

their old words and traditions. 

Other signs of Persephone's importance at Velia also 

started to emerge. A block of stone was found engraved 

with a dedication to her: just her name and her husband's 

name carved in Greek on the rock. And an area sacred to 

the worship she shared with her mother, Demeter, had 

been unearthed in a field half-way between Velia and 

Posidonia-a town steeped in the worship of Persephone, 

the same Posidonia where the stranger came from who 

once told the Phocaeans how to make sense of Apollo's 

oracle. 

And then there's the evidence that's been known for 

centuries: the evidence from Rome. Two thousand years 

ago Roman writers described the great temple there that 

had been built for Demeter and Persephone long before 

them-at a time when Parmenides will still have been a 

young man. They pointed with pride to the fact that the 

temple was designed on Greek models. And they ex

plained how right from the start it had been maintained 

by Greek priestesses of the goddesses who were specially 
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, rained and sent northwards to Rome, generation after 

gi::neration, from Velia. 

It's the same story as with the inscriptions for the 

Oulis healers, those priests of Apollo: later evidence 

pointing back to earlier traditions with five hundred 

years in between. The temple had been built at the 

beginning of the fifth century BC, when growing Roman 

society was extremely open to the religious traditions of 

Greek travellers and neighbours. But it was open to one 

group of Greeks in particular, people the Romans were 

happy to be able to deal with-the explorers and colo

nists from Phocaea. The people of Phocaea, then Velia 

and Marseilles, were very powerful at a time when Rome 

was still very young. 

Those Roman writers were quite correct. When you 

look at the evidence from Rome, from Velia, also from 

Phocaea, it doesn't just show that the worship of 

Persephone and Demeter was taken up to Rome in the 

early days of Velia's existence. It also shows that this was 

the same worship the Phocaeans had once practised in 

Anatolia and then carried with them when they sailed out 

to the west. 

ITALY WAS A FINE SOIL for Persephone. The land was fertile 

with ancient goddesses; and centuries later it was 
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Persephone who would provide most of the imagery and 

inspiration for the Catholics' Virgin Mary. 

As for the Phocaeans, they were like all the other 

colonists who came out to Italy before or after them in 

that they allowed the old and the familiar to blend with 

the new. But there are some things that don't change. And 

what draws us is what somehow was already known to us 

at the beginning. 
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Iatromantis 

T
O GO DOWN TO THE UNDERWORLD WHEN 

you're dead is one thing. To go there while 

you're alive, prepared and knowingly, and then learn 

from the experience-that's another thing entirely. 

In describing his journey Parmenides is referring to

something very specific. If we want to understand him 

we need to see what. 

It's all tied up with that clumsy word: incubation. 

The formal side to incubation was simple enough. 

Usually you'd lie down in a special place where you 

wouldn't be disturbed. Sometimes it was a room inside 

a house or temple; often it was a cave or other place 

considered a point of entry to the underworld. 

And people didn't do this just when they were sick. 

There used to be experts at incubation-masters at the 

art of going into another state of consciousness or allow

ing themselves to go if they were drawn there. Sometimes 

they did this for the sake of healing others, but the main 

point of incubation really wasn't the healing at all. That's 

simply how it seemed. What was most important was the 

fact that the healing comes from another level of being, 



from somewhere else. For these were people who were 

able to enter another world, make contact with the 

divine, receive knowledge directly from the gods. 

There was a man from Crete: in the Cretan dialect 

he was known as a kouros. Legends about him described 

how he slept for years in a sacred cave and learned 

everything he knew through a dream. It was said that for 

him dreams were his teachers-that really he had no 

human teacher because his teacher was his dream. 

Afterwards he became famous for his ability to heal 

whole cities; and the traditions about him made it quite 

clear where his powers of healing came from. They came 

from what he discovered about the world of the dead and 

the judgement of the dead, from 'his encounters while 

dreaming with gods and the teachings of gods and with 

Justice and Truth'. It's not difficult to see the links within 

links and patterns within patterns: to be reminded of 

Parmenides' descent to the world of the dead, of his 

encounters with gods and the teachings of gods, of the 

way he keeps referring in his poem to the divine figures 

of Justice and Truth. 

Then there was Pythagoras. When he left his home 

island of Samos for Italy he took Anatolian traditions 

with him-techniques of incubation, techniques for 

descending to the world of the dead. & a sign of how 

dedicated he was to the goddesses of the underworld he 

made his new home in southern Italy into a temple: built 
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.1 11pecial underground room where he'd go and stay 

IIH>Lionless for long periods of time. Afterwards he'd 

1 lcscribe how he had gone down to the underworld and 

1 ome back as a messenger from the gods. 

The reports about him say he taught his closest 

disciples to do the same thing, and the language of the 

1 eports shows it was the practice of incubation that he 

1 �tught them. The mysteries of the underworld remained 

central for later Pythagoreanism-and so did the role 

that Pythagoreans kept giving to incubation. For this 

wasn't a tradition of people who were fond of ideas and 

beautiful theories. They were people who knew how to 

die before they died. 

THE SIMILARITIES between lying down for incubation and 

approaching the state of death were very clear to the 

Greeks. They were obvious enough from the deathlike 

stillness, from the way that incubation sites were seen as 

points of entry to the underworld. 

But there's one piece of evidence that points more 

directly than anything else to the links between incuba

tion and the world of the dead. 

We've already come across it. It's the passage by the 

writer called Strabo that describes the temple in Caria 

dedicated to the god of the underworld and his wife, 
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to Persephone and Hades-that describes how people 

allowed into the sacred area would lie there in utter 

stillness for days at a time like animals in a lair. And the 

priests would take care of them, initiate them into the 

mysteries; for anyone else the area was deadly. 

So the very same passage that throws so much light 

on the tradition about a line of healers from Velia also 

happens to be strangely relevant to Velia's most famous 

citizen: Parmenides. 

And yet really there's nothing strange about this at 

all. For a long time-and long before the discoveries at 

Velia were ever made-historians noticed the way that 

Parmenides' account of his mythical journey connects 

him with incubation and with people who were experts 

at incubation: with people who justified their teachings 

on the basis of journeys they made into another world, 

who saw it as their job to bring back what they found 

and describe what they learned. 

Making the connection between them and Parmen

ides is nothing new. The trouble is knowing what to do 

with it. When it has been acknowledged it's only ac

knowledged reluctantly. It couldn't possibly be relevant 

to the man known as the founder of western logic; the 

implications are far too great for how we understand 

ourselves and the origins of the culture we live in. 

For a long time the significance of incubatory tradi

tions in the ancient world has been lost. We assume the 
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11kas that shaped western culture are just ideas, that it 

, locsn't matter where they came from. We have no room 

lor other states of consciousness-above all no time for 

.rnything to do with death. And yet no amount of ex

plaining away Parmenides' journey, of taking the pieces 

we want and ignoring the rest, can cover up his connec-

1 ion with those people. 

You can call them magicians if you want because 

chat's exactly what they were, except that then there was 

no difference between mysticism and magic. The Greeks 

weren't always sure what to call them-these people with 

a mysterious wisdom who were never quite what they 

seemed, who appeared to have died while still alive. 

But there was one particular name that fitted them 

perfectly. The name was Iatromantis. 
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Ecstasy 

'""17 HEY DISCOVERED IT IN 1960. IT WAS LYING 

l_' near the building with the hidden gallery 

where the Oulis inscriptions had been found. 

Those three inscriptions for the Oulis healers were 

all engraved in the same style, parts of the same series. 

This was different: a block of marble with the vaguest 

remains of what once had been a public offering of 

thanks. 

Carefully it was labelled for the official records

'Inventory number 20067, November 2nd 1960'-and 

put away. It wasn't even made public knowledge for 

another ten years. The delay was appropriate. 

On the middle of the piece of marble you could just 

about make out the remains of three words. Nowadays 

three words are nothing. On an inscription like this they 

meant as much as a whole book. 

The trouble is it wasn't the book that had been 

expected. Ever since the Oulis inscriptions were discov

ered people had passionately been hoping to find the 

proof of an ancient medical tradition in Italy, a tradition 

that would rival the famous school ofHippocrates. And 

really they'd found far more than that. But this fragment 

of marble was to prove nothing but an embarrassment

something to leave aside, mention as little as possible and 

be done with. For what it points to has no place on the 

map of our understanding. 

THE THREE WORDS WERE 

Ouliades 

Iatromantis 

Apollo. 

Ouliades is more or less exactly the same word as 

Oulis, just a longer form of the name. Literally it means 

'son of Oulios'. The connection with Apollo-the heal

ing Apollo, Apollo Oulios-is implicit in the word itself; 

it would be crystal clear even if Apollo wasn't also 

mentioned, as he is, on the inscription. 

Now, with one example of Ouliades and three of 

Oulis, there could be no doubt. These people at Velia 

were maintainers of a cult of Apollo: priests of the god, 

his 'sons' and descendants, carriers of his name. 

But the word Ouliades isn't just a longer form of the 

name Oulis. It also has a longer history; can be traced 
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back further in time. And this makes it easier to see what 

parts of the Greek world it had the closest links with. 

The place where it was most popular of all was one 

particular area of Anatolia. That was the mountainous 

region to the south of Phocaea called Caria-the same 

Caria where Apollo Oulios was worshipped, where 

Apollo's tide Pholeuterios came from, where it was 

natural to compare lying down at an incubation shrine 

with lying down in a pholeos or lair. 

So once again the Velian inscriptions were pointing 

back to the East, back to Anatolia, preserving engraved 

on stone the old traditions Phocaeans once shared in 

common with the Carians. 

.ANo THEN there's the next word. 

A Iatros is a healer; a Iatromantis is a healer of a very 

particular kind. He's a healer who's a prophet, a healer 

who heals through prophecy. But this isn't to say much at 

all unless we understand what prophecy used to mean. 

Nowadays we think it has to do with telling the 

future. And yet that's just the result of centuries spent 

trivializing what for the Greeks was something very 

different. It used to mean giving a voice to what doesn't 

have a voice, meant acting as a mouthpiece for the divine. 

It all had to do with being able to contact and then talk 

from another level of consciousness. 
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The greatest prophets in ancient Greece were as 

l�mous for looking into the past and into the present as 

1 hey were for looking into the future. They were able to 

see things in the present that are so obvious we miss them, 

and see the things in the past that hold us down and hold 

us back. 

Healers known as Iatromantis worked in the same 

way. For them the prophecy was what came first-the 

ability to look behind the scenes, see what others don't. 

The healing followed as a matter of course. 

That's not to say they didn't use techniques. They 

did. They were famous for their use of incantations: for 

chanting or repeating words in a way that can seem 

awkward or senseless but that has a certain effect, is able 

to induce a change in someone who says or hears them. 

And they used techniques of breach control to help break 

the hold of the senses, create access co an awareness 

beyond space and time. 

For they operated on a level where nothing is at all 

the way it seems. As far as they were concerned the things 

we need to be healed of are often things we're not even 

aware of; and the knowledge we chink we have of what's 

right for us or wrong with us is part of the ignorance we 

need to be healed of. 

Their knowledge was entirely different from what 

knowledge is to us. And they got it from incubation. The 

basic function of a Pholarchos or Lord of the Lair-that 

was their function· as well. They were experts at working 
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with dreams and through dreams: at listening to them, 

learning from them, healing with them. latroman tis and 

Pholarchos, like Oulis and Ouliades, were two names 

pointing to the same thing. 

And there's one other factor that all these different 

tides share in common. Just like the name Ouliades, 

latromantis was a word that had the closest oflinks with 

Apollo. Greeks applied it either to Apollo himself or to 

someone they considered his son. 

THERE'S ONE ASPECT of incubation that's easy to overlook. 

It's so basic but so subtle that it's almost always missed. 

To most people nowadays a dream is nothing. It's 

just a dream and that's that. And yet for people in the 

ancient world there were dreams and there were dreams. 

Some were meaningful, others weren't; and some could 

take you into another kind of reality altogether. 

If you look at the old accounts of incubation you can 

still read the amazement as people discovered that the 

state they'd entered continued regardless of whether they 

were asleep or awake, whether they opened their eyes or 

shut them. Often you find the mention of a state that's 

like being awake but different from being awal<:e, that's 

like sleep but not sleep: that's neither sleep nor walcing. 

It's not the waking state, it's not an ordinary dream and 
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il's not dreamless sleep. It's something else, something 

in between. 

People weren't bothered about giving it a name. 

They were more concerned with the experience than 

with trying to define it; and besides, for them the 

experience was an initiation into another world, a mys

tery. It was best just to say what it's not. If we want to we 

can talk about ecstasy or trance or a cataleptic state or 

suspended animation, but these are only ways of shoot

ing in the dark. They say more about the physical body 

than about the state itself. 

A Iatromantis was someone who was a master of this 

state of awareness. Walcing is a form of consciousness, 

dreaming is another. And yet this is what we can live for 

a thousand years but never discover, what we can theorize 

or speculate about and never even come close to

consciousness itself. 

It's what holds everything together and doesn't 

change. Once you experience this consciousness you 

know what it is to be neither asleep nor awake, neither 

alive nor dead, and to be at home not only in this world 

of the senses but in another reality as well. 

A IATROMANTIS was concerned with indivisible oneness. 

His concern was very practical. What for us are impossible 
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barriers were, for him, just places to put his feet. When 

you become familiar with a world beyond the senses, 

space and time don't hold much reality any more. 

For the Greeks the god of this other state of aware

ness was Apollo. In his consciousness space and time 

mean nothing. He can see or be anywhere; past and 

future are as present as the present is for us. And so he was 

a god of ecstasy, trance, cataleptic states-of states that 

take you somewhere. There was a single word in Greek to 

express this; it meant 'taken by Apollo' . 

Apollo's ecstasy was different from the ecstasy of 

Dionysus. There was nothing wild or disturbing about 

it. It was intensely private, for the individual and the 

individual alone. And it happened in such stillness that 

anyone else might hardly notice it or could easily mistake 

it for something else. But in this total stillness there was 

total freedom at another level. 

On that other level the freedom from space and time 

1s simply a fact. Doubting it doesn't affect it in the 

slightest, and neither does believing it: beliefs or doubts 

don't touch there. To convey a sense of this freedom, one 

name given to those priests of Apollo was 'skywalker'

a term used as far east as Tibet and Mongolia in just the 

same way. 

Because the state of consciousness they knew is 

beyond time and space isn't to say that it's separate from 

time and space: by its very nature it's separate from 
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•,tc•paration. This has become so difficult to appreciate. 

l •' i I her we deny the existence of other states of awareness, 

, ,r else we put them in a hierarchy somewhere out of 

11':lch. And yet the separation is only in our own minds. 

These people didn't exist independent of the physi

(':tl world, and their freedom showed through at every 

level of their existence. It's no accident that they came 

from the towns and areas of Greece most famous for 

daring and adventure, for contacts with foreigners, for 

long-distance travel. What's also significant is the way all 

of them either lived on the eastern edges of the Greek 

world-the Black Sea, Anatolia, Crete-or were born 

into families that had emigrated from there. 

And so many things about them are so close to the 

shamanic traditions of Central Asia or Siberia that the 

similarities have been noticed time and time again. Now

adays this tends to create a problem. Most historians 

have their particular field of interest, are afraid of what 

lies outside. They like to say the Iatromantis is a purely 

Greek phenomenon and dismiss the similarities as a 

coincidence. But they're not a coincidence at all. 

The particular kind of techniques used by magical 

healers in Crete simply confirms what was already discov

ered long ago: the closeness of Crete's contacts with 

Babylonians and Mesopotamia. And even more signifi

cant are the earliest Greek reports about Iatromantis 

figures-reports about how they'd travel up to and down 
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from regions far to the north and east of Greece, how 

they'd pass through areas inhabited by Iranian tribes that 

were shamanic cultures in their own right and then on 

into Siberia and Central Asia. 

Just a few traces survive of the poetry those people 

wrote describing their own journeys. But those traces are 

informative enough. They contain clear evidence of 

familiarity with Iranian languages as well as with the 

myths of Central Asia, Mongolia, Tibet. And that's only 

a part of the picture. Objects and inscriptions have also 

been found that show a continuity of shamanic tradi

tions stretching all the way from the boundaries of 

Greece across Asia to the Himalayas and Tibet, Nepal 

and India. 

WE THINK NOW of East and West. But then there were no 

real lines to be drawn. The oneness experienced by the 

Iatromantis on another level of awareness left its mark in 

the physical world. Even to talk about influence is co limit 

the reality of what was one vast network of nomads, of 

travellers, of individuals who lived in time and space but 

also were in touch with something else. 

The way so many of the stories and practices associ

ated with the Iatromantis in Greece have their exact 

parallels among shamans, and the way they keep occur-
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, i ng in the traditions of Indian yoga as well: this is more 

1 han a coincidence. What would soon be covered over 

. ind rationalized in Greece was preserved and developed 

in India. W hat in the West had been an aspect of mystery, 

of initiation, became classified and formalized in the 

East. And there the state glimpsed or experienced by 

Greeks-the state that could be called a dream but isn't 

an ordinary dream, that's like being awake but isn't being 

awake, that's like being asleep but isn't-had its own 

names. Sometimes it was simply referred to as the 'fourth', 

turiya. It became better known by the title of samadhi. 

Nothing would be easier than to think these tradi

tions never took root in the West, or to believe chat even 

if they did they were never of any importance for the 

history of western culture. But that's not the case. Just 

one of the people whose poetry has repeatedly been 

mentioned over the past century-without anyone quite 

understanding the why or the how-as an example of 

shamanic poetry in the West is Parmenides. 

And in spite of the links they had with Persephone, 

the god of chose Greek shamans was Apollo. 
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F 

The Sound of Piping 

OR CENTURIES PEOPLE HAVE BEEN UPSET WITH 

Parmenides because he wrote a poem. 
It was Aristotle who already made things very clear

a long time ago: a philosopher's job is to speak as plainly
as possible, call a spade a spade. As far as he was con
cerned, philosophy and poetry don't mix. A poem by a
philosopher is simply doomed from the start.

Later on, philosophers found Parmenides' poem 

extremely obscure. Many of them were Platonists: for 

them Plato was a far greater authority than Parmenides 

ever could be and it was Plato's dialogues that presented 

the true Parmenides. Parmenides' own poetry was just a 

clumsy second best-a bad attempt at saying in verse 

what he would have been much better advised to discuss 

m prose. 

And that's the way things stayed. You still find peo

ple complaining today about how bad he was at saying 

what he should have said: about how it's so 'hard to 

excuse Parmenides' choice of verse as a medium for his 

philosophy'. 

But there's one problem with all of this. If you look 

dosely at the poem itsel£ you start to see it was writ

t cn with consummate craft. The skill is so clear when 

you care to look. Scholars in the last few years have 

been amazed to discover that Parmenides created some 

of the most powerful and haunting lines of poetry ever 

wntten. 

His ear for sound was remarkable. He used it care

fully to produce specific effects. He felt free to break 

the rules of poetic metre, to commit what easily could 

be considered mistakes. This wasn't because he was 

careless, or clumsy, but because it allowed him to express 

dramatically through sound and unexpected rhythm 

the point that he wanted to make. 

The flow of his poetry is unusual. Normally Greek 

poets liked to lead up to a climax at the end of each line. 

With Parmenides it's the other way round. That could 

seem like a weakness until you realize it has to do with the 

fundamental nature of his poem. Instead of exploding 

outwards into countless details it implodes: draws us 

inwards, back into the depths of ourselves. 

There's also a special delicacy in his choice of images 

and combinations of words-a special sense of humour. 

But his subtlety, his fondness for ambiguity, the ways he 

plays with sound and meaning, are much more than 

poetic skill. For the language he uses isn't an ordinary 

one. It's the language of oracles and riddles, of hints and 
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double meanings, addressed to those who know or really 

want to know: the language of initiation. 

P ARMENIDES does something very peculiar at the start of 

his poem. He keeps repeating himself, using the same 

words over and over again. 

Hardly anyone notices, but that's not surprising. 

There's a kind of unwritten rule in studying the first of 

the western philosophers: never start at the point where 

they start. That would mean having to take their con

cerns and interests seriously, having to understand them 

on their own terms. So people start in the middle 

instead-anywhere rather than right at the beginning. 

The trouble is that unless you start at the beginning 

everything immediately becomes confused. 

It's as if you wanted to go and visit someone to hear 

him talk; but as soon as you're there you sit down, cross 

one leg over the other and start imagining what you think 

the person will say later on instead of listening to what 

he has to say now. It would have been better never to 

have gone. 

There are just a couple of scholars who have noticed 

how Parmenides keeps on repeating words. They talk 

about how 'naive' and 'amateurish' a poet he was, how 

much 'carelessness' he shows; dismiss his 'awkward and 
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11oindess repetition of the same word' as a classic example

111' 'expressive failure'. 

But the fact is that in the first four lines of the original

( :reek he uses the word for 'carry' four times. And that's

only the beginning. A poor poet could perhaps repeat the

same word once and it would be an accident. This is no

accident. 

And it isn't awkward or naive. To write a poem in

those days wasn't anything at all like writing in prose.

Greek poets followed strict rules: either they took the

greatest care to avoid repeating words or they used

repetition for a very specific reason. Even with a poet far

less skilful than Parmenides, using the same word four

times in as many lines would be quite deliberate.

This type of insistent repetition wasn't common in 

the ancient world. But it existed. It was a technique for 

creating an incantatory effect, and the purpose of the 

incantation was magical. Either it could be used for 

healing or it could be used to draw people into another 

state of consciousness. So right at the start of his poem 

Parmenides is drawing his listener into the world of 

incantations and magic, of healing and other states of 

awareness-the world of the latromantis. 
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0NEOFTHEMOSTOBVIOUSTECHNIQUES he uses in describ

ing his journey is to keep switching the time of the events. 

At one moment he presents it as a journey that happened 

in the past; then he describes it as happening right now, 

in the present. This shifting between past and present was 

a popular method with Greek writers for evoking a scene, 

for making it immediate and living and real. 

But Parmenides' use of repetition is something more 

than that. It doesn't just evoke the journey. It's a way of 

actually creating the journey: of inducing the state that 

makes it possible. 

The fact that he starts off by repeating the word for 

'carry' isn't a coincidence. The repetition of the word for 

'carry' is what carries. Through his words he draws the 

listener, and the words he uses are words of power. 

Philosophy has come to mean discussion, trying to 

use the mind to reach meaning with the help of words

and yet never really succeeding. Bue in Parmenides' time 

things were very different. Then the words of a philoso

pher were words of power. They weren't words in search 

of meaning but words that contained their own meaning 

inside them. 

There were philosophers who made the situation 

quite dear: they explained how the words in their poems 

were seeds that were meant to be absorbed so they could 

grow and transform the nature of the hearer, give rise to 

a different awareness. And just a couple of those words 
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whispered in your ear can stop you in your tracks, change 

your life forever. 

People have been fascinated by these poems for ages: 

can't help being drawn to the fragments of them that still 

survive. They try to rationalize them, and when necessary 

decide co change their meaning here or there to give them 

a more acceptable sense. 

And yet they don't appreciate the source of the 

fascination. Those poems are incantatory texts. Their 

writers were magicians and sorcerers. 

THERE COULD SEEM TO BE one very real problem in making 

sense of the way Parmenides talks about his journey. This 

is the face that, right at the scare of his poem, he describes 

himself as a 'man who knows' even before he reaches the 

goddess or receives the knowledge she has to give him. 

If he already knows before he makes the journey there's 

no real reason co make it at all. 

The answer co the problem is so simple once you see 

what he's saying, and what he's doing. As a 'man who 

knows' he's an initiate-someone who's able to enter 

another world, to die before dying. And the knowledge 

of how to do that is what leads him to the wisdom given 

by Persephone. 
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It's exactly the same as in the case of another descent 

to the world of the dead: the famous descent by Orpheus. 

One fine scholar once explained Orpheus' situation 

perfectly. 'He doesn't need to ask the divinities of the 

underworld for a knowledge he already has because it was 

the effectiveness of this knowledge of his that allowed 

him to make the journey into their world in the first 

place.' And Orpheus' knowledge was the initiate's knowl

edge of incantations, of the magic power of words-of 

poetry 'that has an effect capable even of reaching into the 

world of the dead'. 

Parm en ides' words aren't theory or discussion. They're 

a language that achieves what it says. And his use of 

repetition isn't bad poetry; isn't amateurish or careless. le 

demonstrates in a direct and tangible form what Orpheus 

was believed to have done in myth. For this is his song. 

FOR us a song and a road are very different things. But in 

the language of ancient Greek epic poetry the word for 

'road' and the word for 'song', oimos and oime, are almost 

identical. They're linked, have the same origin. 

Originally the poet's song was quite simply a journey 

into another world: a world where the past and future are 

as accessible and real as the present. And his journey was 

his song. Those were the times when the poet was a 

magician, a shaman. 
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Parmenides' incantatory technique certainly has its 

links with the mythology of Orpheus-and with the 

shamanic origins of Orphic tradition in the far northern 

and eastern corners of Greece. But it also points back to 

what for a long time historians have realized are the roots 

of Greek epic poetry itself: its roots in the language of 

shamans. 

The words shamans use as they enter the state of 

ecstasy evoke the things they speak about. The poems 

they sing don't only describe their journeys; they're what 

makes the journeys happen. 

And shamans have always used repetition as a matter 

of course to invoke a consciousness quite different from 

our ordinary awareness: a consciousness where some

thing else starts to take over. The repetition is what draws 

them into another world, away from all the things we 

know. 

IN A SENSE, those who notice Parmenides' practice of 

repeating words and then dismiss it as awkward or naive 

have missed the point entirely. But in another sense 

they're perfectly right in what they say. 

In the modern world repetition and naivety go hand 

in hand. Sophistication is the highest virtue-the search 

for endless variety, for ways to keep scattering our longing 

in entertainments and distractions, in different things to 
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do and say. Even the attempts we make to improve our• 

selves, become wiser or more interesting or successful, 

are just methods of running from the hollowness we all 

feel inside. 

So we get everything upside down and back to front, 

mistaking sophistication for maturity and hardly notic

ing that there's nothing more repetitious than the desire 

for variety. 

It needs a tremendous focus, an immense intensity, 

to break through the wall of appearances that surround 

us and that we think of as reality. Most people paint their 

wall in different colours and then imagine they're free. 

But what's extraordinary is that the crucial thing we 

need for brealcing free is already inside us: our longing. 

And the voice of our longing is repetition, insistently 

calling out to what's beyond anything we're familiar with 

or even understand. 

To begin with, it can seem such a challenge not to be 

distracted and pulled to the right or the left-just to keep 

to a line of utter simplicity that's able to draw us into an

other world. Every appearance seems marshalled against 

us, and all we have to hold on to is the insistent repetition 

of our own longing. But then something very subtle 

happens. 

As you start being drawn behind appearances you 

begin to touch the bare bones of existence, to discover 

another reality behind the scenes. And you can never take 

anything at face value any more. 
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You start to see the underlying principles behind 

, vt.:nts, the basic patterns that keep repeating themselves 

time after time; and repetition begins to show itself in 

everything. Instead of appearances being an obstacle, 

1 hey help you on your journey. And everything starts 

,peaking with the voice of your own longing. 

That's why the repetition in Parmenides' account of 

his journey soon spreads to all the details he describes. At 

first it's just a matter of the way he's carried and continu

ously carried 'as far as longing can reach'. But then he 

starts explaining how object after object that he encoun

ters on his journey is 'held fast'; and in whatever moves 

he keeps seeing the same pattern of spinning in a circle. 

The chariot wheels spin on the axle, the doors spin on 

their axles as they open into the underworld. 

Everything becomes simpler and simpler-less 

unique, an echo of something else-until gradually you 

see where all this repetition of detail is leading. Each 

single thing that exists is being reduced to a small part of 

the pattern created by the interplay of night and day, of 

light and darkness. For those are the fundamental oppo

sites that, as Parmenides will explain later on, repeat 

themselves endlessly in different combinations to pro

duce the universe we think we live in. 

The way he reduces appearances to the basic oppo

sites of light and dark, night and day, has often been 

noticed. But this reduction isn't some philosophical 

theory. It's the result of travelling behind appearances to
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what for ancient Greek poets are the roots of existence: 

into the darkness where all light comes from, where 

everything merges with its opposite. 

And it's all very practical-very real. This is what 

happens when instead of trying to run away from repeti

tion you find the courage to face it, go through it. Then 

you arrive at something that's beyond any sort of repeti

tion because it's completely still and timeless. 

THERE ARE SOME THINGS that matter more than we realize, 

but we can find a thousand reasons for dismissing them. 

Usually we're so full of ideas and opinions, of fears 

and expectations, that we can hardly hear anything 

beyond the noise of our own thoughts; and so we miss the 

most important things. Or even worse, we just dismiss 

them as insignificant. It's not for nothing that people 

weren't allowed even to listen to Pythagoras' teachings 

until they had practised being silent for years. 

There's one simple detail in Parmenides' account of 

his journey to the underworld that's so easy to miss. 

During the whole of his journey there's no mention at all 

of any noise-apart from one single sound. That's the 

sound the chariot makes as the daughters of the Sun draw 

him along: 'the sound of a pipe'. 

I,,, 

And this is where we're brought face to face with one 

of the most obvious examples of repetition. For after 

Parmenides mentions the sound of the pipe he uses the 

same word again to explain how the huge doors spin 

open, rotating in hollow tubes or 'pipes'. 

This use of the word is extraordinary. It's the only 

time in the whole Greek language that it's ever applied to 

doors or parts of doors, and scholars have pointed out 

chat Parmenides must have chosen it for a particular 

reason: not simply to describe what the doors look like 

but also to give a sense of the sound they make. On his 

journey everything that moves has to do with the sound 

or the appearance of pipes. The doors with their axles 

imitate the axle on the chariot, the spinning of the doors 

copies the spinning of the chariot's wheels, and there's 

just the suggestion-nothing more-that the sound of 

che chariot is echoed by the sound of the opening doors. 

That's the way repetition works. It blurs differences, 

blends one thing into another. It can only be explained 

up to a certain point because in fact it has to do with 

another kind of awareness. And so you're faced with an 

.ipparent choice. Either you stand back, and walk away, 

or you allow yourself to be taken. 
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THE WORD for 'pipe' that Parmenides keeps using is 

syrinx. It had a very particular spread of meanings. Syrinx 

was the name either for a musical instrument or for the 

part of an instrument that makes a piping, whistling 

sound-the sound called syrigmos. But there's one aspect 

of these words that you have to bear in mind: for Greeks 

this sound of piping and whistling was also the sound of 

the hissing made by snakes. 

It would be so simple to dismiss as totally insignifi

cant the fact that this piping, whistling, hissing noise is 

the only sound Parmenides associates with his journey 

to another world-except for one small matter. 

Ancient Greek accounts of incubation repeatedly 

mention certain signs that mark the point of entry into 

another world: into another state of awareness that's 

neither waking nor sleep. One of the signs is that you 

become aware of a rapid spinning movement. Another is 

that you hear the powerful vibration produced by a 

piping, whistling, hissing sound. 

In India exactly the same signs are described as the 

prelude to entering samadhi, the state beyond sleep and 

waking. And they're directly related to the process known 

as the awakening of kundalint-of the 'serpent power' 

that's the basic energy in all creation but that's almost 

completely asleep in human beings. When it starts 

waking up it makes a hissing sound. 

The parallels between standard Indian accounts of 

the process and Parmenides' account of his journey are 
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.. I ,vious enough; specialists in Indian traditions have 

w Ii I ten about them and discussed them. But what hasn't 

I wt·n noticed is that the particular sound mentioned by 

I 1.11 menides also happens to be the sound made by a 

l11�sing snake. 

I 1ROBABLY THE MOST FAMOUS magical text of all from the 

., ncient Greek world is written on a large papyrus, stored 

.tway now in a vast old Paris library. It's part of a strange 

.,wry that really hasn't been told and possibly never will 

be. 

As well as giving examples for how to use the magical 

repetition of words to go into a state of trance, it has a 

section sometimes referred to as the recipe for immortal

ity. The recipe is strictly esoteric, only for transmission 

from a spiritual 'father' to his adopted 'son'. It's a recipe 

for going through an inner process of death-for being 

brought almost to the point of physical extinction, far 

from 'any human being or living thing'-so that the 

initiate can be born into a world beyond space and time. 

And it involves making a cosmic journey while in another 

state of consciousness to the real origin of all human life: 

the sun. 

Repeatedly the initiate is told by the 'father' magi

cian that on the different stages of his journey he has to 

keep producing a piping, whistling, hissing sound-the 
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sound of a syrinx. There's a whole number of reasons why 

this was so important. First, magicians used to make that 

particular hissing sound as part of an exercise in breath 

control to help them enter an altered state of awareness. 

And second, the sound of a syrinx was a call for silence. 

This is something that makes sense even on a very 

obvious level when you consider how hissing or whistling 

at people is still a way of silencing them. To ancient 

mystics and magicians the journey into a greater reality 

was a journey made through silence, in silence and into 

silence. The noise of a syrinx is the ultimate password. It's 

the sound of silence. 

But the recipe for immortality is also categorical 

about one detail. Before an initiate can be accepted in the 

realm of the gods he first has to convince them he belongs 

there. The way he's cold to do this is co say the words 

'I too am a star, wandering around together with you, 

shining out of the depths.' And this is when he has co keep 

making the sound of a syrinx. 

It's not hard to see why. Greek mystical texts explain 

that this hissing or piping sound, this sound of silence, is 

the sound of creation. It's the noise made by the stars, by 

the planets as they coil and spin in their orbits. Some

times, depending on how loud or quiet it is, you can hear 

it in the whistling or roaring of the wind. There are also 

traditions chat say this is what's meant by the famous 

harmony of the spheres: the sound Pythagoras once 

heard in a state of ccst:isy, in 101.il ,, ill11n,. 
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And it's no ordinary sound. An Anatolian oracle of 

Apollo, delivered in the form of a poem from one of his 

temples chat was built just above a cave leading down 

1 o the underworld, states the matter very clearly.

It explains how after a person comes into contact

with the source of this sound then 'there's no tearing one's 

heart away, because it allows no separation'. 

THERE'S ONE CENTRAL KEY co understanding the recipe for 

immortality. 

This is the iniciate's approach to the sun. The sun is 

his god, his 'god of gods'. It's through the sun that he's 

born again-and for that to happen he has to travel in the 

path of the sun itself. One of his names in the mysteries 

was 'sun-runner'. This was almost the last stage of initia

tion, and was the name given to someone who's able to 

ride in the chariot of the sun. 

So it's no surprise co find that making the sound of 

.1 syrinx also has a very special link with the sun. And yet 

1 he vividness of the details in the recipe chat help to

,·xplain the link is quite amazing. For an extraordinary 

picture is presented to the initiate of how in reality the 

,1111 has a cube hanging down from it: a tube chat's not 

111,1 ;1.r1 ordinary tube, but a musical pipe. 

This link between the sun and musical pipes isn't at 

,di 1111iq11e. You find ii m1·111io11ed in other Greek and 
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Latin texts as well; one Orphic hymn even gives the sun 

the title of syriktes, 'the piper'. And it doesn't take much 

to see how closely this is all connected to Parmenides' 

account of his journey-to the persistent sound of 

piping as he's guided along the route of the sun, in the 

chariot of the sun, by the daughters of the sun. 

The texts that mention these things were written in 

the centuries after Christ, certainly a long time after 

Parmenides. But this type of tradition doesn't come or go 

in the space of a day. Writings on papyrus like the 

example now at Paris were found in the same country 

where they were produced: in Egypt. And yet they're not 

really original documents, just copies made from copies. 

In them different ideas and practices are mixed, blended 

together; and there's a whole history to the traditions 

they contain. 

Some of the ideas are Egyptian. But there are also 

tell-tale details that point back over hundreds of years to 

one particular area and period of the ancient world

back to Italy and Sicily in the fifth century BC. You can 

still trace the outlines of the journeys once made by those 

magical and mystical traditions, at a time when Greeks 

were starting to leave the homes they had created in the 

west so they could emigrate to the new centres of culture 

in Egypt. 

And as for those links between the sun and the sound 

of piping, the basic facts are very simple. 
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Scattered through passages in the magical papyri 

, 1111cerned with initiation into the mysteries of the sun 

1111 find references to Apollo and a huge snake-and to 

1 I 1e magical power of the snake's hissing. One of the first 

pt·ople in modern times ever to study the papyri already 

1,crceived the essentials over a hundred years ago. He saw 

1 hat these references point back to ancient traditions 

from Delphi: traditions about Apollo's fight with a snake 

of prophecy that used to guard the oracle there for the 

powers of earth and night, right next to a chasm opening 

into the underworld. 

But he also noticed that they agree most closely with 

forms of those Delphic traditions best known from 

southern Italy. 

IT'S EASY TO ASSUME that the Delphic myth of Apollo 

fighting the snake is a straightforward case of a battle 

between the opposites-of Apollo as a celestial god 

overcoming the powers of earth and darkness. But some

thing needs to be understood. 

Alongside the intimacy of Apollo's links with the 

underworld, there's another aspect of him that also has 

been pushed into the dark. That's his connection with 

snakes. In ritual and in art snakes were sacred to him. 

Even in the case of the myth about the snake he fought 
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and killed at Delphi, he didn't destroy it just to get it out 

of the way. On the contrary, its body was buried at tht· 

centre of his shrine. He killed it so he could absorb, 

appropriate, the prophetic powers that the snake repre

sents. 

It was the same in other places. At Rome he was 

known for approaching people who came to visit his 

great incubation shrine by appearing to them in the 

middle of the night as a snake. This could seem unusual 

until you notice how normal it was for Greeks to describe 

him as assuming the form of a snake. 

And it was only natural for the same pattern to keep 

repeating itself with Apollo's son Asclepi us when-in the 

centuries after Parmenides-he gradually took over the 

healing powers that used to belong to his father. Asclepius 

would come, followed by hissing snal(es, to people who 

approached him; or he'd come in the form of a snake. The 

hissing, syrigmos, was the sound of his presence. 

There have been scholars so determined to present 

Asclepius as nothing but a mild and gentle god that when 

they come to translate the words describing this side of 

him they simply miss them out. But the old texts are quite 

clear. If people weren't already used co the sound of his 

presence then it would terrify them-like the sound of 

wild nature at its wildest when you're all on your own

as they lay sleeping or in the state that's neither waking 

nor sleep. 
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I 1111 ORACLE AT DELPHI used to be the centre of centres for 

1 I ,c Greeks' worship of Apollo. 

le was considered the navel of the earth. In the days

when Greeks had sailed west to create new colonies for 

1 I tl'mselves in Italy they used to depend on it-and on its 

, , .,ditions-for their lives and for their futures. 

At every great Delphic festival Apollo's fight with the 

,11ake was dramatized, put to music. The drama became 

., crucial part of initiation into mysteries of Apollo not 

JUSt at Delphi but across the rest of the Greek world. And 

i l was no secret that when Apollo killed the snake he was 

only a child, a kouros; or that the initiate who acted out 

his role had to be a kouros, too. 

The climax to the whole drama was the last act. This 

was the one that described how Apollo came to power, 

and it was called after the musical instrument used for 

imitating the hissing of the snake: the syrinx. 

That wasn't its only name. This final act was also 

known as syrigmos-a sound the Greeks usually weren't 

too fond of But it was the sound made by Asclepius, 

as well as by the sun. And behind all that, as the sound 

of his victory over the power of darkness, it was sacred 

to Apollo. 
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Founding Hero 

s
EPTEMBER, 1962. VELIA.

Mario Napoli stumbled across it as he

was searching through the same building with the hidden

gallery where the Oulis inscriptions had been found. It

was the answer to everyone's prayers.

Lying buried upside down in the ground, exactly

where it had been left nineteen hundred years ago to 

prevent people falling into a small drainage ditch, was a

block of marble with another inscription. But this time

the inscription wasn't for some unknown person. It was

for Parmenides. 

Close by, Napoli found a statue of Asclepius-a

carved snake climbing up the left side of the god's carved

robe. 

THE MARBLE BLOCK had been cracked and battered and 
misused. No trace seemed to survive of any head or statue 
of Parmenides that originally would have been attached 



to it. But the writing on the inscription could still be re<1,<-I 

very easily. 

Panneneides son of Pyres Ouliades Physikos. 

Even the form of the name, Parmeneides, was sig

nificant. In all the written sources handed down from 

antiquity his name was always given as Parmenides

except in just one ancient manuscript. Long ago specialists 

had guessed from this single manuscript that the real 

form of his name had been Parmeneides; now the in

scription showed they were right. 

And it was no news, either, that his father's name was 

Pyres. Many of the Greek and Roman writers who left 

reports about Parmenides' teaching had already men

tioned the fact. But here, among all the other inscriptions 

from Velia with their consistent Anatolian background, 

the detail had a particular relevance of its own. Pyres 

was a very rare name in the ancient world-and yet it 

was a familiar one at Miletus, the famous Greek city in 

that area of Anatolia once known as Caria. 

Just the same as with the spelling of Parmenides' 

own name, the inscription wasn't really offering any

thing new by mentioning his father. But suddenly the 

old, familiar facts were starting to take on a far wider 

meaning. Parmenides was becoming a man with a past 

in space as well as time: a past that linked him in every 

possible way to Anatolia. 
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Then there was the title Ouliades. 

This was new; it hadn't been found applied to 

11.t rmenides before. And as everybody quickly saw, it tied 

liim in with the line of Oulis healers mentioned on the 

ol her inscriptions from Velia. 

But those people weren't just ordinary healers. They 

were 'sons' and priests of Apollo, healers belonging to a 

world oflatromantis figures concerned with incubation 

:md dreams and ecstasy: a world of magicians who spoke 

in poetry and oracles and riddles, who used incantations 

to enter other states of consciousness. 

Now this inscription was saying that Parmeneides 

was one of them. 

THE LAST of the words started a furious debate as soon 

as the inscription was published. 

Physikos is the origin of our word 'physicist'. It used 

to mean someone who's interested in the beginnings and 

the nature of the universe. But it's also the origin of the 

English 'physician': it could be a way of referring to 

doctors or healers, as well. 

Some experts argued that here it just means Par

meneides was concerned with primordial realities and 

the way things came to be what they are. Others insisted 

that it means he's being presented as a doctor or physi

cian, similar to the three Oulis healers. 
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And the argument was pointless. Both sides were 

wrong, both were right. 'Physician' and 'physicist', 'phys

ics' and 'physical' are all modern versions of a word that 

used to mean much more than any of them. Instead of 

trying to choose which of these senses fits the inscription 

best we have to get back behind them, back to where they 

all come from. 

A physikos was someone who's concerned with the 

basic principles of existence, who's able to touch the bare 

bones of what things are-and also use the knowledge 

that he finds. That's why it became a normal term for 

describing magicians and alchemists. 

But here on the inscription from Velia it's applied 

to Parmeneides. And this isn't the only place where he's 

described the same way. In fact it was just about as 

common for writers to call him a physikos as it was to 

introduce him by mentioning the routine detail that his 

father's name was Pyres. 

The reason is quite simple. In the ancient world 

physikos was a standard way of referring to the earliest of 

the philosophers. And there's the catch. 

For a long while now the beginnings of western 

philosophy have been presented as purely a matter of 

intellectual speculation, of abstract ideas. But that's only 

a myth. Especially in Italy and Sicily the reality was very 

different. There philosophy had developed as something 
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.di-embracing, intensely practical. And this included the 

whole area of healing, except that healing then wasn't the 

�.,me as it's now understood. 

In fact you wouldn't be wrong if you were to say that 

, he western rational medicine we're so familiar with came 

into being as a direct reaction against the earliest of those 

philosophers-against people like Parmeneides who as

sumed the role of physikos. Our modern image of doctors 

and healing was first shaped by Hippocrates; and the 

famous school he founded soon felt the need to define its 

aims by excluding from medicine anything that didn't 

specifically have to do with medicine. So it lashed out at 

those philosophers, attacking them because of the way 

they insisted that before you can really heal anyone you 

first have to know what men and women are in their 

deepest nature-what human beings are from the begin

ning, not just how they react to this or that condition. 

And yet when Hippocratic writers adopted this 

position they weren't simply attacking theoretical phi

losophers. They saw themselves as attacking people who 

were their competitors, who were also healers in their 

own right. 

They had every good reason for seeing things that

way. 

There used to be a famous tradition about Pythagoras, 

chat he went around from city to city and town co town 
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'not to teach but to heal'. And the first great philosophical 

systems created in Italy and Sicily weren't theoretical 

products at all. Then knowledge of how the universe 

came into being, or of the elements that make up reality, 

was meant to have a practical application. 

But above all it was bound up with healing-with 

getting one's own life in order on every possible level and 

helping other people get their lives in order as well. 

The problem in understanding this link between 

philosophy and healing doesn't have anything to do 

with a lack of evidence. The evidence is there; the only 

problem is the blanket of silence that's been thrown over 

it. For there's one thing that makes the knowledge those 

early philosophers had so difficult to grasp and make 

sense of. This is the fact that it didn't have its origin in 

thinking or reasoning. 

It came from the experience of other states of con

sciousness. Those philosophers, those people attacked in 

the Hippocratic writings, happen to have been Iatromantis 

figures: they were mystics and magicians. And as far as 

they were concerned there's no real healing until you 

come to discover what you are behind the world of the 

senses. 
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I\ ·1·1ME CAME-it was well before the inscription was 

1 .1rved for Parmeneides-when the word physikos started 

hl'ing used in a specifically medical context. It began 

li<.:ing applied to people who were healers and doctors. 

At least that's the way things seemed. Bue in fact the 

word was much more than an equivalent for 'physician' 

or 'healer'. It had a far wider scope. 

You can still read the clearest of statements from 

.mcient writers explaining that healing and medicine are 

just a tiny part of 'physic', of the fundamental under

standing about reality and about what makes things the 

way they are. The term physikos-or physicus in Latin

was only applied to doctors when they started taking an 

interest in that greater world behind the world of medi

cine. And this is how things stayed right through to the 

Middle Ages and beyond. 

So it's no surprise to find that, apart from everything 

else, Parmeneides' own poem contained detailed infor

mation on subjects like the growth of the foetus and 

sexual peculiarities and the nature of old age. And there's 

nothing to be surprised at in the way that he came to be 

quoted as an authority by the greatest medical experts in 

the ancient world, or that according to traditions about 

him transmitted from Alexandria at the tip of Egypt 

through to the Arab world-as well as in southern Italy 

itself down to the thirteenth century-he was known as 
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the legendary head of a medical tradition who had healers 

for his successors. This was all a natural part of being a 

famous physikos. 

And yet there's a twist to the story, the way that with 

someone like Parmeneides there always is. 

For centuries this aspect of his teaching has hardly 

been noticed at all. Everything he had to say about these 

matters belonged to the last part of his poem: the part 

where the goddess describes the world we live in and 

declares that it's all a deception. By putting things this 

way he was almost inviting people not to take any of it 

seriously. And that's just what happened. The last part 

of the poem has been so neglected that only a few lines 

from it have even survived; the rest is lost, forgotten. 

And certainly for Parmeneides birth and age and 

death were only illusions. But that's not to say he didn't 

care for them, or take them seriously. For it's when we 

don't take care of illusions chat they start becoming real. 

CALLING PARMENEJDES A PHYS/KOS was a way of creating 

a subtle difference between him and the healers called 

Oulis. It didn't mean he wasn't like them, that he wasn't 

concerned or involved with healing; on the contrary. But 

it was a way of saying he was something else, something 

more. 

And that's not the only difference. 
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The age of the Parmeneides inscription, its style, the 

.. I ,ape and size of the writing, the condition of the marble 

1 t was carved on-every detail was more or less exactly the 

same as on the inscriptions for the Oulis healers. But in 

this case something was missing. There was no year, no 

<late. 

People immediately realized that the absence of a 

date was just as significant as anything the inscription 

does say. And the reason for the absence is quite simple. 

In this case a date wasn't needed because Parmeneides 

himself represents the year zero: all the numbers on the 

other inscriptions-year 280, year 379, year 446-were 

being counted from him. 

Century after century this line of healers had con

tinued to exist, looking back to Parmeneides as its source 

and dating its existence from him. To measure the age 

of a tradition or institution by dating it from its founder 

was nothing unusual in the ancient world. It was normal 

to acknowledge and then worship the person as a hero, 

beginning from the moment when he died. 

And there was one formal way of referring to such a 

person. This was to call him heros ktistes, the founding 

hero. 

NOWADAYS it could seem very strange for the founder of 

western philosophy to have been a priest. And it could 
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seem even stranger for someone who's a priest also to/e 
treated as a hero. 

But in fact this isn't so strange at all. There are 
inscriptions from the ancient world that help to fill out 
a picture of chief priests being worshipped as heroes in 
their own right after they died. Theywere priests who had 
been responsible for giving out oracles of the gods, who 
became famous in the region where they'd lived either 
for founding new traditions or for creating new forms 
of old ones. And this was especially true in the case of 
people who had been priests of Apollo. 

The plainest evidence of all for these founding 
figures comes from the western coastal regions of Ana
tolia. Sometimes the priest is a figure lost in the mists of 
legend; sometimes he's a clearly historical person. But 
what's constant is a chain of succession created by 'sons' 
of Apollo, tracing its existence generation after genera
tion back to the founding hero. For the links between 
heroes and the worship of Apollo were very close. 

And that's not even to mention the practice of 
creating special shrines for latromantis figures when they 
died and then treating them as heroes-heroes in the 
sense of people who had something extraordinary about 
them, something divine, who through the lives they lived 
had gone beyond the limits of ordinary human possibil
ity or experience. 
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Bn. BY BIT AND PIECE BY PIECE the discoveries at Velia were 
pulling Parmeneides away from the usual image of him 
1s a dry intellectual into a world of a totally different 
order. And that world was a reality: it's only to us that it 
seems unreal. 

But even so, the Velian inscriptions were simply 
telling one part of the story. For really all of them to
gether were just one single fragment of a far larger puzzle. 
And there were even stranger things to come, because 
this wasn't the end of Parmeneides' connections with 
heroes-and neither was it the beginning. 
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The Line 

I? 
HERE'S A PECULIAR PIECE OF INFORMATION

�i about Parmeneides that's been known for a 

long, long time. 

It's such a small detail: something you mightn't even 

notice. It's that he adopted his successor, Zeno, as his son. 

And as always, we're faced with a choice. Either we 

can walk right past the evidence, or we can follow it 

wherever it leads. 

THE WHOLE SUBJECT OF ADOPTION in the ancient world is 

a strange affair. Adopting someone two and a half thou

sand years ago wasn't the same as it is now. The issue of 

how old you were really didn't matter; the person you 

adopted could be grown up, too. Most of those taboos 

we have about adopted people contacting their natural 

parents-they simply didn't exist. And often the reasons 

behind adoption were religious. For it had a profound 

connection with the mysteries. 

Just how usual or unusual the practice used to be 

.1 rnong ancient Greeks isn't so easy to say. A lot depended 

on particular regions; on local laws and lawgivers. And 

,1 part from the factors of geography or space there's also 

the factor of time. Ways of referring to people and to their 

ancestors changed over the centuries, and this meant that 

clear statements acknowledging someone was someone 

else's adopted child only started becoming standard at 

quite a late period in history-even though the actual 

practice of adoption was far, far older. 

And yet in terms of solid evidence, in terms of the 

sheer numbers of examples still known, there's one gen

eral area where adoption among the Greeks was more 

common than anywhere else. 

That was the western coastal regions of Anatolia

especially Caria as well as the islands lying offshore from 

Caria. And the plainest evidence of all comes from the 

inscriptions left behind by the great priestly families who 

used to live there. 

But Anatolia also happens to have been a place where 

priestly traditions went hand in hand with the practice of 

healing. That's how things stayed from the earliest times 

right through to the end of the classical world. Anatolian 

families of priests often tended to be families of healers 

as well; and this connection is particularly clear in cases 

where teachers decided to adopt or foster their succes-

sors. 
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As you'd expect, the process of being adopted into 

these families was tied up with initiation. In fact so 

much romance and mystique became associated with 

the process that writers of ancient novels loved to de

scribe it. Here was a perfect way of giving local colour to 

the stories they set in the exotic coastal cities of western 

Anatolia-stories about loss and discovery, about unex

pectedly being recognized and rescued and brought back 

to life when everything had seemed beyond hope. 

THERE HAVEN'T BEEN TOO MANY HISTORIANS prepared to 

stop and pay attention to such a little detail as the one 

about Parmeneides adopting Zeno. But as for the few 

who have been, it was only natural that they'd try to

understand it by drawing comparisons. And-even quite 

independently of any knowledge about a Velian line of 

healers tracing its existence back to Parmeneides-one 

particular comparison seemed highly suggestive. 

This was with the line of ancient healers that made 

up the most famous medical school of all: the school of 

Hippocrates, situated on the island of Cos just off the 

mainland from Caria. There the basic principle of teacher 

adopting pupil was so important that it's even referred 

to explicitly in the Hippocratic Oath. 

But that's not to say the idea here of teachers adopt

ing their pupils and considering them a part of their 
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ramily was unique to healers. On the contrary, scholars 

have already noticed that the real origins of the special 

significance Hippocratic tradition attached to this link 

between teacher and pupil don't have anything to do wi eh 

medical practice. They lie in the mysteries. 

In fact it's no coincidence that Hippocrates happens 

to have been an Asklepiades or 'son of Asclepius', just as 

Parmeneides was an Ouliades or son of Apollo Oulios: 

that behind Hippocrates himself hovers the shadow of a 

lineage tracing its ancestry all the way back to Asclepius. 

And behind the Asclepius worshipped on Cos hov

ers the shadow of another god-the god who was his 

father, who used to share his healing shrines with him, 

who's mentioned even before Asclepius right at the start 

of the Hippocratic Oath. That was Apollo, sometimes 

known on the island as Apollo Oulios. 

ANOTHER COMPARISON was also waiting to be made. But 

this one was even more obvious; and it brings everything 

much nearer back to home. 

There's a certain group of people that ancient writers 

used to say Parmeneides and Zeno had the closest of 

connections with. Guessing which group that was 

shouldn't be too hard: it was the Pythagoreans in south

ern Italy. In fact both of them were quite often referred 

to as Pychagoreans themselves. 
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Nowadays it's normal not to wane co cake ,c� 
connections seriously. Parmeneides and Zeno were such 
creative, original writers; and the notion of belonging to 
a group or system, especially a mystical group like the 
Pythagoreans, seems so incompatible with anything origi
nal or creative. 

And yet that's to miss one crucial point. Originally 
Pythagoreans weren't so concerned with fixed ideas or 
doctrines as they were with something quite different: 
something that didn't just tolerate creativity and original
ity but encouraged them, nurtured them, guided people 
to their source. This is why the Pythagorean tradition 
managed to stay so elusive-why it was so open-ended, 
blending with other traditions, defying our modern ideas 
of orthodoxy or self-definition. 

The evidence is still there to show how highly valued 
individuality and creative freedom once were in Pytha
gorean circles. That can sound such a paradox to us; we're 
so used to thinking of religious groups or sects as made 
up of brainwashed, mindless men and women. But as a 
matter of fact this is one of the least paradoxical things 
about Pythagoreanism. The problem is simply a problem 
of understanding. Originality and creativity have come 
to be imagined in such superficial terms, and the cult of 
the individual has developed into such an effective form 
of brainwashing, that it's not easy any longer even to 
conceive of anything else. 
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Becoming a Pythagorean wasn't a casual matter of 
lc:arning something and leaving. The process touched 
.1spects of the human being so remote from ordinary 
<.:xperience that it can only be described in abstract terms, 
even though there was nothing abstract about it. 

You could say it was about what we fear most. It 
was about facing silence, about having no choice but to 
give up every kind of opinion and theory that we cling 
to, about not even finding anything to replace them for 
years on end. 

Your whole life was turned upside down, from the 
inside out. And during this process the bond between 
teacher and disciple was essential. That's why it was 
seen as the relationship between a father and an adopted 
child. Your teacher became your parent-just the same 
as through initiation into the mysteries. Becoming a 
Pythagorean meant being adopted, being introduced 
into a great family. 

The background to the type of adoption practised by 
Pythagoreans was very simple. Essentially it was a pro
cess of rebirth: of becoming a child again, a kouros. And 
in this setting there was more to being adopted than 
meets the eye. 

The physical facts of heredity were never wiped out 
or cancelled. They continued to apply and have their 
obvious validity. But alongside that, something else was 
created. 
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The adoption wasn't just a part of a mystery. It was 

a mystery in itself. It meant being initiated into a family 

that exists on another level from anything we're used to. 

Outwardly all the links with the past still existed. And yet 

inwardly there was an awareness of belonging somewhere 

else more than it's ever possible to belong anywhere here 

-of being cared for more intimately than it's possible

to be cared for by a human being.

As for the people who played the role of teacher and 

initiator, they could seem human enough. Bur the role 

they played was far more than the role of a human parent. 

They were the embodiments of another world. At their 

hands you died to everything you were, to everything 

you'd learned to cling to as though it was your whole 

existence. That's why they sometimes were referred to

in the cases where they were men-as 'true fathers'. And 

the emphasis was on the word 'true'. From the point of 

view of the mysteries the ordinary life we all know is only 

a first step, a preliminary to something else entirely. 

Among early Pythagoreans the importance attached 

to this process of interaction between 'parent' and 'child', 

of transmission from one to the other, was fundamental. 

It led to ethical demands that were tremendous. And 

these demands weren't always formal requirements: often 

they had to be intuited instead. Even the Pythagorean 

legends still reflect the need that sometimes might be felt 

to be present physically at the teacher's deathbed when he 

died. 
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But behind the specifics there was one central fact. 

'I 'his was the fact that the teacher is a point of access to 

,omething beyond the teacher. And behind one teacher 

there's a whole line of teachers, one behind the other. The 

teaching was simply transmitted from generation to 

generation, one step at a time, often in secret and 

sometimes in circumstances of immense difficulty. 

The result was utterly paradoxical. People's lives and 

even their deaths were surrendered to their teacher. And 

yet they surrendered to nothing. They became a part 

of a vast system; but through that system they found 

an extraordinary creativity. They became members of 

a family that was indescribably intimate-and totally 

impersonal. 

Each teacher seemed to have a face but really was 

faceless: just one link in a chain of tradition reaching back 

to Pythagoras. And Pythagoras himself was nameless. 

Pythagoreans avoided mentioning him by name because 

his identity was a mystery-in the same way that they 

often avoided mentioning each other's names or the 

names of the gods. As far as they were concerned, Pyth

agoras wasn't only the man he had appeared to be. 

They knew him as a son of Apollo or, quite simply, 

as Apollo himself. 
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AND THEN we come to Plato. For there's one other piece 

of information that also survives, buried away in his 

writings. 

It's really rather extraordinary how he chose to talk 

about 'father Parmenides'-and about the possibility of 

patricide-at just the moment when he was trying to 

define the essence of his relationship to Parmeneides as 

one philosopher to another. 

But this isn't only extraordinary. As a number of 

scholars have seen, it's significant too. Exactly the same 

form of address, 'father', that Plato uses for referring to 

Parmeneides was used by Pythagoreans when referring to 

the man who happened to be their teacher. It was also the 

standard tide given to initiators into the ancient myster

ies, as well as being the formal name for someone who 

reaches the very last stage of initiation. 

And yet Plato doesn't say Parmeneides was his own 

father. He's more subtle and precise than that. Carefully 

he puts the reference to 'father Parmenides', along with 

the talk about patricide, into the mouth of one of the 

imaginary speakers in his dialogue. He doesn't even give 

the speaker a proper name but simply presents him as a 

citizen of Velia-or Elea, as Plato preferred to say. And 

he quaintly refers to him as the 'Eleatic stranger'. 

Having someone from Velia bring up the issue of 

killing Parmeneides is an extremely elegant idea: just as 

elegant as the way Plato makes Zeno discredit himself in 

that other dialogue known as the Parmenides. This was 
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one of the wonders of writing fictitious literature. You 

could create your own reality, make the characters do all 

the work for you. 

But the way Plato uses a term that was so significant 

for Pythagoreans, and in the mysteries, and above all so 

relevant to the particular relationship Parmeneides had 

with Zeno-this is more than simply an accident, and 

there's more involved here than just a fiction. 

Behind the black humour of the joke about patricide 

there's also some real knowledge about the nature of the 

relationship between Parmeneides and his successor; 

only a little knowledge, that's all. Too much familiarity 

with the facts isn't needed when the aim is to recreate 

history in line with one's own purposes. 

And Plato's purposes are still very clear. Behind 

everything else, he wanted to be seen as Parmeneides' 

heir. With any of the other philosophers who lived before 

him, he really didn't care. But with Parmeneides the 

situation was different. Plato wanted the succession to his 

teaching not for Zeno or anyone else, but for himself. 

In a sense you could say he succeeded. T he fantasy 

came true. Nowadays there's hardly anyone who doubts 

that he was Parmeneides' rightful successor: that he took 

his teaching a stage further, improved it. He succeeded 

so well that no one really suspects any more how vast 

the chasm is separating Plato's idea of philosophy from 

Parmeneides'-or suspects just how much has been left 

behind. 
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But in another sense he didn't change a thing. The 

succession that he wanted to put an end to continued in 

southern Italy for hundreds of years quite undisturbed, 

quietly looking back to Parmeneides as its founder, 

preserving the traces of another reality entirely. And now 

the discoveries at Velia are like a door left slightly open 

-giving a glimpse into a landscape that's disconcerting

and yet strangely familiar.

For a long time people have puzzled over a mystery 

that once was described as 'totally incomprehensible'. 

This is the riddle posed by the complete absence of any 

connection between Parmeneides, or his philosophy, and 

the culture they both grew out of: the culture of the 

Velians and Phocaeans. 

In fact the answer to the riddle is very simple. The 

only lack of connection that exists is between Velian or 

Phocaean culture and the image of Parmeneides created 

by Plato. 

As for the reality covered over by the image Plato 

chose to construct, that's quite another matter. 

PLATO DIDN'T STOP at creating an alternative reality about 

the succession to Parmeneides. He also helped do the 

same thing about Parmeneides' predecessor-and with 

nearly as much success. 
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He used to enjoy making jokes about the philoso

phers who'd lived before him. Humour was one of his 

most effective weapons in the struggle to establish his 

own ideas; and he loved presenting genealogies for earlier 

philosophers that were amusing, striking, frivolous. He 

didn't even have to invent most of the details. There were 

entertaining accounts about the origins of philosophy 

already circulating in ancient Athens. 

The one man he mentions in his writings, quite 

lightheartedly, as Parmeneides' philosophical ancestor was 

someone called Xenophanes. You could say that linking 

Parmeneides and Xenophanes had a certain validity: 

both of them were associated in one way or another with 

Velia, and there's even a superficial similarity between 

some of their ideas. But that's all. 

And yet what Plato said with his tongue in his cheek 

quickly came to be accepted as historical fact. His succes

sor Aristotle took on trust, with only a little hesitation, 

that Xenophanes was Parmeneides' teacher. With Ari

stotle's own successor the hesitation had already disap

peared. It's an old, familiar pattern. Guesses evolve into 

certainties and dogmas are born. 

Soon almost everybody was convinced that the great 

Parmeneides had been taught what he knew by Xeno

phanes. But not everybody. 

There's one report tucked away in an ancient book 

written about the lives of the old philosophers that tells 
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a very different story. It briefly notes the standard view 

about Xenophanes being Parmeneides' teacher-and 

then goes on to say what's not mentioned in any other 

surv1vmg source. 

It explains that Parmeneides' true teacher wasn't 

Xenophanes at all because his real connections lay some

where else entirely.

He took part in the teaching given by Ameinias the 

Pythagorean, the son of Diochaitas. Ameinias was a poor 

man, but a good one and a fine one: this was the man 

whose teaching he chose to follow. And when Ameinias 

died he built a hero-shrine for him, belonging as he did 

to a distinguished and a wealthy family. And it wasn't 

through Xenophanes but through Ameinias that he was 

led to stillness (hesychia). 

The precision of the details in the report is impressive

so impressive that no one has dared to question its 

essential accuracy or doubt that it must be based on 

historical fact. Scholars have been obliged to acknowl

edge its validity, accept it as authentic. 

They've hardly begun to realize what they were 

taking on board. 
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Walking Away 

T
O BEGIN WITH, EVERYTHING WAS ROSES. 

The discoveries at Velia were wel

comed by the learned world with open arms. They were 

greeted as 'truly sensational', as calling for a total 'change 

of perspective'. 

News about them hit the London papers-then it 

sank back into silence. 

A handful of Italian scholars tried to keep up an 

interest in what they all could possibly mean. Otherwise, 

people hesitated in the face of the evidence and walked 

away. As far as anything to do with Parmeneides was 

concerned, their minds were already made up. He was 

the father of philosophy, founder of western logic. Long 

ago he'd been removed from any contact with life and 

made into an abstraction instead, an ideal embodiment 

of reason. A few archaeological discoveries were hardly 

going to change that. 

Looked at from the outside, in terms of ordinary 

everyday life, the scholarly reaction seems innocent 

enough-even reasonable. But from the inside it's quite 

another story. 



We honestly believe we're in control, that it's we who 

search and look and make all the important discoveries 

in life and know exactly what's important. Occasionally, 

very occasionally, we may happen to sense something 

entirely different: that it isn't we who make discoveries 

at all because really the discoveries draw us to them at 

the right time and make us find them. It's the discoveries 

that want to be found and understood. 

Just as we like to believe it's we who 'make' discover

ies, we also think we 'have' dreams. But what we don't 

understand is that sometimes beings communicate to us 

through our dreams, in the same way that they try to 

communicate through outer events. It can be so difficult 

for them to draw the attention of the living, to struggle 

through from their world to this: unimaginably difficult. 

We have no idea, no inkling, of the particular kind of 

effort and focus that sometimes is needed. 

So we turn away instead. 

There were early philosophers-and Parmeneides 

was one of them-who were quite specific about one 

point. This is the fact that everything is alive and death 

is just a name for something we don't understand. It's 

not an idea of theirs that you often find mentioned. If 

you take it seriously then it starts to take away too much 

of the importance of ourselves: raises too many doubts 

about the reality of what we imagine is reality. 

And yet that's one of the first things those early 

philosophers knew they had to do. 
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IGNORING SOMETHING needs no justifying when enough 

people are willing to ignore it. But in the case of theVelian 

discoveries there was one justification some experts felt 

able to give for shutting the door before they shut it. 

This was to point out what from a distance can seem 

the one real weakness in the evidence from Velia-the 

fact that it dates from five hundred years after Parmen

eides. Certainly, they said, the details on the inscriptions 

can be taken to show how people with antiquarian in

terests at around the time of Christ might have liked to 

imagine Velia's distant past. But to suppose these details 

could have any relevance to the period when Parmeneides 

himself was living: that's 'not correct'. 

The reasoning sounds perfectly sensible-provided 

you don't stop to look at the evidence too long, or too 

closely. 

One of the points in what they said is undeniable. 

The way the Velian inscriptions were all produced togeth

er at the same time shows every trace of antiquarianism, 

of a self-conscious attempt at celebrating and reviving 

the memories of days gone by. As a matter of fact the 

Greeks in southern Italy at that particular time tended to 

be very glad for any opportunity to parade their past. 

They'd come to feel so intimidated by the power of Rome 

that they wanted to prove they, too, had their own claims 

to fame and glory. It was only natural to want to turn back 
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the clock: to point to traditions that had kept constant 

through all the centuries of change. It was even natural to 

clutch at the memory of them years after the life that had 

created them and then kept them going had gone. 

And that's precisely the point. Those people had 

long memories-a fact that used to be appreciated far 

more than it is now. The Greeks who'd travelled out to 

Italy from the east and settled there were notorious in the 

ancient world for their conservatism, for the way they 

remembered and honoured and preserved their own 

past. Even today it's still clear how faithfully they trans

mitted their religious and magical traditions from one 

generation to the next, century after century. 

Often these traditions were passed on in silence, 

strictly on a local basis, unknown or almost unknown to 

anyone outside. A regular time span for the process of 

transmission was over five hundred years. Sometimes it 

was closer to a thousand. 

This had many implications; but in practice one of 

the most important things it meant is that evidence 

dating from a lacer age often tends to reflect the condi

tions of a far earlier period. Time and again archaeologists 

exploring the regions around Velia-towns to the south, 

or just to the north like Posidonia, or further to the 

north-discover that religious traditions still being main

tained in the first or second centuries AD dace all the way 

back co the sixth and seventh centuries BC.
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And throughout the whole of the western Mediter

ranean there was one particular group of people who had 

a unique reputation for preserving their original ways 

and customs. They were more famous than anyone else 

for their conservatism. They held to the old forms of their 

language, especially the old Anatolian names, and kept 

some of the ancient priesthoods alive for nearly a thou

sand years. 

They were the descendants of the Phocaeans who 

back in the sixth century BC had sailed out co the west. 

Even at Rome chey were considered extraordinary for the 

way they preserved their ancient traditions, and modern 

archaeology has helped to show why. 

With the new cities they built, the Phocaeans man

aged to create Anacolias in the west: in Italy and France. 

And their present was their past. 

THE DETAILS ON THE VELI
A

N INSCRlPTIONS can seem just a 

jumble of names and figures. It cakes a little rime spent 

looking at chem for the patterns to emerge. 

That Parmeneides' father was called Pyres was hardly 

a secret in the ancient world. Bue without the inscri prions 

nobody would ever have seen quite how significant it 

is chat such a rare name was also known at Miletus. For 

Miletus didn't only happen to be a major centre in the 
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Anatolian worship of Apollo Oulios. It was also closely 

linked with Phocaea in colonizing the Black Sea. And of 

the two pieces of evidence that throw the dearest light 

on the Velian title 'Lord of the Lair', one comes from 

just to the east of Miletus in Caria and the other from a 

colony founded by Miletus-at !stria on the Black Sea. 

There are no coincidences here. The only way that 

someone in Velia at the time when the inscriptions were 

made could have managed to preserve this patterning 

of details was if a continuous tradition had survived for 

five hundred years. And we can also be more specific. 

There's no one who possibly could have remem

bered those three dates added after the name of each 

Oulis healer-'in the 280th year', 'in the 379th year', 

'in the 446th year'-without the help not just of oral 

traditions but of something more substantial: written 

records. 

In fact it doesn't need much guessing or searching 

around to see precisely what kind of records must have 

been involved. All we have to do is look in the direction 

indicated by the Velian evidence itself. 

Over the last century details have emerged from 

Miletus about a special group of people. They were 

dedicated to Apollo. They held enormous political power 

in the city, as well as religious power; and they were 

known as the Molpoi. 
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Names of the individuals involved are carefully 

listed, one underneath the other, in official inscriptions 

carved on great blocks of marble. These were people who 

knew mysteries of Apollo, and transmitted them. Frag

ments of evidence point to ancient links with heroic 

'sons' of Apollo, with ritual piping in his honour-and 

with the same type of kouros traditions once known in 

Phocaea as well as Crete. 

From the late dating of some of the records you 

might think the whole lineage is only a fantasy. It's not. 

No more than a few of the marble blocks have been 

found; but even so, the details of the succession are 

documented from the early Christian era back to as far 

as 525 BC. 

And things were much the same at !stria-the 

colony of Miletus on the Black Sea where Apollo was 

known as Pholeuterios, the god of lairs and incubation. 

There the evidence is even more fragmentary, just 

as it is at Velia. But we can still see how the family in 

charge of Apollo's worship survived for seven hundred 

years. 

YOU'D HAVE TO HAVE VERY GOOD REASONS for doubting 

the historical reality behind the Velian inscriptions, just 
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as you'd have to have good reasons to doubt what they 

imply: that Parmeneides was someone intimately associ

ated with those Lords of the Lair. 

And yet there are none. The only real reasons are 

reasons to the contrary. 

But simply to focus on the inscriptions is to overlook 

something far more important. This is the way that they 

agree with the poetry written by Parmeneides himself. 

In both cases there's the same fundamental involve

ment with incubation and dreams and other states of 

consciousness, with incantations and ecstasy, with Apollo 

and the underworld. And it's good to remember that

years before the archaeological discoveries were even 

made-aspects of Parmeneides' poem were already being 

explained in terms of incubation, shamanism, the prac

tices of latromantis figures. The new finds at Velia only 

help to fill out the background. They bring everything 

back down to earth. 

For thousands of years now, the beginnings of west

ern philosophy have systematically been split off and 

dissociated from the kind of practices we've come to 

think of as 'magical' . The process has been a long and 

determined one; it almost succeeded. But those ancient 

connections are calling out again to be acknowledged

and it's good to have some sense of the real issues 

involved. 

Talking about how philosophy and magic once were 

two halves of a whole might sound an interesting histori-
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cal topic. But basically it's not a matter of history at 

all. And neither does it mean we just need to be more 

aware of how irrationality has come to be separated off 

in our lives from rationality; nor does it even mean we 

should be making a greater effort to bring everything that 

seems unreasonable into some harmony with reason. If 

we think it's enough to do any of that we're still missing 

the main point, because all these distinctions between 

rational and irrational are only valid from the limi

ted standpoint of what we call reason. 

When rationality is really combined with irrational

ity, then we begin to go beyond them both. Something 

else is created, something quite extraordinary that's time

less-and yet entirely new. Then we start seeing the 

illogicality of everything that normally is considered so 

reasonable. And we come face to face with an implacable, 

fascinatingly coherent logic that there can seem a hun

dred good reasons for dismissing as completely absurd. 

This is the logic Parmeneides tried to introduce to

the West: a logic that questions everything, that was 

meant to turn people's lives and values upside down. But 

we managed to take the easy way out, the reasonable way. 

We turned his teaching upside down instead. 

IT'S QUITE AN ACHIEVEMENT. We've actually succeeded in 

creating the illusion that we're wiser than people used to be. 
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As for those philosopher figures who stand in the 

distant past at the beginnings of western culture, we've 

learned to excuse them-to make allowances for the way 

they failed to draw the conclusions we think they should 

have drawn. 

And yet the only allowances we need to make are for 

ourselves. We're in no position at all to judge those 

philosophers: they're our judges. When we close the door 

on them, we're only closing the door on ourselves. 

Those inscriptions found at Velia have their purpose 

and their message. Walking away from them might seem 

very easy. But it isn't easy at all, because nothing exists in 

isolation. 

If you dismiss them you have to dismiss their whole 

Anatolian background; then you have to deny their links 

with Parmeneides' poem. And even that's only the begin

ning. For they're also linked up with a whole network of 

other traditions about Parmeneides and the people close 

to him, traditions that have been known about but 

covered over for ages. 

Everything is stitched up together. It's all of a piece. 

And our past is stitched up in it too-along with our 

future. 
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Ameinias 

ARMENEIDES' TEACHER, AMEINIAS, WAS A 

P poor man. 

Probably you'd have noticed nothing special about 

him at all if you passed him in the street. Outwardly 

there'd have been very little to set him apart from anyone 

else. 

With Parmeneides himself it was a different matter. 

In the report about his teacher he's presented as some

one who belonged to a distinguished and wealthy family. 

And we're told in a rather obscure way that this explains 

why he built the hero-shrine for Ameinias. 

The connection between coming from a family 

that's eminent as well as rich and building someone a 

shrine seems reasonable enough. But it isn't completely 

obvious. There have even been scholars who felt the 

connection is so artificial that the Greek text of the report 

must be wrong; that somehow it needs correcting. And 

yet we' re already in a position to start understanding why 

the report says what it says. 

Anatolian families of priests in the service of Apollo 

the healer used to be outstandingly distinguished as well 



as rich; and they happened to demonstrate these qualities 

most tangibly in one particular way. 

That was through the remarkable size and extraordi

nary workmanship of the shrines, tombs and monuments 

they used to build. This is plainest of all in traditions 

emanating from Miletus. But it's especially clear in the 

evidence from Miletus' colony at !stria-the same town 

where Apollo was worshipped as the god in charge of 

lairs, Pholeuterios. 

So the circle completes itself again. The background 

to the report about Parmeneides and Ameinias agrees 

exactly with the background to the series of inscriptions 

from Velia: Parmeneides as a priest of Apollo the healer, 

the Anatolian god of incubation. 

A HERO-SHRJNE was something quite exceptional. 

In Parmeneides' own time, building one for some

one who'd died was extremely unusual-regardless of 

how rich or poor you were. As a rule people were buried 

with a simple ritual. Building a hero-shrine was another 

matter entirely. 

And it meant certain things. It involved creating a 

special hero-cult: meant marking off a precinct for the 

worship of someone who was considered more than the 

human being he or she had appeared to be. 
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Basically, to be treated as a hero was to be treated as 

a mythical being. It was the equivalent of being seen as 

belonging to another world, another race, another time. 

Deep inside us we've all had a glimpse of that world and 

that time at one moment or another. But to live what 

we've glimpsed, or allow it to be lived-that's something 

else. 

And none of this ever happened without a proper 

reason, without a justification to give it sense. For there 

was always something extraordinary about heroes, just 

as there was about the creation of hero-shrines. 

That makes it all the stranger how nobody has noted 

one very simple detail: the way that Ameinias being 

worshipped as a hero after he died is paralleled by the 

tradition of Oulis healers treating Parmeneides himself 

as a hero. In terms of understanding Parmeneides the 

parallel speaks volumes. You could say it means that 

heroes don't simply appear out of nowhere; that some

times it takes a hero to make a hero. 

The whole saga of the Phocaeans' journey to the west 

and the origins of Velia had been a story about Apollo 

and oracles, riddles and heroes. It had all happened such 

a short time before. 

And now Parmeneides was continuing the tradition. 
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THE REPORT ABOUT AMEINIAS describes him as a 

Pythagorean. 

Like everything else in the report, the detail is 

significant. You only have to glance at the evidence that 

survives to notice how the whole question of heroes

their status, their true identity, the right attitude to adopt 

towards them, how to become one-played a crucial part 

in early Pythagorean tradition. 

But this isn't to say we should lose sight of the fact 

that heroes along with hero-shrines were among the most 

fundamental aspects of ancient Greek religion. And they 

weren't anything to do with commemorating the dead, 

with trying to honour the past or keep old memories 

alive. 

They had to do with something entirely different. 

Hero-shrines were all about presence, living pres

ence. They were about maintaining a correct relationship 

with the power the hero had become, and they were 

meant to create the circumstances that would allow this 

power to be as effective as possible in the present. The 

existence of a hero-shrine was supposed to be a blessing 

for the whole area: for the land and the local people, for 

nature and for visitors. 

There was nothing casual about creating a hero

shrine-or about making it a part of your life. It was an 

opening to another world. If you went near one you had 

to pass it in total silence. And for Greeks in general, but 
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especially for the Pythagoreans, silence and stillness went 

hand in hand. They were two aspects of the same thing. 

This is why hesychia, the Greek word that means 

'stillness', automatically included the meaning 'silence' as 

well. But according to the report aboutAmeinias, hesychia 

is precisely the quality that Parmeneides was expressing 

his gratitude to him for when he built the hero-shrine. 

It was the quality Ameinias had brought into his life

or rather had brought him towards. 

You can already see from this how the details in the 

report wrap around each other, fit together, how there's 

nothing random or arbitrary about them at all. Even if 

you were reading a work of fiction you'd be likely to 

notice them, realize they're significant. 

But this isn't just fiction. It happened. 

AND THERE'S MORE to hero-shrines than that. 

Because heroes had been humans but also were more 

than humans, it was understood that they had a special 

relationship with what lies beyond the limits of ordinary 

human experience-with the world of the dead, the 

underworld. 

They had power over health and sickness and death. 

If you approached them the right way they could heal 

you. Or they'd show their presence and guidance instead 
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in your ordinary, daily life through special signs and 

uncanny coincidences: by communicating through outer 

events. 

But there's one method of communication that they 

preferred to any other. This was through people's dreams. 

If you look back you can see the extraordinary 

consistency-and simplicity-in the way early Chris

tianity converted the places that once had been hero

shrines into shrines for saints. There was hardly anything 

anyone had to do except change the names. And the one 

most fundamental feature that the Christian worship 

of saints took over from the Greek worship of heroes 

was the practice of incubation. Incubation for Greeks 

was such an essential aspect of communicating with 

heroes, was accepted so naturally as the normal thing 

to do at hero-shrines, that most ancient writers just took 

this for granted. The only thing they felt might ever need 

some explaining was the very occasional exception: the 

extraordinary case where apparently a hero-shrine had 

nothing at all to do with dreams or incubation. 

The link between hero-shrines and incubation was 

so close that wherever incubation was practised, heroes 

usually weren't too far away. Most often incubation 

centres simply were centres for the worship of heroes. 

But even in other cases the link is still clear-even from 

passages like the one Strabo wrote about the cave at 
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Acharaca in Caria and about the shrine just below it that 

was sacred to Persephone and Hades. 

First of all he mentions the shrine and the cave and 

che mysteries, practised there in utter silence; and then he 

goes on to say there was another cave not far away where 

the local people also used to go. It was across the nearby 

mountain, beside a beautiful meadow known as 'Asia'. 

According to tradition this cave was connected 

underground with the other cave at Acharaca. It was 

sacred to the same gods too, because here was the 

legendary site where Hades had married Persephone

the original place where he'd snatched her down into the 

underworld. 

And the monument that marked the spot was a hero

shrine. 

THEN THERE'S THE MOST IMPORTANT PART of the report 

as far as Parmeneides' relationship with his teacher is 

concerned. This is the statement that it was Ameinias 

who 'led him to stillness', to hesychia.

Scholars have translated the statement quite effort

lessly. They say it meansAmeinias converted Parmencides 

to the philosophical life, to the contemplative life, 'the 

quiet life'. 
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And yet these are just interpretations, not transla

tions. As for the idea of one philosopher leading or urging 

another on towards his teaching, this is a theme that 

became familiar enough in the ancient world. It's also 

true that the question of stillness eventually became a 

significant topic, in some Greek philosophical circles, as 

a result of direct contact with India. But that doesn't 

explain the mention here of stillness with such specific 

reference to Parmeneides; and there's nothing at all to 

be gained from converting such a particular detail into 

some commonplace. 

There are a number of things about the word hesychia 

that are well worth noting. You could mention its close 

connections with healing-or the fact that it was a 

quality often associated with one particular god, Apollo. 

But that's not what's most crucial. 

Ameinias is presented as a Pythagorean; and the 

Pychagoreans happened to attach extraordinary impor

tance to stillness. This wasn't just a matter of the silence 

imposed on people who wanted to becomePychagoreans. 

That was a part of the picture, but only a small part. For 

behind the silence there was a whole dimension of 

significance to the practice of stillness. 

It all had to do with dreams, with other states of 

awareness. The outer techniques of stillness that Pyth

agoreans practised-the silence, the deliberate calm, 

physically not even moving-weren't simply ends in 
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themselves. They were means that were used for the sake 

of reaching something else. 

And their purpose was straightforward enough, even 

though the ancient sources speak a language most of us 

no longer understand or want to understand. 

The purpose was to free people's attention from 

distractions, to turn it in another direction so their 

awareness could start operating in an entirely different 

way. The stillness had a point to it, and that was to create 

an opening into a world unlike anything we're used to: 

a world chat can only be entered 'in deep meditation, 

ecstasies and dreams'. 

WhatAmeinias taught Parmeneides wasn't anything 

to do with thinking as we understand thinking, or 

philosophical reflection. It had to do with incubation. 

The decisive characteristic of the tradition kept going 

for hundreds of years by those men called Pholarchos

by Lords of the Lair who traced their origin back to 

Parmeneides-also turns out to be the defining charac

teristic of what Parmeneides himself received from his 

teacher. 

And even the Greek language makes the link be

tween them and what he learned from Ameinias quite 

clear. For hesychia and pholeos are two words that happen 

to belong together: repeatedly they occur side by side 

in ancient Greek. When Strabo tried to describe what 

happened at the incubation shrine near Acharaca he 
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wasn't the only writer who chose to sum up the experi

ence oflying motionless-just like an animal in a pholeos 

or lair-by using the word hesychia. 

PARMENEIDES' PREDECESSOR and his successors are united 

by one common factor. That's stillness, the stillness 

experienced in incubation. This is what defined their 

basic focus, their mode of operation. 

To suppose that Parmeneides himself-disciple of 

Ameinias, exemplar of the Oulis healers-could have 

been exempt from this same concern would be totally 

illogical. And in fact we haven't even started to see what 

a central place he gave to stillness, or hesychia, in his 

teaching as a whole. 

But behind these details about Parmeneides and the 

people who once were close to him there's the question 

of what they all mean: of how to understand what the 

details point to. 

The question couldn't be a more basic one. For the 

connecting thread of stillness linking Parmeneides to the 

people who came before and after him is obvious enough 

when you care to look-and yet it's no accident that no 

one has recognized or noticed it. 

The fact is that these things have an uncanny way of 

protecting themselves. And even what at one moment 

might seem obvious in the next moment isn't obvious at 
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all. This is exactly what happens when you engage with 

a reality that, just like the reality of heroes, belongs to 

another world. 
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Like the Wind at Night 

W
E ALL KNOW WHAT STILLNESS IS; OR AT LEAST WE 

think we do. 

It means peace and pleasantness, lying under the sun 

for half an hour with the thoughts racing through our 

minds about what co do later in the day. 

And if we're honest, we'll probably have to admit 

chat the statement about Parmeneides being led by 

Ameinias to stillness sounds ridiculous. If it was a matter 

of the great Parmeneides being taught lofty truths about 

the universe and metaphysics and the nature of man and 

woman, this wouldn't be a problem. Bue to be cold chat 

the one thing he learned from his teacher was stillness

that's an absurd anticlimax. 

The absurdity is a warning: an accurate sign of just 

how hopeless it is to try fitting Parmeneides, or the world 

he used to move in, into our normal frame of reference. 

As to how serious we are about heeding the warning, 

that's another matter. 

FoR THE GREEKS, stillness had a whole side to it that they 

found intensely disquieting-and not just disquieting 

but also sinister, alien, profoundly inhuman. 

That's why they associated stillness and silence so 

closely with the process of approaching heroes. And it's 

also why that little report about Ameinias isn't the only 

ancient text to bring the two subjects of stillness and 

heroes together, to set them side by side. 

A strange piece of writing was produced during the 

centuries after Parmeneides. It's called the Pythagorean 

Memoirs. To read it you have to be on your guard: the 

style of presentation seems so casual and smooth that 

you can easily miss the sequence of ideas, not notice 

all the threads holding chem in place. And at first sight 

you could chink it's pure chance that one passage in the 

Memoirs mentions the two themes of heroes and stillness 

together-referring now co stillness, now to heroes, and 

then back again to stillness and to heroes. 

In fact this has nothing to do with chance. It's 

stillness that has the power to carry a human being into 

another reality: into a world of prophecy where future 

and past and present are all contained and where heroes, 

not humans, are at home. 

But stillness wasn't associated only with heroes. 

Beyond even the heroes were the gods; and when Greeks 

wanted to describe in tangible terms the reality of a 

confrontation between humans and the divine, there was 
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one particular quality that they sensed as characterizing 

the gods in contrast to people. 

This was their uncanny stillness. Gods stayed totally 

calm when humans would panic. They wouldn't even 

change their expression when people ran through the 

whole range of emotions from joy to terror. They'd stay 

exactly the same: enigmatic. Even the most dramatic 

miracles or displays of power weren't as effective a way 

of emphasizing the difference between humans and gods 

as the utter unshakability of divine stillness. 

That's the real reason for the stillness practised in 

incubation. It was a method for coming as close as 

possible to the divine world. And this is why according 

to the normal terms of Greek religion incubation was 

strictly limited to special, sacred places-to territory 

where gods and heroes, not humans, were in charge. For 

the stillness itself was something that belonged to the 

heroes and the gods. 

From a certain perspective it's true enough to say 

that the stillness of incubation was simply a technique, 

a means to an end, a way of contacting the divine. And 

yet that's only how it seems to us. 

Really it was already the end itself, the ultimate 

paradox of the end that's present at the beginning. 
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/V.r ONE POINT the writer of those Pythagorean Memoirs 

makes a statement that can sound extraordinary. He says 

that stillness is simply impossible for human beings. Men 

and women can try to be good-and they can even 

succeed. But stillness is something beyond their power. 

And yet this isn't such an extraordinary point to 

make, especially for a Pythagorean. In the writings left 

behind by people known as Pythagoreans certain things 

are considered basic facts of life. One of them is that as 

humans we're always changing, restless. At every mo

ment our bodies are moving-and not just our bodies 

but our thoughts and desires as well. Anybody who was 

able to maintain a visibly greater degree of stillness than 

people in general was assumed to be divine: considered 

someone who's more than human, who belongs to an

other world. 

Now it should be possible to see why Parmeneides 

needed someone very special and very powerful to lead 

him to stillness. And it should also be clear exactly why 

he built that shrine for Ameinias-why he established 

the worship of him as a being who was mysterious, 

divine. 

He created the hero-shrine because the stillness he'd 

been brought to was itself something mysterious and 

divine. It wasn't human at all. 
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ANo YET at the same time there's nothing more human 

than that stillness. 

Life for us has become an endless affair of trying to 

improve ourselves: achieving more and doing more, 

learning more, always needing to know more things. The 

process of learning and being taught has simply become 

a matter of being fed facts and information-receiving 

what we didn't have before, always being given some

thing different from ourselves. 

That's why whatever we learn never touches us 

deeply enough, why nothing really satisfies us. And the 

more we sense this the more we rush around trying to 

find other substitutes to fill the void we still feel inside. 

Everything pushes us outside ourselves-further away 

from the utter simplicity of our own humanity. 

It's quite true that the Pythagoreans had their teach

ings, too. But there's also something about the Pythagorean 

tradition that's completely different from all this, like an 

undercurrent moving in exactly the opposite direction. 

It's something that's hardly ever noticed or mentioned, 

for the simple reason that it doesn't seem to make any 

sense. 

Pythagoreans were famous not just for their teach

ings but also for the secrecy of their teachings. And yet 

when you start to look closely at what have come to be 

considered the most esoteric of their doctrines, it turns 
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out that really they weren't secret at all. In fact they were 

little more than window-dressing. They served a very 

valuable purpose: they aroused general interest, helped 

attract the people who eventually might become Pyth

agoreans. 

But once someone became a Pythagorean, it started 

to become a matter of learning less and less. There were 

fewer answers, and more riddles. Techniques could be 

provided for entering other states of consciousness. Oth

erwise, the emphasis was placed less and less on being 

given teachings and more and more on finding the inner 

resources to discover your own answers inside yourself. 

This is why teaching through riddles was such an 

important part of Pythagorean tradition. Instead of 

being fed with ready-made answers you were just given 

the germ, the seed, of the answer: for the riddle contains 

its own solution. 

Your job was to feed the riddle, nurture it. And it was 

understood that, through the process of being tended 

and attended to, the riddle would become an organic part 

of yourself. As it grew it had the power to transform you. 

It could even destroy you. But the aim of the riddle was 

as clear as it was subtle-to shift the focus of attention 

away from superficial answers towards discovering what 

you hadn't realized you're already carrying around inside 

yoursel£ 
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You can see the same basic situation in the case of 

that man from Posidonia who helped the Phocaeans 

when they were totally lost. The Phocaeans had their 

oracle from Apollo, together with the guidance it con

tained. But in spite of that, or rather because of that, 

everything had become hopeless for them. It wasn't just 

that the oracle had become a meaningless riddle. Their 

whole existence had become one living riddle. 

In a sense you could say that the man from Posidonia 

gave them something: that he provided them with the 

answer they hadn't noticed. But that's only true on a very 

superficial level. Really he didn't add anything essential 

to their situation at all. He was just there, in the right 

place and at the right time, to point to the solution 

already contained inside the riddle they were carrying 

with them-the riddle they'd become. 

AND IT WAS THE SAME with Ameinias, as well. 

Everything had been laid out for Parmeneides. As an 

Ouliades he occupied his place in a tradition reaching 

back to the days when the Phocaeans hadn't yet left 

Anatolia: a tradition based on techniques of stillness and 

incubation. 

So the obvious question is how Ameinias could 

possibly fit in. And there's a very simple answer. He 

doesn't. 
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Logically you would think that Parmeneides didn't 

have any need for anybody's teaching, least of all the 

teaching of a nobody like Ameinias. But that's to forget 

one fundamental thing. The knowledge we already have 

is useless unless we can really live it, in and through 

ourselves. Otherwise it becomes a burden that can weigh 

us down or even destroy us, like the oracle of the 

Phocaeans. 

We already have everything we need. We j use need to 

be shown what we have. And it's the same with traditions. 

Even the strongest of them have to be revitalized, because 

it's so easy for chem to become weighed down as well. The 

life in them can die out without anyone even noticing, or 

wanting to notice. And usually it's a complete outsider, 

a nobody-someone who doesn't fit in, who logically 

is quite unnecessary-who has to inject the life that's 

needed. 

This is why the greatest teachers are often utter 

nobodies. They're nobodies who give nothing at all. But 

that nothing is worth more than everything else. In some 

circumstances they might introduce you to a new system 

of knowledge, or demand that you change your lifestyle 

-and yet that 's not what the teaching is basically about.

It's just a trick co keep your mind focused while the real

work is done on another level, somewhere else.

Real teachers leave no traces. They're like the wind 

at night rushing right through you and totally changing 

you but leaving everything unchanged, even your greatest 
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weaknesses; blowing away every idea of what you 

thought you were and leaving you as you always have 

been, since the beginning. 
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Playing with Toys 

EBRUARY 29, 1968. 

F 'Assolutamente sicura'-it's absolutely 

certain. There's no doubt about it. It was there all along, 

just where you'd expect to find it. 

I've found his head! You don't have to believe me. 

Anyone can see how perfectly it fits; every crack, every 

trace confirms it. 

And of course people did doubt, needlessly. For 

everything Mario Napoli wrote in his letter to a famous 

art historian from Switzerland was quite true. After 

nearly two thousand years-and after summer after 

summer of patiently sifting the Italian soil-the head of 

Parmeneides had at last been reunited with its base. 

But, as always, there was an irony to the situation. 

You'd find it very natural to assume that the face on 

the sculpture must be the face of the man whose name is 

spelled out on the inscription at the base. 

It's not. The delicate eyes and nose and hair carved 

in the fine white marble are simply standard, stereotyped 

features. They don't show Parmeneides at all. When the 



sculpture was created, at around the time of Christ, 

people had completely forgotten what he looked like. 

AND MUCH MORE had been forgotten than just faces. 

The way all those inscriptions for Parmeneides and 

the Oulis healers, along with the matching sculptures, 

were produced together at the same time is more remi

niscent of a portrait gallery or waxwork museum than 

of anything else. Clearly they were parts of one great 

systematic project aimed at commemorating an ancient 

Velian tradition. But the problem is that when you try to 

commemorate the past and keep it alive like this, that's 

when the past is already dead. 

It's no wonder that so soon-only a few years after 

they'd been created-those memorials had been broken 

up, turned upside down, walked all over and buried. The 

details preserved on the inscriptions were impeccably 

correct and self-consistent; but the essence of the tradi

tion that the memorials represented, the living reality, 

had gone. 

Times had changed. In the West the focus of interest 

had started shifting to other things instead. The love of 

wisdom had been replaced by philosophy, been made 

appealing and accessible to the curious mind. And what 

once demanded everything you are was gradually being 
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turned into a pastime for people who love playing with 

toys. 

Parmeneides' own teaching had been torn away 

from the background and context that had given it its 

meaning and life. What originally had been intended to 

involve every fibre of one's being was converted into a dry 

logic that's only good for complicating and torturing our 

minds. Now we don't even remember what happened, 

and we're no longer able to tell the difference. 

This all served its purpose-the way things always 

do. And there's no right, or wrong. People just do what's 

needed at the time. You could say that Plato and Aristotle, 

in particular, simply did their job: they made it possible 

for us to develop our intelligence in certain directions, to 

explore aspects of ourselves that we hadn't known before. 

But then the time comes to be moving on. 

And yet before that can happen we first have to see 

what brought us to where we are. For history isn't really 

the facts and figures we read about in textbooks; and the 

versions of the past that we're so used to are like veils and 

coverings, hiding far more than they reveal. 

OFTEN IT'S SAID how much we owe to ancient Athens. 

This is true-but not in quite the way we've been led to 

believe. 
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Athens used to be a major centre of culture in the 

Mediterranean. It was only one of them; there were 

others, too. But it became an important centre for people 

who were so clever and ambitious that they led the West 

to believe it owes almost everything to them. We still 

believe them, and histories of the ancient world are still 

based on Athenian propaganda. 

It was people at Athens who invented the fiction of 

a united Greece. But really there never was a united 

Greece, because so many Greeks wanted very little to do 

with Athens. A few talentedAthenians perfected a bizarre 

game called 'democracy'. They offered other Greek states 

and cities the opportunity to play-in return for their 

submission. If they refused to accept, they destroyed 

them. Many Greek centres of culture preferred to side 

with the Persians rather than with Athens. They consid

ered them more civilized. 

And there were Greeks who, as one historian wrote, 

found themselves in the position of deciding 'to contrib

ute to destroying once and for all what remained of the 

Athenians'. Those people had a very different story to tell 

from the one we've become accustomed to. It's a strange 

story, preserved here and there as small fragments in 

ancient texts or as scraps of information hidden away 

in the most unlikely of places where hardly anyone cares 

to look. 
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And it's strange not only because of what happened, 

but because of the need we still feel to believe things 

happened otherwise. 

AT LEAST on the surface, some Greeks seemed more 

moderate and diplomatic in their attitude to Athens. 

There's one small statement about a well-known 

citizen of Velia: Parmeneides' successor, Zeno. It's hardly 

the most dramatic thing to be told. All it says is that 

he had a greater love for his home town-a plain, worth

less kind of place that was only good at producing fine 

men-than for the arrogance of the Athenians. So he 

didn't often visit Athens but passed his life at home. 

We in the West have become so totally, and uncon

sciously, identified with Athens that the most natural 

way to make sense of such a blatant affront is to explain 

it away: to say that the statement was obviously invented 

by some writer with a personal grudge, a little axe to 

grind. And yet there's much more involved here than 

one person's grudge. 

The contrast between the grand city of Athens and 

Velia with its simplicity and plainness sounds so neat that 
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you might suppose it's nothing but a nice rhetorical 

touch, devoid of any historical value. You'd be wrong, 

because there's more to the contrast than that. 

In fact Velia was built exactly the same way as its 

sister city at Marseilles, or Phocaea itself-on a patch 

of land beside the sea that was so barren and worthless 

hardly any other Greeks would have dreamed of creating 

their home there. The ruggedness of all three settlements, 

the poverty of the land, were self-evident facts to anyone 

who knew about the places. And even today you can still 

see from the ruins just how fond the Phocaeans were 

of keeping to basics; of building their towns in harsh 

places, paradigms of plainness and austerity. 

As for the remark about Zeno's attitude to Athens: 

in its own simple, quiet way it strikes right at the heart 

of the treasured assumption that Athens was the be-all 

and end-all of the ancient world. But what's even more 

informative than the statement itself is how it's come to 

be treated-the ways people have found of discrediting 

it, dismissing it, disposing of it. 

Scholars have insisted, for one thing, on changing 

the Greek text. And there are those who mistranslate the 

passage, as well. In place of any reference to 'the arrogance 

of the Athenians' they make it say that Zeno preferred his 

home town 'to the magnificence of Athens', or 'before all 

the splendour of Athens': a little indication of how deep 

the allegiance to Athens still goes. 
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Then there's that matter of altering the original text. 

It's a peculiar affair. The Greek manuscripts dearly say 

that Zeno 'didn't often visit Athens'; but over a hundred 

years ago one editor decided to change the text here and 

make them say 'he never visited Athens' instead. Everyone 

who's ever translated the passage or commented on it 

since then has accepted the change without question. 

And yet there was no real reason to alter the text at 

all-except that the change has one remarkably devious 

advantage. 

If the passage is made to say that Zeno never went 

to Athens, then it plainly contradicts the picture Plato 

presents in his Parmenides of Zeno visiting Athens to

gether with his teacher. And considering the immense 

authority Plato has managed to win as a respectable 

source of information about the ancient world, the 

contradiction proves just as plainly that the whole pas

sage about Zeno and his dislike for the Athenians is a 

deliberate forgery. 

But of course there's no contradiction, apart from 

the one that's been invented. And yet to say this isn't quite 

the end of the matter. 

For in the case of that picture Plato presented of 

Parmeneides and Zeno at Athens, there's rather more 

involved than meets the eye. 
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WHEN PLATO WROTE his Parmenides he knew he was 

writing first-class historical make-believe: putting imagi

nary dialogue, brilliantly lifelike, into the mouths of real 

people who'd lived about a hundred years before him. 

And he wasn't the only writer in his own time who 

was an expert at creating precisely this type of intricate 

fictional dialogue. But even he could hardly have imag

ined just how seriously people in later generations would 

take the things he wrote. 

With the help of Platonists, especially, the fictions 

in his Parmenides and other dialogues snowballed. Soon 

everyone knew the names of the Athenians Zeno had 

taught-and exactly what he'd taught them. People 

started expounding the profound symbolism of the 

Parmenides, as well: of how philosophers had had to 

travel all the way to Athens so that their teachings could 

be analyzed, corrected, given their ultimate form by 

Socrates and Plato. 

But there's another sense too, a very different one, 

in which the dialogue is symbolic. 

If you look closely at the picture Plato painted, 

cracks start to appear. And if-as a couple of scholars 

have done-you look through the cracks you begin to 

glimpse quite another scene behind. For there's evidence 

that does suggest Parmeneides and Zeno did come to 

Athens, not to have some theoretical conversation about 

Plato's ideas but in a legal and political capacity: as 

ambassadors from Velia, as negotiators of peace. 
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And the evidence that there is suggests they didn't 

come to ask the Athenians for help, or support, but that 

their purpose was to do what they could to prevent 

Athens from interfering with the delicate balance of 

power in southern Italy. Their main aim in visiting the 

city wasn't to chat about philosophy. It was much more 

practical-far more practical than we might guess. 
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The Lawgivers 

'H E GAVE LAWS TO THE CITIZENS.'

Several writers in the ancient world 

said this about Parmeneides. Some of them also men

tioned that each year the leaders of Velia used to make the 

citizens swear they'd stay true to his original laws-and 

that Zeno, in turn, had been responsible for governing 

the city. 

One of these writers was Plato's nephew. There were 

few people in a position to know better. He'd travelled 

out westwards together with Plato, and had managed to 

gain more direct access to information about political or 

legal history in southern Italy and Sicily than almost any 

other writer we know 0£ 

This isn't exactly the most predictable thing to be 

told about Parmeneides, or about Zeno. But, there again, 

not a great deal about either of them is particularly 

predictable. Most historians haven't had the faintest idea 

what to make of it. And if pressed, as a rule they'll tend 

to say it can't have any real significance because it has no 

bearing at all on Parmeneides' philosophy: on the teach

ings in his poem. 

Nothing could possibly be further from the truth. 

It's quite amazing to watch how scholars are so occupied 

with squeezing an abstract, theoretical sense out of 

Parmeneides' poetry that they manage not to notice one 

very simple fact. The central, most important part of 

his poem is formally presented as the record of a legal 

process, phrased in standard legal terminology. 

And already this neglected fact allows a glimpse into 

an ancient, secret drama. Moses brought his laws down 

from Mount Sinai; Parmeneides brought his back from 

the depths of hell. 

To UNDERSTAND SOMETHING, you always have to have 

somewhere to start. We have somewhere to start. 

Parmeneides was an Ouliades who was intimately 

involved with the service of Apollo; and Apollo had the 

strongest and closest of ties with lawgiving. 

You can see a particularly fine example of this at 

Miletus-the famous old Carian city where that group 

of people known as the Molpoi used to live. 

The Molpoi weren't just responsible for transmitting 

mysteries of Apollo, or ancient kouros traditions, from 

century to century. They were also lawgivers for the city. 

Inside Mile ms itself they were in charge of domestic legal 

matters. And in relation to other cities they had another 
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role that was very plainly defined. They acted formally 

as ambassadors: as negotiators of peace. 

But it's not just a question of links between Apollo 

and lawgiving-although these are certainly important 

enough. For ourselves, we tend to be happiest treating 

things in isolation. And yet the Greeks weren't quite like 

that, as so much of the evidence still shows. 

There used to be a great philosopher who lived in 

Sicily. He was deeply influenced by Pythagoreans, and 

by Parmeneides in particular. He also happens to have 

been not only a magician but a Iatromantis as well: a 

'healer-prophet', a healer who works through prophecy. 

He wrote poetry, like Parmeneides. And in his 

poetry he mentions a tradition that eventually was car

ried down to Egypt as Pythagoreans started leaving Italy 

and Sicily for the great new city called Alexandria. 

According to this tradition, there are four basic vocations 

that can give human beings a special degree of closeness 

to the divine. The vocations are prophet, poet, healer, 

and political leader or lawgiver. 

These might sound a random enough collection to 

us. But in fact every one of them is connected to every 

other. And the clearest sign of their connectedness is the 

fact that they're all activities sacred to the same god: 

Apollo. 

In the case of the philosopher and Iatromantis from 

Sicily, people have noticed for a long time that when 
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he describes the four vocations he's actually describing 

himself. He lived them all. 

But now we're in a position where we can start to see 

that he wasn't the only person who embodied each of 

these roles in himself. From the discoveries at Velia

together with what remains of Parmeneides' poem, as 

well as the other traditions about him-it's already 

becoming clear that the same was true of the man he 

admired and was influenced by so much. 

This isn't simply a matter of biography, of interest

ing details from Parmeneides' life. In fact it's only when 

we notice how the roles of Iatromantis and of lawgiver 

influenced even the smallest aspects of his poetry that we 

can really begin to understand what he was saying. 

ONCE AGAIN we have to turn to Plato-and to the last 

work he ever wrote. It's called The Laws.

Right at the heart of the whole work there's the 

image of an ideal city. And right at the heart of the city, 

the key to its existence, is its governing body. 

Plato was perfectly clear about the main details of 

how it's to be governed. The highest authorities in pre

serving justice and supervising matters of law are to be 

priests-but not just any kind of priests. Quite specifi

cally, they're to be joint priests 'of Apollo and the Sun'. 
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He went on to explain at great length how, after these 

people die, they're to be treated and worshipped as 

heroes. And the overall features of what he describes

the lives of the priests, their deaths-aren't his invention 

at all. It was shown some time ago that they derive from 

what he learned about at first hand on his visits to 

southern Italy and Sicily: in fact they faithfully reflect 

Pythagorean traditions and practices. 

Really there's no need to be surprised at finding 

Pythagorean traditions being given such a central place 

in his final work. Pythagoreans governed whole cities in 

southern Italy according to their own principles. They 

managed to bring together the inner and outer, politics 

and the love of wisdom, theory and practice, in a way 

Plato himself was never able to imitate or achieve. Ever 

since his visit to them while he was still fairly young he'd 

borrowed so much from them-especially his myths and 

mythical images. 

And it was there, among the Pythagoreans, that even 

towards the end of his days he saw his own unrealized 

ideal of the philosopher who's also a lawgiver actually 

lived out and fulfilled. 

MORE THAN ONCE IN HIS LIFETIME Plato stated in no 

uncertain terms that the final, ultimate authority for a 
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true lawgiver has to be Apollo. 'If we know what we're 

doing' then Apollo is the god to whom the most funda

mental matters of law will be entrusted. 

And he was careful to include-among the most 

important and essential of all these matters of law-one 

particular issue that by now should be very familiar. This 

is the issue of the exact procedures to be followed by a 

lawgiver in building hero-shrines and establishing the 

worship of heroes. 

But Plato was also careful to explain as precisely as 

possible just what's expected of the lawgivers in such 

cases, to specify their role and function. And they're not 

quite what you'd expect. 

One of the most crucial things they have to do is this: 

simply to follow the guidance that's been given to people 

'through divine visions, or else through inspiration re

ceived by someone from the gods and then disclosed to 

others'. So for all their high position, for all the influence 

and power you'd imagine they would have, the lawgivers 

aren't supposed to take the initiative at all in matters of 

the greatest importance or do things in the way that they 

themselves might like. They're not even allowed to. 

Their job is to follow and accept, take note and obey. 

Essentially they just have to let themselves be guided by 

the inspirations or visions once given to others, resisting 

any temptation to interfere. 'In all these things the 

lawgiver mustn't change even the smallest detail.' 
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And there's not the slightest doubt about the kind of 

practice Plato had in mind. For in fact he's referring to 

something very specific. 

Legends still survive about the greatest of the ancient 

lawgivers in southern Italy-lawgivers who happen to 

have been seen as particularly important figures by 

Pythagoreans. In social terms they might have been 

nobodies, the poorest of the poor. But this didn't prevent 

them being taken seriously, or being treated with every 

possible honour, when they disclosed to others what 

today would be unthinkable: chat gods had come to chem 

in a dream and given chem laws. 

We still know quite a few names of Greeks-and 

non-Greeks-who once were famous for having laws 

revealed to chem in visions or dreams . You can find them 

listed in modern books alongside Parmeneides because, 

just as he described at the start of his poem how he'd 

received his knowledge of reality by meeting a goddess, 

they were said to have received their laws through en

counters with a goddess or god. 

But there's one thing that hasn't been noticed in the 

process of drawing up these lists. Parmeneides' own 

reputation among the Greeks wasn't only for being an 

inspired philosopher or poet. He was also known as a 

lawgiver himself. 

And if we look, we can start to see the reasons why. 
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AT THE END OF HIS LAWS, in the very last lines and words 

he ever published, Plato added one extra dimension to 

his image of an ideal city. 

Since then, it's been a cause of endless confusion. 

Historians have offered the most extraordinary explana

tions for it; others dismiss it as completely superfluous, 

redundant, a sign of growing senility. 

He described how behind the governing body with 

the greatest apparent authority in matters of law there's 

to be another even more powerful group of people, also 

made up to a large extent of those priests of Apollo and 

the Sun. This will be a group responsible not just for 

making or supervising laws but for continually deepen

ing its understanding of their purpose, their source. 

And what's strangest of all about this group of people 

is the name he decided to give it-as well as the time he 

specified for when they need to meet. 

He called it the Night Gathering; and in spite of the 

name he insisted that it has to assemble every single day 

not at the beginning or middle of the night but during 

the precise interval 'from earliest dawn until sunrise'. 

Certainly he gave a reason for why it has to meet 

then, rather than at any other time: 'because this is the 

time that will allow everyone involved the greatest leisure 

and freedom from their other activities and commitments'. 
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But whatever else most scholars have felt about Plato's 

idea of a Night Gathering, they haven't been able to help 

suspecting that this talk of schedules and free time is just 

a trivialization-a weak rationalizing of something else. 

They're quite right. To understand what's involved 

you only have to remember the Pythagoreans in southern 

Italy, and their appreciation for the lesson Orpheus 

learned when he went down through incubation to the 

world of the dead: that Apollo is fundamentally linked 

to Night because both their powers have one and the 

same source. 

But that's not all. There's also the oldest known 

account of Orpheus' descent to the underworld, which 

happens as well to be the oldest known passage identify

ing the Sun with Apollo. The passage describes what 

Orpheus-priest of Apollo and the Sun-used to do 

after he'd gone down to the underworld and seen what 

there is to be seen there. It explains how 'he would get up 

at night', while people were still asleep, climb a moun

tain, and 'wait from earliest dawn until sunrise so he 

could be the first to catch a glimpse of the Sun'. 

And what he saw when the sun rose wasn't just the 

object we see in the sky, but what he'd been shown in 

another world. 

Always Plato is praised for his extraordinary creat

ivity as a writer; for the wonderfully evocative quality of 

his myths and mythical imagery. What's never noticed 

is the ways he chose to take over older mythological 
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traditions and-through lack of interest, or simply as a 

result of misunderstanding-obscure their significance, 

jumble the details, blur the edges of what once had been 

the finest of distinctions. What's never even mentioned 

is just how much was covered over and lost. 

AND YOU MIGHT ASK: is the fact that Orpheus was a 

priest of Apollo and the Sun the only reason why the 

mythology about him had such a particular influence 

in shaping what Plato talked about right at the end of 

his book on laws? Or could it be that somewhere there's 

more to the matter than this? 

The answer is that there is. 

Those south-Italian vases that show Orpheus while 

he's in the underworld also show him together with the 

goddess Justice. When he comes face to face with 

Persephone, Justice is standing in the background. And 

there are passages from Orphic poetry that fill in a few 

of the gaps about this shadowy figure. 

The name of her father was Law. And apart from her 

we're told that there was another goddess who also kept 

watch beside her, right at the entrance to the cave of 

Night. While Justice has the job of making sure that laws 

are respected and justice is done, this other goddess is the 

maker and creator of laws. She's the divine lawgiver for 

the universe. 
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So when Parmeneides went down to the under

world, to the realms of Night and the goddess Justice, 

he was taken to precisely the place where all laws come 

from: co the mythical source of lawgiving where the 

lawgiver is given his laws. 

PARMENEIDES' GODDESS Justice is simply a philosophical 

abstraction for scholars nowadays-a symbol for the 

rigour and correctness of his reasoning powers. Bue she 

has a greater significance than chat. And it's not just a 

question of isolated features in some legends about 

Orpheus. 

You may remember about that man from Crete who 

was called a kouros: who was said to have slept in a cave 

for years and then, when he became famous, explained 

chat his teacher had been his dream. 

He's the man who was supposed co have learned 

about the world of the dead and the judgement of the 

dead; co have had 'encounters while dreaming with gods 

and the teachings of gods, and with Justice and Truth'. 

We've already seen how relevant this is to Parmeneides' 

own account of his descent into the underworld, of 

what he learned there about Justice and Truth-and of 

his meetings with goddesses including Justice herself, 

guarding the entrance to the Mansions of Night. 
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But there's even more to these mythical details than 

you might guess. 

According to legend, it was after his encounter with 

Justice and Truth that the man from Crete was called to 

ancient Athens to heal the city of a massive plague. And 

the old stories about him-his name is Epimenides

give a good idea of what form this healing took. 

Pardy it took the form of rituals demanding pa

tience: involving the ability to watch animals, to follow 

them in their movements. Pardy it was a matter of 

insisting chat Athenians start putting an end to the 

barbaric subordination of women and treating them less 

harshly. 

But above all, Epimenides' healing of the Athenians 

was explained as a matter of introducing 'justice' to the 

city by paving the way for new legislation and laws. This 

isn't some arbitrary idea. On the contrary, here you can 

see how deep the connection went for a Iatromancis 

between healing and lawgiving: to give good laws to a 

city is to heal it. 

And as for the underlying logic and implication in 

this whole sequence of events, they should be obvious 

enough. The goddess Justice opens the way to justice. It's 

through encountering Justice in another world, another 

state of consciousness, that you're able to bring justice 

into this. 
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You COULD SAY all this talk about justice and lawgiving 

and another world is nothing but legends, images, my

thology-the stuff that dreams are made of. And you'd 

have every reason to say so. 

But you'd be wrong. 

There are other traditions that show Epimenides 

wasn't the only person from Crete who was known for 

finding justice as the result of a dream. And even more 

importantly, they make it clear that Epimenides' legend

ary experience of happening to fall asleep in a Cretan 

cave doesn't simply refer to some accident or chance. 

For according to these traditions the great lawgivers 

of Crete were kouros figures who had their laws revealed 

to them, in a cave, through the ritual practice of incuba

tion. 

The myths aren't only myths. They point to the 

actual use of incubatory techniques as a preparation for 

lawgiving. And they provide a perfect example of what 

later Greek writers meant when they said incubation had 

given humans two of the greatest blessings-healing, 

and good laws. 

So we're brought back to incubation once again. 

Again, behind the veil of abstractions that we've come to 

insist is all that exists we're faced with the traces of 
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another reality: a reality once entered and experienced by 

people who knew how. 

And as far as Parmeneides himself is concerned, the 

fact that the best evidence for this direct link between 

incubation and lawgiving comes from Crete is rather 

significant. In the whole Greek world there are two 

particular places that offer the closest of parallels for the 

kouros rituals once practised on Crete. One is Miletus. 

The other is the town of Phocaea. 

AND THOSE KOUROS TRADITIONS once known in Crete or 

other places-they never died out. After all, it would be 

strange if what has to do with things that never change 

wasn't essentially to stay the same. 

You find them again in the East, surviving in tradi

tions that grew up around the figure known in Persian as 

javanmard, in Arabic as fota. Both words mean 'young 

man', just like the Greek kouros.

Literally they were used, exactly the same as kouros

in ancient Greek, for referring to someone under thirty 

years old. But in practice the words also had a far wider 

and much more technical meaning. 

A fota or javanmard was the man of any age who's 

gone beyond time, who through the intensity of longing 
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has made the initiatory journey outside of time and space 

and come to the heart of reality; who's found what never 

ages or dies. 

Among Sufis and other mystics, especially in Persia, 

it was explained that there's never a time when these 

'young men' don't exist somewhere on earth. The tradi

tion they belong to is kept alive in a line of continuous 

succession that isn't tied to any particular country, or 

religion. And it's kept alive for one very simple reason: 

because the world we live in couldn't survive without 

them. They're the prophets, often ignored and almost 

always misunderstood, who keep existing because they 

have co. 

It's only through chem that the thread connecting 

humanity with reality stays intact. They have the respon

sibility of making the hero's journey into another world, 

co the source of light in the darkness, and bringing back 

the timeless knowledge chat they find there. Without this 

knowledge or guidance, people would be totally deaf and 

blind. They'd be completely lost in their own confusion. 

To a great extent this figure of the javanmard or fata 

has its origin in the ancient heroic traditions of the 

Iranians. But it had other origins as well. One of the most 

significant was the traditions about early Greek philoso

phy that were carried down from Alexandria into the 

Egyptian desert and sometimes kept alive for centuries by 

small groups of alchemists before being passed on to the 

East-into the Arab and Persian worlds. 
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Seen through the eyes of Arab alchemists, or Pcn,i.111 

mystics, the earliest Greek philosophers weren't just 

thinkers or rationalists. They were links in an initiatory 

chain of succession. It was only later that their teachings 

were gradually swamped by intellectualism: that 'the 

traces of the paths of the ancient sages disappeared' and 

'their directions were either wiped out, or corrupted and 

distorted'. 

As for what those philosophers once wrote, it was 

expressed in riddles because they weren't interested in 

giving easy or theoretical answers. Their concern was co 

make you realize inside yourself what others might 

simply think or talk about. They had the power to 

transform people, to lead them through a process of 

death and rebirth to what lies beyond the human condi

tion; co bring orphans back into the family they'd always 

belonged co. 

And in addition co all this, they were understood as 

performing one particular role. 

It was said that they'd been lawgivers-not just any 

kind of lawgiver but lawgivers who are prophets, who've 

received their laws from another world. 
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A Matter of Practicalities 

T
HE IDEA OF PEOPLE RECEMNG LAWS THROUGH 

dreams or other states of awareness, of being 

given them in another world: this is as remote as possible 

from what we nowadays consider reality. In fact it's so 

remote that we can hardly believe such an idea could ever 

have been more than just that-an idea. And yet it was. 

But even to go so far as to admit that once it was a 

reality in the West isn't enough. It's still to miss the point. 

That reality isn't anything at all like the one we're used to; 

and this is why at such a deep level we feel the need to 

deny its existence. For the fact is that we're up against 

something we simply don't understand. 

To us nothing could seem more absurdly impractical 

than the idea of creating new laws by lying in total silence 

and stillness. But from the point of view of people who 

once did this, it's our own ideas of practicality that are 

totally impractical. 

We think that being practical means kccp111g 1,11',� 

getting on with our lives, rushing from one distraction to 

another, finding more and more substitutes for what we 

dimly sense but don't know how to face or discover. It's 

here that the problems come in-problems in under

standing our past as well as ourselves. 

The situation is exactly the same when it comes to 

making sense of Parmeneides' own teaching in his poem. 

Some time ago a writer took the trouble to state in 

so many words what no other historian would dare to 

doubt, or would even bother to mention. He wrote that 

'there is not the slightest indication' of Parmeneides' 

philosophy having any possible bearing on our lives and 

what we do with our lives, on the practicalities of our life

career and life-style: that his teaching is purely speculative 

and theoretical. 

And yet Parmeneides himself offers a very different 

picture. There's nothing theoretical or impractical at all 

in how-even before starting his explanation of reality

he describes the imaginary road 'that human beings 

wander along, knowing nothing', going absolutely no

where: 

For helplessness in their chests is what steers their wandering minds 

as they're carried along in a daze, deaf and blind at the same time, 

indistinguishable, undistinguishing crowds. 
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On the contrary, what he's saying is so practical that it 

undermines every notion we have about what practical

ity really is. If you take it seriously, you can never live your 

life the same way again. 

At first sight there's something rather alarming 

about how, over the centuries, scholars have developed 

the most sophisticated techniques for avoiding the sim

ple implication of what Parmeneides says. Some have 

claimed-with total disregard for his own words-that 

he's not talking about people in general, that he's just 

criticizing one or two philosophers. Others see how 

absurd this explanation is, and accept that he's referring 

co human beings as a whole. 

And there are even those who with measured reason

ableness spell out the conclusion that the humans 

Parmeneides is referring to are clearly 'ordinary' mortals, 

'who only see their daily surroundings but cannot see 

through them'. 

But in all the time that's been spent studying 

Parmeneides' poem, analyzing it and arguing and writing 

about it, nobody has ever dared to ask one straightfor

ward question. Could he possibly be referring to us? 

In fact it's not so alarming that this very practical 

question hasn't ever been asked. It's not alarming at all, 

because it confirms in the most direct way possible just 

how accurate Parmeneides' description is. 

Our wandering minds are so restless that they keep 

rushing this way and that, carrying us from theory to
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theory, from one sophisticated explanation to ano1 llt'I. 

But they don't have the stillness that would ever allow the 

focus of our awareness to settle for more than the briefest 

moment on ourselves. 

That's why, after more than two thousand years of 

arguing and theorizing and reasoning, still no one is able 

to agree for very long with anybody else about anything 

important. And it's why no amount of chinking will ever 

get us to the point of seeing the truth about ourselves

unless it brings us to the point of realizing that something 

else is needed. 

ANY UNDERSTANDING of what Parmeneides' teaching ori

ginally meant or represented soon vanished in the West. 

Bue even so, a general awareness that it once had 

contained something very real-and profoundly practi

cal-continued to spread through the ancient world like 

ripples on water. 

There's one peculiar statement in an ancient text 

that always meets with a mixture of embarrassment and 

silence. It's a statement that makes no sense at all if 

Parmeneides was only a theoretical philosopher. 

The text talks quite simply about the supreme 

wisdom of trying, 'in word but also in action, to live a 

Pythagorean and Parmenidean way of life'. And it goes 

on to say that, for each of us, our whole life is a riddle 
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waiting to be solved. The writer adds that really there's no 

greater danger or conceivable risk than failing to solve the 

riddle-in our lives and through them. 

The mention of a Pythagorean as well as Parmenidean 

way of life might seem helpful in understanding what's 

involved. But even that has come to mean almost noth

ing. Nowadays it's usually assumed that Pythagoreans 

were little more than impractical dreamers, their minds 

fogged and obsessed with mysticism because all that 

interested them was the existence of some nebulous other 

world. 

And yet the reality was very different. Even the words 

we've become most familiar with still have their own 

story to tell. The evidence indicates that the first Greeks 

who ever coined the word 'philosophy' in the technical 

sense of love of wisdom were Pythagoreans-which is 

hardly surprising, considering their fondness for coining 

new words or giving existing ones new meanings. 

But for them philosophy hadn't become what it is for 

us. To them it was something that involved the whole of 

their being, that led to completeness and freedom. There 

were no half measures: wisdom demands everything you 

are. 

We can still see examples of what that used to mean. 

The man who happens to have played the role of host 

when Plato travelled out to southern Italy to visit the 

Pythagoreans is sometimes pictured in modern literature 
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as a quaint old eccentric, someone who loved spending 

his time inventing toys for children. And it's quite true 

that he was an inventor. As a matter of fact he was one of 

a number of Pythagoreans who used to be mechanical 

designers and engineers. 

He also governed the city he lived in; and he was the 

commander of one of the most powerful armies in Italy. 

For the Pythagoreans fought if necessary to defend their 

lives and laws and traditions-against local tribes, also 

against the Athenian threat. 

And they fought in ways we have no idea of any 

more. The early history of weaponry in the West devel

oped through them. They invented types of artillery, 

based on principles of harmony and balance, that re

mained the standard form of weapon for almost two 

thousand years. To them even war was a great harmony

played by the artillery commander, heard in the catapult 

strings. 

As far as they were concerned, harmony wasn't some 

celestial ideal. And it had nothing at all to do with 

sentimental ideas of sweetness and peace. 

ONE OTHER REPORT about Parmeneides' teaching is worth 

mentioning, too. It has to do with Zeno-and Zeno's 

death. 
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There used to be many stories about how he died, in 

complete silence, under torture; but common to all the 

versions is the central theme of him being murdered by 

a local tyrant when he was caught leading an armed 

conspiracy. And one ancient writer makes a statement 

that's been translated as explaining how, when Zeno saw 

his life was over, he 'committed the work of Parmenides 

to the flames as being precious as pure gold'. 

And yet the original Greek doesn't quite mean that. 

What it does say is that, through his suffering, 'he tested 

Parmenides' teaching in fire like gold that's pure and 

true. 

You might think this is all romantic invention

especially as the stories contain features typical of accounts 

about the heroism of Pythagorean women and men in 

the face of death. But as some scholars have realized, there 

are very particular details in the stories of Zeno's death 

that show they're basically no fantasy at all; and recent 

archaeological discoveries quite close to Sicily have made 

it even clearer that inside them there's a definite kernel 

of truth. 

To be more precise: the details indicate that Zeno 

died smuggling arms out of Velia to help the people on 

a small, volcanic island just off the coast of Sicily defend 

themselves against the advancing power of Athens. 

And of course, as we all know, Athens won the day. 
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Invisible Lightning 

P
ERHAPS YOU'VE NOTICED IT OUT OF THE 

corner of your eye-how even the most 

seemingly ordinary events can sometimes have such an 

immense significance they slip right through our aware

ness. And sometimes things can come to light, discoveries 

are made, that literally make no sense. The brain hardly 

registers them, or just refuses to register them at all. 

The situation could be compared to thunder and 

lightning out in the countryside, so intense they can't be 

seen or heard: invisible lightning, silent thunder. Our 

minds simply won't acknowledge what's happened. And 

it's not only chat everything seems to go on exactly as it 

did before; we're not even conscious of anything happen

mg. 

But there, where our awareness doesn't yet want to 

reach-chat's where the future lies. 

The archaeologists are still digging at Velia, measur

ing the ancient streets, mapping out the remains of old 

buildings down to the nearest fraction of an inch. Every

thing goes on as it did before. 



And as to those inscriptions for Parmeneides and the 

Oulis healers, and for the Ouliades who was a Iatromantis: 

they're little more than statistics now, inventory numbers 

that might as well never have existed. Really there's no 

need to go on pushing the evidence aside any more. It's 

already forgotten; past history. But just for safekeeping 

everything's been stored away in dark warehouses, well 

out of the public's sight and reach. 

You might be tempted to describe the way that 

Parmeneides and the people close to him have been 

treated in the last two thousand years as a conspiracy, a 

conspiracy of silence. And in a very basic sense you'd be 

right. 

But at the same time all these dramas of misrepresen

tation, of misuse and abuse, are nothing compared with 

what's been done to the central part of his teachings-or 

the writings of his successors. And the dramas fade away 

almost into insignificance compared with the extraordi

nary power of those teachings as they still survive: a 

power that's waiting to be understood again and used, 

not just talked about or pushed aside. This is what we' ll 

need to explore next, and start rediscovering step by step. 

So everything that's been mentioned so far

Parmeneides' opening account of his journey to another 

world, the traditions about him, the finds at Velia-may 

seem a story in itself or even a story within a story. But the 
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story is far from finished, and this book that you've come 

to the end of is only the beginning: the first chaptt:r. 
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75-9. Apollo and incubation: Deubner 32-8, 55-6 n.; C. Dugas, BCI-I 34
(1910) 235-40; W.  Deonna, Revue de /'histoire des reli9ions 83 (1921) 166-
8; Asel. ii 99, 191 n. 1; S. Eitrem, Drake/ und Mysterien amAus9an9 der Antike 
(Zurich 1947) 51-2; F. Graf, Nordionische Kulte (Rome 1985) 250-5. At
Hierapolis: Damasc.ius, L!fe e

f

lsidorus 131 ( ... enkatheudesas ... ) with
Deubner 6-7 (enkatheudein). In magic: Eitrem 51-2. Miletus and Phocaea:
RE ii 1 (1894) 2362 § 5 and i/2 ( 1896) 113 (Apollonia); Der Neue Pauly i
(1996) 592 (Arnisus); F. Bilabel, Die ionische Kolonisation (Leipzig 1920)
14, 29. Priests of Apollo the healer at !stria: S. Lambrino, Archaiolo9ike 
Ephemeris (1937) 352-62. Apollo Pholeuterios: D. M. Pippidi in Stele: 

comos eis mnemen Nikolaou Kontoleontos (Athens 1980) 40-3 ('I confess ... ');
SEG 30 ( 1980) §§ 798, 1225; G. Sacco, Rivista di .filolo9ia e di istruzione 
classica 109 (1981) 36-40.

Apollo 

Rationalizing of Apollo: K. Latte, Harvard Theolo9ical Review 33 (1940) 9-
1 O; E. R. Dodds, The Greeks and the irrational (Berkeley 1956) 68-9. Of 
Asclepius: G. Vlastos, Review efReli9ion 13 (1948) 269-90. Incantatory 
language, trance and riddles: Burkert in Apollo, ed. J. Solomon (Tucson 
1994) 49-60. Apollo at Rome: Deubner 32 n. 1. His priestess: Dodds 69-
70. Apollo, caves, darkness, underworld and death: ibid., 91-2 n. 66; C.
Schefer, Platon unclApollon (Sankt Augustin 1996) 10-17, 27-8, 162-74.
The temples above a cave: J. H. Croon, Herdsman ef the cleacl (Utrecht
1952) 76 (Hierapolis); Archaeolo9ical Reports (1959-60) 42-3, LS 145 n.,
155, L. Robert, Opera minora selecta vi (Amsterdam 1989) 28-9 (Clarus).
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Apollo and the sun: Museum Helveticum 7 (19 1.111 Ill 
(1968) 182; P. Boyance in Melan9es Carcopino (P,11 i• 1 111 !II l'f J 
Burkert 21 and Grazer Beitra9e 4 (1975) 73 4-; Der id,'"' I 111/1 I 11 
446-7; F. Ahl, American Journal ef Philology I O 3 ( I 'Iii 'l 111 '411 11
Metzler in Antidoron: Festschr!ft fr.ir Jiir9en Thlmmc (h,11 l;i 11111 1 'IM 11
LIMCii/1 (1984) 244-6;Schefer196-7.'Thcsilenl ,1,11111 • I 111ll'hl
fragment 775 (Nauck); Boyance 151-2. Orphcu�,Apull11, 1111 �1111 M I
West, The Orphic poems (Oxford 1983) 12-13 and \/11,/1,, 111 1, , 111 /,1
(Stuttgart 1990) 32-4 7; G. Colli, La sa9essearecque i (Crn11I, ... 1 •1•1111 I '111

9. Orpheus, Apollo, Night: Plutarch, Moral essays 566h 1, , II' 1111 I \ � H,
282-7.

Apollo making love to Persephone: West, Orphic poems 1> 1,, IIH, I (I( I

Healing and death: Asel. i 106,ii 128-9, 215. Persephonc's he;iling 10111'11 
0. Weinreich, Antike Heilun9swunder (Giessen 1909) 11, 38. J tt,,·o
figures, Apollo and Persephone: LS 149-50 with n. 157 (Abaris); I. M.
Linforth, The arts ef Orpheus (Berkeley 1941) 4-5, 22-3, 28, 61 4, 192,
262-3 (Orpheus).

Goddess 

Persephone's home: 1-Iesiod, Theo9ony736-74. Her right hand: L/MCviii/ 
1 (1997) 972 §§ 272, 274. Anonymity of underworld divinities: Rohde 

185; M. L. West, Hesiod, Theo9ony (Oxford 1966) 369-70; Burkert 13-
14; M. Guarducci, Atti della Accaclemia Nazionale clei Lincei, Rencliconti 33 
(1978) 274-6; SEG 30 (1980) § 326; A. M. Ardovino, Archeolo9ia classica 
32 ( 1980) 56; A. D. H. Bivar in Studies in Mithraism, ed. J. R. Hinnells 
(Rome 1994) 63. Anonymity of Persephone (outside Italy): Sophocles, 
Oedipus Coloneus 683, 1548; L. R. Farnell, Cultsefthe Greek states iii (Oxford 

1907) 132- 41; G. E. Mylonas, Eleusis ancl the Eleusinian mysteries(Princeton, 

NJ 1961) 198,238; C. Kerenyi, Eleusis (NewYork 1967) 26-9, 152-5; 
L. Polacco, Numismatica e antichita classiche 15 (1986) 28; K. Clinton,
Opuscula Atheniensia 16 ( 1986) 44 and in Greek sanctuaries, ed. N. Marinatos

and R. Hagg (London 1993) 113, 120, 124; SEG 40 (1990) § 1159; C. A.
Faraone, Talismans and Trojan horses (New York 1992) 62 (oracle of
Apollo); APMM 354. In Italy: Corpus inscriptionum Graecarum xiv (Berlin
1890) §§ 630, 644, 665; G. Giannelli, Culti e miti clella Ma9na Grecia 

(Florence 1924) 127-8, 187-97; P. Zancani Montuoro, Atti Acc. Naz. 
Line., Rend. 14 (1959) 225-8; Burkert 14 n. 31 and LS 113 n. 21; G. Zunlz,
Persephone (Oxford 1971) 317 n. 1; M. L. Lazzarini, Lejormule delle cleclichc 
votive nella Grecia arcaica (Rome 1976) 76, 205-6.
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Velian dedication to Persephone: G. Antonini, La Lucania i (Naples 

1795) 302-5; J. C. Orelli, lnscriptionum Latinarum selectarum collectio 
i (Zurich 1828) § 2512; Corpus inscr iptionum Latinarum x (Berlin 1883) 
§ 98*. The rock inscription: F. Ribezzo, Rivista indo-9reco-italica 21 ( 1937)

210; P. Ebner, Rivista ltaliana di Numismatica 51 (1949) 9-1 O; PP 21 (1966)
332, 337-8. Between Velia and Posidonia: Corp. inscr. Lai. x § 467.
Persephone at Posidonia: Giannelli 127-8; J. G. Pedley, Paeswm (London

1990) 20, 88-9, 99-100. Rome: G. Wissowa, Reli9ion und Kultus der 
Romer (2nd ed., Munich 1912) 298; Burkert 22; J.-P. Morel, BCH 99 

(1975) 864, 893. Velian worship of Persephone and Demeter from
Phocaea: Ebner 1 O; F. Graf, Nordionische Kulte (Rome 1985) 418.

Iatromantis 

The man from Crete: DK i 27-37; H. Demoulin, Epimenide de Crete 
(Brussels 1901); G. Colli, La sa9esse arecque ii (Combas 1991) 44--75; 
APMM 284 n., 287 n. (Epimenides). Pythagoras and Anatolian traditions: 
Burkert 23-6;LS 155 n. 197 (Samos);APMM225, 293- 4, 331. Pythagoras, 

Pythagoreans, incubation: Hippolytus, Refutation e
f

all heresies 1 .2 .18; LS 
155-61; I. P. Culianu, Studi storico reli9iosi 4 (1980) 291, 294-5; APMM 
282-8. Incubation and death: J. D. P. Bolton, Aristeas ef Proconnesus
(Oxford 1962) 153-6; LS 151-61; J. Hani, Revue des etudes 9recques 88 
(1975) 108-12; Culianu 295 and Psychanodia i (Leiden 1983) 44. 
Parmenides, incubation and experts at incubation: Diels 13-2 2; Demoulin 
99; J. S. Morrison,Journal efHeJlenic Studies 75 (1955) 59-60; Gnomon 35 
(1963) 239-40; Burkert; LS 283-4; Culianu, Swdi storico reli9iosi 4 ( 1980) 

295, 300; A. Francotte in Melan9es Ph. Marrais (Paris 1985) 30-7. 

Ecstasy 

The inscription: PP 25 ( 1970) 24 7, 262. Ouliades: L. Zgusta, Kleinasiatische 
Personennamen (Prague 1964) 398; P. Merlan, Kleine philosophische Schr!.ften 
(Hildesheim 1976) I O; 0. Masson, Journal des Savants ( 1988) 173-81 . 
latromantis :Aeschylus, Suppliant women 260-70 (' son of Apollo'), Eumenides 
61-3 (Apollo);Aristophanes, Plutus 8-11; Rohde 132-3;].Viirtheim,
Aischylos' Schuteflehende (Amsterdam 1928) 60-6; W Kranz, Empedokles 
(Zurich 1949) 27; Der Kleine Pauly i ( 1975) 645; I. P. Culianu, Studi storico 
reli9iosi 4 (1980) 287-303; APMM 220 n.; Der Neue Pauly i (1996) 865-6. 

Incantations: Plato, Charmides l 55e-158c, Republic 364b-e; P. Lain 

Entralgo, The therapy ef the word in classical antiquity (New Haven 1970); 
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A. Francotte in Melan9es Ph. Marrais (Paris 1985) 35-6; APMM 222, 247-
8, 342. Breath control: M. Detienne, La notion de dai'mon dans le Pytha9orisme 
ancien (Paris 1963) 76-85; J.P. Vernant, Mythe et pensee chez lesGrecs (Paris
1965) 65-7, 85; L. Gernet, Anthropolo9ie de la Grece antique (Paris 1976)
424-5; Francotte 26-31.

Neither sleep nor waking: Plutarch, Moral essays 590b; Iamblichus,
On the mysteries 3.2; K. H. E. de Jong, DeApuleio lsiacorum mysccriorum tescc 
(Leiden 1900) 99-106; Deubner4-5; R. Reitzenstein, Poimandrcs(Lcip'l.ig 

1904) 12 n. 1,361; Asel. i 210-11, 255-6, ii 150; G. V lastos, Review 
ef Reli9ion 13 ( 1948) 284-5; J. Leipoldt in Aus Antike und Orient, cd. 
S. Morenz (Leipzig 1950) 57; R. J. Clark, Transactions e

f 

the American 
Philolo9ical Association 99 (1968) 64, 73; J. Hani, Revue des ewdes 9recques 
88 (1975) 110; Kingsley (1993) 15-16. 

Apollo, space and time: Vi.irtheim 222; U. von Wilamowitz

Moellendorff, Kleine Schr!.ften i (Berlin 1935) 497-8; Kingsley (1994b) 

191 n. 15. Apollo and ecstasy, trance, catalepsy: K. Latte, Harvard 
Theolo9ical Review 33 (1940) 9-18; E. R. Dodds, The Greeks and the 
irrational (Berkeley 1956) 69-71; Clark 74; Culianu, Psychanodia i (Leiden 

1983) 37. 'Taken by Apollo': Herodotus, Histories 4. 13; Burkert, Gnomon 
35 (1963) 239. 'Skywalker': LS 150 n., 162 n. (aithrobates); M. Eliade, 
Shamanism: archaic techniques e

f 

ecstasy (Princcton, NJ 1964) 410; K. 

Dowman, Sky dancer (Ithaca, NY 1996) 224. Crete and Mesopotamia: 
Burkert, The orientalizin9 revolution (Cambridge, MA l 992) 60-3 
(Epimenides); S. Dalley, The le9acy e

f

Mesopotamia (Oxford 1998) 86-8, 
104. Greek shamanism and the East: K. Meuli, Hermes 70 (1935) 121-76;

E. D. Phillips, Artibus Asiae 18 ( 1955) 161-77; LS 162-3; G. M. Bongard

Levin and E. A. Grantovskij, De la Scythie a l'lnde (Paris 1981 ); D. Metzler
in Antidoron: Festschr!.ft j'tir Jiir9en Thimme (Karlsruhe 1983) 75-82; J.

Bremmer, The early Greek concept o_{the soul (Princeton, NJ 1983) 39-40;
F. Graf, Nordionische Kulte (Rome 1985) 390, 392; Francotte 33 n. 2;
C. Ginzburg, Ecstasies (London 1990) 207-9 5; P. Gignoux, Les inscriptions 
de Kirdfr et sa vision de l'au-dela (Rome 1990); Kingsley (1994b); APMM 
224-7.

Tur9'a: Eliade, Yo9a: immortality and freedom (New York 1958) 57 n.,
99, 124. Parmenides and shamanism: Diels 14-15; Meuli 171-2; Burkert, 

Gnomon 35 (1963) 239-40 and LS 283-4; W. K. C. Guthrie, A history<!/ 
Greek philosophy ii (Cambridge 1965) 11-12; Mourelatos 42-4; M. L. 
West, Early Greek philosophy and the Orient (Oxford 1971) 225-6; Metzler 
78; Francotte 41-7; R. Bohme, Die verkannte Muse (Bern 1986) 11 3 17; 

M. Duichin, Abstracta 3/28 (1988) 28; Kingsley (1994b) 190 n. Apollo
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and shamanism: Phillips 176-7; Eliade, Shamanism 388; Hani I 16-18; J. 
F. Kindstrand, Anacharsis (Uppsala 1981) 18-20; Metzler 7 5; Kingsley
(1994b) 191.

The Sound cif Pipin9 

Aristotle on philosophical poetry: APMM 43-4, 53. The Platonists: DK i 
220.30-43; Mourelatos 36 n. 77. 'Hard to excuse .. .': J. Barnes, The 
Presocratic philosophers (2nd ed., London 1982) 155. Modern praise for 
Parmenides' poetry: J. Beaufret, Le poeme de Parmenide (Paris 1955) 8; 
Mourelatos 224 5; A. Francotte in Melanges Ph. Marrais (Paris 1985) 39. 
His use of sound: H. Pfeiffer, Die Stellun9 des parmenideischen Lehrgedichtes 
in derepischen Tradition (Bonn 1975) 187. Of metre and rhythm: Mourelatos 
2, 264-8. Humour, word play, ambiguity: 0. Kern, Arch iv fiir Geschichte 
der Philosophie 3 (1890) 174; Mourelatos 156, 222-63. His oracular and 
initiatory language: C. 1-1. Kahn, Anaximander and the origins ef Greek 
cosmoloBY (New York 1960) 227; M. Timpanaro Carclini, Studi classici e 
orientali 16 (1967) 171; Burkert 4 -5; APMM 354. The language of 
initiation: APMM 360-3; Parabola 22 I l ( 1997) 2 1-2. 

Starting where thcy startcd:APMM6-7, 385. 'Naive' ... 'expressive 
failure': Diels 23-4; Mourelatos 35. Poetic use of 1·epetition: E. R. 
Dodds, The Greeks and the irrational (Berkeley 1956) 123 n. 20. Repetition 
and incantation: S. Eitrem, Papyri Osloenses i (Oslo 1925) 58-9; Dodds, 
The ancient concept <?f progress (Oxford 1973) 199-200; N. J. Richardson, 
The Homeric Hymn to Demeter (Oxford 1974) 61, 159, 229; W. M. 
Brashear, Magica varia (Brussels 1991) 42; C. A. Faraone, Classical journal 
89 (1993) 4-5. 

Philosophy and words of power: APMM 222, 230-2, 247-8, 299, 
361-3. 

'He doesn't need .. .': P. Boyance, Le cuhe des Muses chez Jes philosophes 
9recs (Paris 1936) 76. 

'Song' and 'road': K. Meuli, Hermes 70 (1935) 172-3; W. K. C. 
Guthrie, A history <?[Greek philosophy ii (Cambi-idge 1965) 12-1 3. Shamanic 
background to Orphic tradition: Kingsley (1994b) l 89-90; APMM 226. 
Shamanism, magic and Greek epic: Meuli 164-76; E. D. Phillips, Artibus 
Asiae 18 (1955) 176 n.; M. L. West, Hesiod, Theogony (Oxford 1966) 2-
16. Repetition in shamanism: H. Munn in Hallucino9ens anclshamanism, ed. 
M. J. Harner (New York 1973) 86-122; Shamanism, ed. S. Nicholson
(Wheaton, IL 1987) 3, 13, 91, 117-20.

'Reduction of appearances': Kahn, Gnomon 42 (1970) 118. The 
roots of existence: West 361-4. 
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Pythagorean silence: LS 178-9. Incubation, spinning, piping or 
whistling: Plutarch, Moral essays 590b-d; lamblichus, 0111.he mysteries 3.2; 
Deubner 10 (rhoizos). Parmenides' journey and kundalin,: Symbolon 7 
(1971) 76 == 0. M. Hinze, Tantra vidyo (Delhi 1979) 107. 

Recipe for immortality: PCM IV.475-829; A.-J. Festugirrc, fa 
revelation d'Hermes Trismegiste i (2nd ed., Paris 1950) 303 8; G. Fowdcn, 
The EB)'ptian Hermes (Cambridge 1986) 82-4; APMM 221,313, 374 5. 
Making the sound of a syrinx: PCM IV.561, 578; A. Dicte.-ich, Abra.rnr 
(Leipzig 1891) 23 and Eine Mithraslicur9ie (3rd ed., Leipzig 1923) 42. And 
breath control: PCM Xlll.933-46. The sound of silence: Dieterich, 
Mithraslit. 42-3. 'I too am a star .. .': PCM IV.574-5. The sound of 
creation: H. Lewy, Chalclaean Oracles and theurBY (2nd ed., Paris 1978) 18 
n. 46, 85 n. 69, 110 n., 404 n. 12,406 n. 22 (rhoizos). Sound of the stars
and planets: Lewy 19 n., 193 n. 63,255 n. 99,256 n. 102,412 n. 43; E.
des Places,Jamblique, Les mysteres d' EB)'pte (Paris 1966) 18, 109. Sound of
the wind: Orphic hymns 34.25; Orphicorum Jra9menta, fragment 297b
(Kern); Macrobius, Saturnalia 1.21.9. Harmony of the spheres: Plutarch 
590c-d; Iamblichus, On the mysteries 3.9 and The Pytha9orean life 65; LS 
357. 'There's no tearing one's heart away .. .' : Lewy 18 n. 46; ibid., 696
= Dodds, Harvard Theolo9ical Rel'iew 54 ( 1961) 266; H. Erbse, Theosophorum 
Graecorumjra9menta (2nd ed., Stuttgart/Leipzig 1995) 8 (Clarus).

Rebirth through the sun: PCM IV .639-49. 'Sun-runner': Dieterich, 
Mithraslit. 151; M. ] . Vermaseren, Mithras, the secret 90d (London 1963) 
151-2; Scudies in Mithraism, ed. J. R. Hinnells (Rome 1994) 41, 110-13. 
Pipe hanging from the sun: PCM IV.544 -55; C. G. Jung, Symbols ef 

traniformation (London 1956) 100-2 (aufos). Sun and pipes: Macrobius, 
Saturnalia 1.21.9; Orphic hymns 8.11 (syriktes); Dieterich, Abraxas 24. 
Magical papyri, Italy and Sicily: APMM 217-391. Magical papyri, Apollo 
and Delphi: Dieterich, Abraxas 111-16. 

Apollo and snakes: Aelian, Nature ef animals 11.2; D.L. 5.91; 
Dieterich, Abra.ws 114; Museum Helveticum 7 (1950) 192; Der Kleine Pauly 
iv (1975) 1280; K. Kercnyi, Apo/Ion und Niobe (Munich 1980) 377-83 == 
Apollo (Dallas, TX 198 3) 38- 44; L/MC ii I I ( 1984) 2 30-1. Apollo as 
a snake: Deubner 32-3 n.; W. Deonna, Revue de l'histoire des reliaions 
8 3 ( 1921) 167-8; Dieterich, Abraxas 1 14 n. 5; J. Fon ten rose, Python 
(Berkeley 1959) 469-70, 492. Asclepius: Deubner 32 n.; Asel. i 215/218, 
258-9 ( ... ti phrikodes ... ). 

Syrinx and �ri9mos at Delphi: Dieterich, Abraxas 116; Fontcnrosc 
453-8; West, Ancient Greek music (Oxford 1992) i02, 212-15. And 
kouros: H. Jeanmaire, Couroi et Couretes (Lille 1939) 407; A. Brelich, Pa ides 
e parthenoi i (Rome 1969) 387-91, 406-7, 432-6, 447-9. 
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Foundin9 Hero 

The Parmenides inscription: P. Ebner, Rasse9na Storica Salemitana 23 
(1962) 6, Apollo 2 (1962) 128-9 and Jllustracecl London News, 31 August 
1963, 306; M. Napoli, FS 140-1. The Asclepius statue: V. Catalano, 
Annali de! Pontif/.cio lstituto Superiore di Scienze e Lettere "Santa Chiara" 15-16 
(1965-66) 291-2; A. de Franciscis, PP 25 (1970) 268, 278, 283-4. 
Parmen(e)ides: M. Untersteiner, Parmenide (Florence 1958) 3-4; P. 
Merlan, Kleine philosophische Schr!.ften (Hildesheim 1976) 9. Pyres: 0. 
Masson,journa/ des Savants (1988) 180. 

Physikos: Aristotle, On sense perception 436a 17-b 1 and On breathin9 

480b22-30; Macrobius, Saturnalia 7.15.14-15; K. H. E. de Jong, De 

Apuleio lsiacorum mysteriorum teste (Leiden 1900) 56 n.; J. Rohr, Der okkulte 

Kreftbe9riff im Altertum (Leipzig 1923) 77-85; M. Wellmann, Die Physika 

des Bolas Demokritos und der Ma9ier Anaxilaos aus Larissa i (Berlin 1928); 
Catalano 298-9; FS 119-24; Ebner, Giornale di metefisica 21 (1966) 105; 
V. Nutton, PP 25 (1970) 223 and Medical History 15 (1971) 6-7; RE 

Supplementband xiv (1974) 929; M. Gigante, PP 43 (1988) 224; G.
Pugliese Carratelli, Tra Cadmo e Oifeo (Bologna 1990) 279; APMM 229.
Italian philosophy, practicality and healing: APMM 217-32, 317-47.
l-Tippoc1·atic writers: On ancient medicine 20; A.-J. Festugicre, Hippocrate: 

L'Ancienne Medecine (Paris 1948) 60 n. 70; Pugliese Carratelli 279; C. A.
Huffman, Philolause

f

Croton (Cambridge 1993) 126; APMM 229-30. 'Not
to teach but to heal': Aristotle, fragment 174 (Gigon); APMM 342.

Parmeneides' poem and medicine: Ebner, Rasse9na Storica Salemitana 

22 (1961) 197 and 23 (1962) 6 n.; Merlan 8-17; H. Jucker, Museum 

f-lelveticum 25 (1968) 183 n.; J. Benedum and M. Michler, Clio medica 6 
( 1971) 303-4; G. Rocca-Serra, f-listoire des sciences medicales 19 ( 1985) 
171-2; Fabbri-Trotta 75-6. Quoted by medical experts: Rocca-Serra
172. Head of a medical school: S. Musitelli, Da Parmenide a Galena (Rome
1985).

Parmeneides as heros ktistes: Jucker 183; Benedum-Michl er 303; RE 

Supplementband xiv (1974) 933; Fabbri-Trotta 20, 72-3; F. Krinzinger, 
Ri:imische f-listorische Mitteilun9en 34/ 35 (1992/ 1993) 41. Priests of Apollo 
as heroes: A. Dieterich, Kleine Schr!.ften (Leipzig 1911) 193-5; L. R. 
Farnell, Greek hero cults and ideas <if immortality (Oxford 1921) 53-5; A. 
Laumonier, Les cultes indiscmes en Carie (Paris 1958) 555; J. D. P. Bolton, 
Aristeas ef Proconnesus (Oxford 1962) 129. latromantis figures as heroes: 
Bolton 120, 123; F. Graf, Nordionische Kulte (Rome 1985) 390-5. 
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Thr I In,· 

Parmeneides adoptsZeno:D.L. 9.25 Apoll,11111111•
1 
l1,1f111111t ltl1 f"111lt\ I 

F. Jacoby, Apollodors Chronik (Berlin 190))} I I II I, / \ I HII
Adoption in Anatolia: A. Wentzel, I fo1111<•, 6 1, ( 11 1 IOJ I I,/ /1, 

Laumonier,Les cultes indi9enes enCarie(Paris 1958) 11() I, 11/11 ''. 'N 
n. 1; M. S. Smith, Classical Qyarterly 17 (1967) 302 I 0. A11,1t11IL111 I" I<�•

and healers, adoption and fosterage: A. Cameron in 1l,w111/11111 ,111,/1, 1

presented to William Hepburn Buckler (Manchester 1939) l.' •I, ll 
Merkelbach, Roman und Mysterium in der Antike (Munich 1962) IM �

Adoption and the Hippocratic school: C. J. de Vogel, Pytha9ora.,a11.! 

early Pytha9oreanism (Assen 1966) 239-41; LS 179; G. Rocca-Serra, 
Histoire des sciences medicales 19 (1985) 172-3; Fabbri-Trotta 75; V. 
Nutton and H. von Staden in Medecine et morale clans l'antiquite (Entretiens 

sur I' antiquite classique, xliii; Vandceuvres I Geneva 1997) 196. Hippocrates, 
Asclepius, Apollo: S. Sherwin-White, Ancient Cos (Gottingen 1978) 256-
89, 301-3, 338-60; J. Jouanna,Journal des Savants (1989) 17-22; G. 
Pugliese Carratelli, Tra Cadmo e Oifeo (Bologna 1990) 276-7; von Staden 
180, 185-91. Asklepiades and Ouliades: 0. Masson, Journal des Savants 

(1988) 180; SEG 39 (1989) § 1078. 
Parmeneides and Zeno as Pythagoreans: PP 21 (1966) 329; LS 280 

n. Pythagorean creativity and originality: APMM 92-3, 160, 182, 191-4,
199, 319, 328-34. Fluidity of Pythagorean tradition: Kingsley (1990)
261 and n. 99;APMM328-34. Adoption in Pythagoreanism: L. Edelstein,
Ancient medicine (Baltimore 1967) 43-7, 57; de Vogel 240-1; LS 179-80,
294. Adoption and rebirth in the mysteries: A. Dieterich, Eine Mithraslitur9ie 

(3rd ed., Leipzig 1923) 134-55; Rohde 601-3; Merkelbach 165,238; LS

1 79-80, 294; APMM 221 . 'True fathers': Merkelbach 2 38 n. 4. Pythagorean
anonymity: APMM 163. Pythagoras and Apollo: LS 91, 141-6, 178.

'Father' Parmenides: Plato, Sophist 241d-242a; de Vogel 241; LS 

180 n.; Rocca-Serra 173 and EPii 266 n. 65. 'Father' in Pythagoreanism: 
Edelstein 43-5; de Vogel 240; LS 179, 294. In mysteries: Dieterich 52, 
134 -43, 146-56; Rohde 602; R. Reitzenstein, Die hellenistischen 

Mysterienreli9ionen (3rd ed., Leipzig 1927) 20, 40-1; Merkelbach 165, 
238; Burkert, Ancient mystery cults (Cambridge, MA 1987) 42, 50, 99 and 
LS 179-80; APMM 221. Plato as heir to Parmeneides: M. H. Miller Jr., 
Plato's 'Parmenides' (Princeton, NJ 1986) 28-34. 'Totally incomprehen
sible': E. Langlotz, Die kulturelle und kiinstlerische Hellenisierun9 der Kiisten 

des Mittelmeers clurch die Stadt Phokaia (Cologne 1966) 87-8. 
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Parmeneides and Xenophanes: J. Burnet, Early Greek philosophy ( 4th 
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For further information visit 
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